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Abstrat
The thesis is divided into two parts. Part I (maroeonomi models) is devoted
to empirially examine the role of bakward-looking behavior in a standard New-
Keynesian model and its behavioral variant. This part inludes three hapters.
In hapter 2, the strutural parameters of the New-Keynesian model (NKM) are
estimated from a historial data set of the US eonomy. The moment-mathing
method is used to disuss the importane of bakward-looking behavior in the New-
Keynesian Phillips Curve, and its empirial results are ontrasted to the Bayesian
estimation. Then the model with purely forward-looking expetations and its hy-
brid variant are ompared using a formal test. Chapter 3 disusses the persistent
dynamis of ination and output in the NKM, and analyzes statistial properties of
the estimation methods and the hoie of moment onditions. The empirial per-
formane of model seletion methods is examined using information riteria along
the lines of the maximum likelihood estimation. Chapter 4 demonstrates that mar-
ket euphoria and depression in the eonomy an be explained by swithing between
heterogeneous investors along the lines of the disrete hoie theory. This hapter
investigates a bounded rationality model with historial Euro Area data and disuss
the eets of the investors' over(or under)reation on market struture. Part II (-
nanial market models) ontains two hapters onerning the relevane of behavioral
heterogeneity in nanial markets. Chapter 5 disusses the eet of heterogeneous
trading rules on the return volatility in the asset priing model. The adaptive belief
system is estimated using the simulated method of moments estimator. Espeially,
two types of the noise term in the model dynamis are investigated by means of
simulations (i.e. additive and multipliative). In a strutural stohasti volatility
model, the two trading mehanisms (i.e. wealth and herding) are ompared aord-
ing to a formal test. Finally, hapter 6 examines the soial interation eets of a
market mirosimulation model on various historial FX data. In partiular, simula-
tion based inferene is used to examine the validity of the group behavior when the
analytial expression for moment onditions is fairly ompliated.
Keywords: behavioral heterogeneity; group behavior; moment-based estimation;
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1Introdution
1.1 Motivation of the study
The purpose of this thesis is to empirially examine a standard maroeonomi
model and alternative models of behavioral heterogeneity (i.e. agent-based models
(ABM)) in nane. At the beginning, we study the strutural dynamis of these
models and their omplexity, some of whih do not permit a straightforward appli-
ation to data. Therefore our empirial analysis aims to demonstrate how to disen-
tangle the strutural modeling dynamis and endogeneity from whih we an nd an
empirial onnetion between the behavior of eonomi agents and the marosopi
dynamis; i.e. behavioral heterogeneity, soial interation eets, optimal behavior
and expetation formation proess.
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Then we develop eonometri or statistial in-
ferene tehniques suh that the empirial performane of models an be ompared.
Conerning the spei models examined in this thesis, we rst disuss a small
sale dynamis stohasti general equilibrium (DSGE) model and its behavioral
variant in whih agents have ognitive limitations. In partiular, we attempt to
estimate the strutural parameters of this kind of maroeonomi model using US
and Euro Area data. In the seond part, the asset priing models with behavioral
heterogeneity are put forward to explain the eet of heterogeneous trading rules on
nanial markets; we have delved into empirial questions about prie movements
using the adaptive belief system and a strutural stohasti volatility model. Finally,
we study the role of group behavior in a market mirosimulation model and identify
the eets of soial interations on return volatility.
For the most part, this thesis resolves the parameter estimation of the strutural
models by using moment-based estimation. In this study, we use the terminology
of the moment-based estimation (or the minimum distane estimator), whih an
enompass the generalized method of moments and the lassial minimum distane
estimator as speial ases. Also see Newey and MFadden (1994) for their exellent
lassiation of these eonometri estimators. Here we briey summarize the eono-
metri steps for estimating the DSGE model and ABMs. It is assumed that the
1
The standard maroeonomi model is based on the miroeonomi theory of utility/prot
maximization where agents disount their future onsumption/interest rate under perfet foresight;
e.g. onsumption smoothing in Euler equations or Calvo prie-setting rules. On the other hand,
ABMs follow a bottom-up approah using simple deision rules of agents, whih an allow for group
interations and behavioral heterogeneity.
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p-dimensional set of parameters of the models must satisfy the following moment
restritions:
E
[
m(xi; θ0)
]
= 0 (1.1)
where m(xi; θ) is a q-dimensional vetor of funtions of the observable data xi,
i = 1, · · · , T . The model-generated moment onditions will satisfy the moment
restrition in Equation (1.1) if the parameter θ in Θ onverges to the true one
θ0. For the parameter identiation in the moment-based estimation, our empirial
appliations onsider at least as many moment onditions as parameters: over or
exat identiation, i.e. q ≥ p.
In empirial appliations, we estimate the sample moment equation:
m∗ =
1
T
T∑
i=1
m(xi) (1.2)
where m∗ is the hosen empirial moments, whih an omprise distributional prop-
erties of the empirial data xi. The objetive funtion of the method of moments
estimator is dened as the following quadrati form:
S(θ) = (m∗ −m)′ W (m∗ −m) (1.3)
where m is the model-generated moment funtion. W is a non-negative denite,
symmetri weight matrix. Aordingly, we obtain the parameter estimates from the
objetive funtion S at its minimum:
θ̂ = arg min
θ∈Θ
S(θ) (1.4)
Under the standard regularity onditions,
2
the estimator has the following asymp-
toti distribution of the parameter estimates:
√
T (θ̂T − θ0) ∼ N(0,Λ) (1.5)
2
The regularity onditions suh as stohasti equiontinuity and asymptoti unbiasedness for
moment estimates are used to provide onsisteny, asymptoti normality and eieny of eono-
metri estimators. A set of the regularity onditions inludes the parameter ompatness, a twie
ontinuously dierentiable objetive funtion and its uniform onvergene, et. See Newey and
MFadden (1994) for large sample theory in eonometris.
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where Λ is a ovariane matrix of the parameter estimation. In general, it is shown
in eonometri literature that the method of moments estimator is onsistent and
asymptotially normal; e.g. Hansen (1982), Pakes and Pollard (1989), and Due and
Singleton (1993). If the model omplexity and underlying data generating proess
hinder aurate assessment of asymptoti inferene (e.g. losed-form or analytial
solutions are not available), we rely on simulation tehniques and bootstrap methods
for the estimation.
However, there are pros and ons to apply the moment-based estimation teh-
niques to the omplex (or overly parameterized) models. On the one hand, from
the model-generated moments, we an transparently evaluate the performane of
the models to data and nd a good approximation to the data generating proess.
This an be onsidered a diret result of the solution of a system instead of relying
on an auxiliary model, whih indiretly measures an approximation of the model
to the data.
3
On the other hand, beause of the non-linear mapping between the
model struture and the redued form parameters, however, the estimated parame-
ters an be poorly determined with large standard errors; the large sampling vari-
ability makes the empirial analysis inherently diult in the ontext of statistial
inferene.
In many ases, omplexity hinders a diret estimation approah suh as likelihood-
based statistial inferene, and the objetive funtion exhibits several optima in the
parameter spae of the omplex model; e.g. see Winker et al. (2007). Moreover,
the moment onditions are not linear in the parameter vetor θ, so that we annot
prove the global identiation onditions for the strutural parameters; a standard
rank ondition - a neessary and suient ondition for the identiation of the
parameters of strutural equations models - annot be applied. This means that we
do not know the existene of a unique optimum in the objetive funtion. The worst
ase ould be that the objetive funtion annot be dierentiated and its onvexity
is not known.
4
This has pratial impliations. For example, the onvergene of the
optimization proedure should be heked during the estimation. We need to ex-
amine a unique optima from dierent starting values of the model parameters; it is
often the ase that variations in the parameter estimates should be examined using
a set of dierent optimization routines suh as iterative minimization, Nelder-Mead
simplex, random searh method, et.
From the urrent problem in empirial appliations, we address an issue of
moment-mathing approah to evaluating the omplex models. But the statisti-
al properties of the estimator by mathematial proofs is beyond the sope of this
3
The auxiliary model in indiret inferene an refer to a linear regression model, a nite impulse
response model, a sore vetor of eient method of moments, et.
4
The dierentiability of the objetive funtion is a mild (or weak) requirement for regularity,
sine onsisteny and asymptoti normality of the moment-based estimation an be established with
a non-smooth objetive funtion; e.g. see the estimation of disrete hoie models in MFadden
(1989).
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present investigation and is relegated to future researh. Therefore the main ontri-
bution of this thesis is to take eonomially well formulated models to data, where
we show how to nd the solution of the system and to implement some numerial
and tehnial methods suh as simulation tehniques and omparison proedures
between two ompeting speiations. In other words, we evaluate the empirial
performane of the DSGE models and ABMs based on their ability to math the
sample moments of data. From these analyses, we attempt to establish an empiri-
al onnetion between the behavioral rules and the marosopi dynamis in these
models.
In this thesis, we onsider that the model is possibly misspeied to apture the
reality; i.e. the empirial model is based on an inomplete probability formulation of
the real data. In this ase, statistial hypothesis testing from the likelihood funtion
is not straightforward; the assumption that error terms follow a Gaussian distribu-
tion does not hold. In addition to ommon statistial problems when the model
is misspeied, the losed form solutions for likelihood funtion often do not exist.
Therefore, our purpose of this empirial analysis is to test whether the alternative
explanations of the marosopi dynamis an provide a reasonable approximation
to the real data aording to the hosen moment onditions. We onsider the be-
havioral heterogeneity in the strutural dynamis as a possibly relevant explanation
on the data generating proess, and disuss to what extent the moment-based esti-
mation an answer the eonomi questions onerning the behavior of the eonomi
agents.
More generally, the statistial inferene proedures adopted in this thesis are
as follows: rst, we derive analyti moment onditions for a system of equations,
and utilize them when mathing the empirial properties of data; the stylized fats
known in empirial maroeonomi and nanial literature (e.g. rst moment, the
sample auto- and ross-ovarianes, fat-tailed distribution, et.) are used for the
purpose of parameter estimation and model validation. Seond, we judge the model
validity based on its ability to math the hosen empirial moments. However, if the
moment onditions do not have a simple analyti form, then we replae them by an
approximation based on simulations. During the model estimation, we study two
ompeting speiations and ompare their empirial performanes using a formal
test; i.e. hypothesis testing of an equal t of the two models. Finally, we investigate
the properties of the moment-based estimator via Monte Carlo experiments. Overall
we evaluate the empirial performane of the maroeonomi and nanial market
models along the lines of moment onditions disussed in this thesis.
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1.2 Struture of the thesis
The thesis is divided into two parts. Part I (maroeonomi models) is devoted
to empirially examine the role of bakward-looking behavior in a standard New-
Keynesian model and its behavioral variant. This part inludes three hapters.
Chapter 2 attempts to estimate the strutural parameters of the New-Keynesian
model (NKM); e.g. the prie indexation parameter. A historial data set of the US
eonomy is used to disuss the importane of bakward- or forward-looking behavior
in the New-Keynesian Phillips Curve by using both moment-mathing and Bayesian
estimation. Then the model with purely forward-looking expetations and its hy-
brid variant are ompared using the formal model omparison test of Hnatkovska,
Marmer and Tang (2012). Chapter 3 investigates the persistent dynamis of in-
ation and output in the NKM and provides a formal disussion on the hoie of
moment onditions for the model estimation. The empirial performane of model
seletion methods is examined using information riteria along the lines of the max-
imum likelihood estimation. The similarity between the two hapters is that we use
the same speiation of a small-sale NKM for the empirial analysis. But a major
stress of hapter 3 is on the robustness of the hosen moment onditions and their
statistial relationship to the maximum likelihood estimation. Chapter 4 demon-
strates that market euphoria and depression in the eonomy an be explained by
swithing between heterogeneous groups along the lines of the disrete hoie theory.
This hapter estimates the behavioral parameters of a bounded rationality model
of De Grauwe (2011) with historial Euro Area data by moment-based estimation.
The model provides insights for understanding the investors' over(or under)reation
to observed eonomi shoks and their eets on market struture.
Part II (nanial market models) ontains two hapters investigating the rel-
evane of behavioral heterogeneity in nanial markets. Chapter 5 disusses the
eet of heterogeneous trading rules on the return volatility in the asset priing
model. First, the original version of the adaptive belief system (Gaunersdorfer and
Hommes (2007)) is estimated using the simulated method of moments estimator.
Espeially, the model dynamis are investigated by means of simulations with two
types of the noise term (i.e. additive and multipliative). Seond, the properties of
a strutural stohasti volatility model are examined following Franke and Wester-
ho (2012). The two trading mehanisms (i.e. wealth and herding) are ompared
aording to a formal test. Finally, hapter 6 disusses the soial interation eets
of a market mirosimulation model in various historial FX data (Alfarano and Lux
(2007)). In partiular, simulation based inferene is used to examine the validity of
the group behavior when the analytial expression for moment onditions is fairly
ompliated.
A general onlusion summarizes the main ndings of the thesis and presents an
agenda for future researh.
PART I. Maroeonomi Models
2Bakward-Looking Behavior in
the New-Keynesian Model
The hapter onsiders an elementary New-Keynesian three-equations model and
ontrasts its Bayesian estimation with the results from the method of moments
(MM), whih seeks to math the model-generated seond moments of ination,
output and the interest rate to their empirial ounterparts. Speial emphasis is
plaed on the degree of bakward-looking behavior in the Phillips urve. While,
in line with muh of the literature, it only plays a marginal role in the Bayesian
estimations, MM yields values of the prie indexation parameter lose to or even at
its maximal value of one. These results are worth notiing sine the mathing thus
ahieved is entirely satisfatory. The mathing of some speial (and even better)
versions of the model is eonometrially evaluated by a model omparison test.
2.1 Introdution
The New-Keynesian modelling of dynami stohasti general equilibrium (DSGE)
with its nominal rigidities and inomplete markets is still the ruling paradigm in
ontemporary maroeonomis. The fundamental three-equations versions repre-
sent the so-alled New Maroeonomi Consensus and, as a point of departure, are
most valuable in shaping the theoretial disussion on monetary poliy and other
topis. Over the last deade these models have also been extensively subjeted to
estimation. Here system estimations (as opposed to single-equations estimations)
gained in importane. First maximum likelihood and more reently the Bayesian
estimation approah rystallized as the most popular methods, a development that
probably not the least was fostered by the dissemination of the powerful DYNARE
software pakage. By now Bayesian estimations have even beome so dominant that
other tehniques are at risk of eking out a marginal existene.
The exlusiveness of likelihood methods is nevertheless worth reonsidering. In
some form or another, it is well-known that maximum likelihood does the `right'
eient thing if the model is true. It does not neessarily do the `reasonable' thing
for `approximate' models (Cohrane, 2001, p. 293). This remark, whih ertainly
arries over to the marginal likelihood in the Bayesian estimations, should not be
negleted sine after all, any model in eonomis an only be an approximation to the
hypothetial onstrut of a true real-world data generation proess. For this reason
it is desirable, unless vital, to work with alternative system estimation methods as
well.
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While likelihood methods onentrate on preditions of a model for the next
period, the method of moments (MM) estimation approah, as we understand this
term here, is onerned with the dynami properties of a model in general. Their
quantitative representation refers to a number of summary statistis, or `moments',
and the estimation seeks to identify numerial parameter values suh that the model-
generated moments ome as lose as possible to their empirial ounterparts.
The ruial point of MM is obviously the hoie of these moments, whih by
ritis is branded as arbitrary.
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Again, however, the approximate nature of stru-
tural modelling must be taken into aount, whih at best allows a model to math
some of the `stylized fats' of an atual eonomy. Limited-information methods like
MM are therefore not neessarily inferior to a full-information estimation approah.
Moreover, MM requires the researher to make up his or her mind about the dimen-
sions along whih the model should be most realisti, and it is just this expliitness
and, in pratie, easy interpretation of the moment mathing that are strong argu-
ments in favour of MM. This begins informally with diagrams omparing the proles
of the theoretial to the empirial moments and their inspetion with the naked eye,
but also more formal methods are available to assess a model's goodness-of-t. In
fat, learning in these ways whih of the empirial moments are more, and whih are
less adequately mathed an provide useful information about the partiular merits
and demerits of a model.
The present hapter takes a New-Keynesian three-equations model from the shelf
and ontrasts its Bayesian estimations with the results from MM estimations. As far
as we know, suh a diret omparison has not been undertaken before. Speially,
we start out from the Bayesian estimations of a version that enabled Castelnuovo
(2010) to demonstrate the superiority of a positive and time-varying ination target
over a steady state rate of ination xed at zero. Our interest is, however, more
elementary, whih is the reason why we irumvent this issue by having the strutural
equations diretly referring to the deviations of ination and the interest rate from
an exogenous trend. We rather onentrate on the soures of ination persistene
in the Phillips urve as they are aused by exogenous or endogenous fators, i.e.,
by serial orrelation in the shok proess or by prie indexation of rms, where the
latter yield a positive oeient on lagged ination and a orresponding redution
of the oeient on expeted ination.
In this respet, Castelnuovo in line with several other examples in the literature
obtains evidene for strong forward-looking behavior (low indexation) and high or-
relation in the random shoks. This feature is one again onrmed by the Bayesian
estimations of our slightly modied model. By ontrast, to antiipate our most im-
portant nding, the MM estimations show a strong tendeny towards the opposite:
high prie indexation in ombination with white noise shoks. This new result has
to be taken seriously, sine it will be pointed out that the implied mathing of the
1
The estimation approahes of indiret inferene (II) or the eient method of moments (EMM)
an be viewed as endogenizing this hoie. On the other hand, this shifts the issue of arbitrariness,
or judgement, to the hoie of the auxiliary model that these methods employ. Carraso and
Florens (2002) provide a suint overview of II, EMM and the method of (simulated) moments.
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moments is entirely satisfatory.
The hapter is strutured as follows. The next setion introdues the MM esti-
mation proedure together with a sketh of the bootstrap re-estimations that we will
utilize. Setion 3 desribes the small New-Keynesian model to whih this method is
applied and lists the seond moments the model is supposed to math. The results
that we thus obtain are presented in Setions 4 and 5, where Setion 4 deals with
the period of the so-alled Great Ination and Setion 5 with the Great Modera-
tion. The main oneptual disussions are ontained in Setion 4, whih is therefore
subdivided into several subsetions.
After ontrasting the Bayesian with the MM estimation in Setion 4.1, the next
subsetion examines in greater detail the problem of disentangling the endogenous
and exogenous soures of ination persistene. Setion 4.3 subsequently employs a
new eonometri test by Hnatkovska et al. (2009) to deide whether our benhmark
estimation is signiantly superior to other, more speial versions of the model. In
Setion 4.4 we temporarily step outside the model and ask if a still higher (ompos-
ite) oeient on lagged ination would outperform the previous mathing. Bak
in the original framework, Setion 4.5 sets up the ondene intervals for the stru-
tural parameters, whih invokes the abovementioned bootstrap re-estimations of
the model beause some of the parameters are estimated at their upper- or lower-
bounds. In addition, this method allows us to ompute a moment-spei p-value
to haraterize the model's validity. The organization of Setion 5 for the Great
Moderation period is similar, exept that after the previous disussions the presen-
tation of the results an now be muh shorter. Setion 6 onludes. Several more
tehnial details are relegated to an appendix.
2.2 The moment mathing estimation approah
As mentioned above, the MM estimation proedure omputes a number of summary
statistis, i.e. moments, for a model and searhes for a set of parameter values that
minimize a distane between them and their empirial ounterparts. The method
has also been applied to New-Keynesian DSGE models. The major part of this
work is onerned with the mathing of impulse-response funtions (IRFs), where
almost all of these ontributions onsider the responses to only one shok, namely,
a monetary poliy shok.
2
An exeption is Altig et al. (2011), who add two types
of tehnology shoks to the monetary impulse.
While this treatment avoids onsigning itself to a hoie about whih other in-
novations to inlude in the modelling framework, a good mathing of one type of
IRFs does not neessarily imply a similar good math of another type. In this re-
spet our situation will be dierent in that we deal with a model that has been
subjeted to a Bayesian estimation before. So the model has already as many shok
2
Besides the early ontribution by Rotemberg and Woodford (1987), examples from the last
few years are Christiano et al. (2005), Boivin and Giannoni (2006), Henzel et al. (2009), Hülsewig
et al. (2009). In ontrast, Avouyi-Dovi and Matheron (2007) study the responses to a tehnology
shok.
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proesses prespeied as there are endogenous variables. This allows us to onsider
a broader range of dynami properties, whih are onveniently summarized by the
seond moments of the eonomi key variables (whih in the present ase will be
the output gap and the rates of interest and ination). That is, we will be on-
erned with their unonditional ontemporaneous and lagged auto-ovarianes and
ross-ovarianes, whih inidentally ontain similar information to the IRFs of the
(three) shok variables of the model.
Suh a hoie of moments has been more usual for the M(S)M estimation of,
in a wider sense, real business yle models (the `S' refers to the ases where these
moments annot be omputed analytially but must be simulated).
3
Closest to our
work is the MM estimation of a New-Keynesian model by Matheron and Poilly
(2009). Their model is, however, riher than ours and instead of the output gap as
a level variable they are interested in the omovements of the output growth rate.
Hene one would have to be areful with a omparison of their results and ours.
4
It may be emphasized that we x our moments in advane and their number
will not be too small, either. This ommitment is dierent from an expliit moment
seletion proedure as it was, for example, used by Karamé et al. (2008). They
begin with a large set of moments, estimate their model on them, and then step
by step disard the moments whih the model reprodues most poorly until an
over-identiation test fails to rejet the model any longer.
Let us then turn to the moments that we adopt, whih fortunately an be treated
in an analytial manner. To explain this, we should rst desribe the general stru-
ture of our model. It is a hybrid variant of the New-Keynesian three-equations
model, with forward-looking as well as bakward-looking elements in the Phillips
urve and the IS equation. Its anonial form reads,
AEt yt+1 + B yt + C yt−1 + vt = 0
vt = N vt−1 + εt , εt ∼ N(0,Σε)
(2.1)
The matries A, B, C, N , Σε with the strutural parameters are here all (n × n)
square matries (speially, n = 3). The vetor yt ∈ Rn ontains the endogenous
variables (with zero steady state values) and vt ∈ Rn ollets the random shoks,
whih are supposed to be governed by an autoregressive proess (ertainly, N is a
stable matrix). The i.i.d. innovations εt follow a normal distribution with a diagonal
(n× n) ovariane matrix Σε.
The equilibrium law of motion of (2.1) is desribed by the reursive equations
yt = Ω yt−1 + Φ vt
vt = N vt−1 + εt
(2.2)
3
These appliations seem rather sattered, though; see Jonsson and Klein(1996), Hairault et
al. (1997), Collard et al. (2002) and, more reently, Karamé et al. (2008), Gorodnihenko and Ng
(2010), Ambler et al. (2011), Kim and Ruge-Muria (2011).
4
Another dierene is that they do not math diretly the empirial seond moments, whih
we do, but the moments deriving from the estimation of a anonial vetor autoregression. This
might somewhat favour a better math.
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where Ω and Φ are two (n×n) matries and Ω is required to be stable. Using the
method of undetermined oeients, Ω and Φ are suessively obtained as the solu-
tions to the following two matrix equations, whih under determinay are uniquely
determined (In being the (n×n) identity matrix),
AΩ2 + B Ω + C = 0
(AΩ +B)Φ + AΦN + In = 0
As indiated, our aim in the moment mathing estimation is that the stohasti
proess (2.2) reprodues the autoovarianes of the empirial ounterparts of the
variables in the vetor yt. It is onvenient in this respet that (2.2) is essentially
a rst-order vetor autoregression (VAR). The theoretial autoovarianes an thus
be easily obtained from the losed-form expressions given, e.g., in Lütkepohl (2007).
We only have to adjust the notation by hanging the dating of the shoks and rewrite
(2.2) as
[
yt
vt+1
]
=
[
Ω Φ
0 N
] [
yt−1
vt
]
+
[
0
I
]
εt+1 (2.3)
With zt = (y
′
t, v
′
t+1)
′
, D = (0 I)′, ut = D εt+1, and A1 the (2n×2n) matrix on the
right-hand side assoiated with the vetor (y′t−1, v
′
t)
′ = zt−1, eq. (2.3) an be more
ompatly written as
zt = A1 zt−1 + ut , ut ∼ N(0,Σu) , Σu = DΣεD′ (2.4)
The (asymptoti) ontemporaneous and lagged autoovarianes of this VAR(1) are
given by the matries
Γ(h) := E(zt z
′
t−h) ∈ RK×K , K = 2n, h = 0, 1, 2, . . . (2.5)
Following Lütkepohl (2007, pp. 26f), their omputation proeeds in two steps. First,
Γ(0) is obtained from the equation Γ(0) = A1 Γ(0)A
′
1 +Σu, whih yields
veΓ(0) = (IK2 −A1 ⊗A1)−1 veΣu (2.6)
(the symbol `⊗' denotes the Kroneker produt and invertibility is guaranteed sine
A1 is learly a stable matrix). Subsequently the Yule-Walker equations are employed,
from whih the lagged autoovarianes are reursively obtained as
Γ(h) = A1 Γ(h− 1) , h = 1, 2, 3, . . . (2.7)
The estimation seeks to math a subset of the oeients in the matries Γ(h) to
their observable empirial ounterparts. In sum, let there be nm of these moments,
whih are olleted in a vetor m. Furthermore, denote by θ the vetor of the
strutural oeients in (2.1) that are to be estimated, its dimension being nθ.
To make the dependene of the theoretial moments on the partiular values of
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θ expliit, we will write m = m(θ). On the other hand, let m̂T designate the
orresponding empirial moments from a sample of T observations. Below, referene
will also be made to Σ̂m as an estimate of the ovariane matrix of the moments
(index T is here suppressed to ease notation).
The distane between the vetors of the model-generated and empirial moments
is measured by a quadrati funtion that is haraterized by an (nm×nm) weighting
matrix W . Aordingly, the model is estimated by the set of parameters θ̂ that
minimize this distane over an admissible set Θ ⊂ Rnθ , that is,5
θ̂ = arg min
θ∈Θ
J(θ; m̂T ,W ) := arg min
θ∈Θ
T [m(θ)− m̂T ]′W [m(θ)− m̂T ] (2.8)
Regarding the weighting matrix in (2.8), an obvious sine asymptotially optimal
hoie would be the inverse of an estimated moment ovariane matrix (Newey and
MFadden, 1994, pp. 2164f). The optimality, however, does not neessarily arry
over to small samples and a bias may arise in the estimations. As a onsequene, in
the ontext of estimating ovariane strutures even the identity matrix may be a
superior weighting matrix (Altonji and Segal, 1996). In addition and not surprisingly
in view of (2.7), with the hoie of the above moments a matrix Σ̂m is so lose to
being singular that its inverse ould not be relied on. The usual option in suh a
situation is to employ a diagonal weighting matrix the entries of whih are given by
the reiproals of the varianes of the single moments. This gives us
Wii = 1 / Σ̂m,ii , i = 1, . . . nm (2.9)
(and of ourse Wij = 0 for i 6= j). Clearly, the less preisely a moment is estimated
from the data, that is, the higher is its variane, the lower is the weight attahed
to it in the loss funtion. Sine the width of the ondene intervals around the
empirial moments m̂T,i is proportional to (1/T ) times the square root of Σ̂m,ii, it
may be stated that the model-generated momentsmi(θ̂) obtained from the estimated
parameters lie as muh as possible inside these ondene intervals (Christiano et
al., 2005, p. 17). Nevertheless, a formulation of this kind, whih with almost the same
words an also be found in several other appliations, should not be interpreted too
narrowly. In partiular, it will be seen that a minimum of the loss funtion in (2.8)
need not simultaneously minimize the number of moments outside the ondene
intervals.
It is well-known that under standard regularity onditions the parameter esti-
mates θ̂ are onsistent and asymptotially follow a normal distribution around the
(pseudo-) true parameter vetor θo. There is moreover an expliit formula in the
literature (Newey and MFadden, 1994, pp. 2153f) for estimates of the orrespond-
ing ovariane matrix, whih allows one to ompute the standard errors of θ̂ as the
5
The sample size T is inluded in the speiation of the loss funtion to have the notation
onsistent with the literature that will be referred to below. It may also be added that if, in
the ourse of the minimization searh proedure for (2.8), some parameter leaves an admissible
interval, it is reset to the boundary value, the distane of the thus resulting moments is omputed,
and then a suiently strong penalty is added that proportionately inreases with the extent of
the original violation. In this way also orner solutions to (2.8) an be safely identied.
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square roots of its diagonal elements. In the present ase, however, this approah
faes two problems. First, it will turn out that loally the objetive funtion J reats
only very weakly to the hanges in some of the parameters. Hene these standard
errors beome extremely large and, beyond this (loally relevant) fat, are not very
informative. The seond point is that one of the regularity onditions will be vio-
lated if the minimizing parameter vetor is a orner solution of (2.8); trivially, for
some omponents i the distributions of the estimated parameters annot be entred
around the point estimates θ̂i then.
These reasons indue us to use a (parametri) bootstrap proedure as an alter-
native determination of standard errors or, more instrutively, ondene intervals.
To this end we work with the null hypothesis that the estimated model is the true
data generating proess. Thus, we take the estimated parameters θ̂ and, starting
from the steady state (i.e. the zero vetor), run a stohasti simulation of the model
over 500+T periods, from whih the rst 500 periods are disarded to rule out any
transient eets. The underlying random number sequene may be identied by an
integer index b. Repeating this a great number of times B, with dierent random
number seeds of ourse, b = 1, . . . , B artiial time series of length T are obtained.
For eah of them we ompute the vetor of the resulting moments, denoted as m̂bT ,
and use their varianes to set up the diagonal sample-spei weighting matrix W b.
Subsequently, for eah b, the funtion J(θ; m̂bT ,W
b) is minimized over the parameter
spae Θ. Finally, the frequeny distribution of the re-estimated parameters
{ θ̂b : b = 1, . . . , B } (2.10)
an serve as a proxy for the probability distribution of the θ̂. From (2.10), we an es-
tablish two types of 95% ondene intervals for the i-th omponent of the originally
estimated vetor θ̂, the standard perentile interval and Hall's perentile ondene
interval. Hall's method has the advantage that it is asymptotially orret, but it
may violate the admissible range of a parameter. Therefore we use Hall's interval if
no suh violation ours and the standard interval otherwise. The details are spelled
out in Appendix A2.
The bootstrap re-estimation experiment an also help us to deide at what sig-
niane level the null hypothesis may or may not be rejeted. We only have to
onsider the frequeny distribution of the values of the loss funtion,
Jb = J(θ̂b; m̂bT ,W
b) , b = 1, . . . , B (2.11)
and ompare, let us say, the 95% quantile J0.95 of (2.11) to the value Ĵ := J(θ̂; m̂T ,W )
that was obtained from the original estimation on the empirial moments in (2.8).
At the onventional 5% signiane level, the model would have to be rejeted as
being inonsistent with the data if Ĵ exeeds J0.95, otherwise it would have passed
the test. In this way we an also readily onstrut a p-value of the model. It is
given by the value of p that equates the (1−p)-quantile of the distribution {Jb} to
Ĵ , whih says that if Ĵ were employed as a benhmark for model rejetion, then p is
the error rate of falsely rejeting the null hypothesis that the model is true. Hene,
in short, the higher this p-value the better the t.
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It goes without saying that these statements are onditional on the speial hoie
of the moments that the model is required to math. Certainly, if more and more
moments were added to our list, the p-value will dwindle.
2.3 The three-equations model
It should be expliitly made lear from the beginning that our estimations are on-
erned with a New-Keynesian model in gap form. That is, generally the trend rates
pi⋆t and r
⋆
t of ination and interest (or the rates of these variables in a fritionless
equilibrium) are allowed to vary over time, and what is showing up in the three
key equations of the model are not the raw rates of ination and interest pit and rt
(i.e. their deviations from the zero steady state values in the simpler models), but
the ination gap pit := pit − pi⋆t and the interest rate gap r̂t := rt − r⋆t .6 There are
several ways to interpret the ourrene of these more general gaps in, espeially,
the Phillips urve, and the persuasiveness of the mirofoundations presently avail-
able for them in the literature is still another issue. We nevertheless join most of
the empirial appliations and leave this disussion aside. For simpliity, the trend
variations themselves are treated as purely exogenous, so that pi⋆t and r
⋆
t an remain
in the bakground.
Regarding possible soures of persistene in the endogenous variables, whih we
then try to disentangle in the estimations, we onentrate on the Phillips urve.
Here we inlude both lagged ination in its deterministi ore and serial orrelation
in the exogenous shoks. This is in ontrast to the ommon pratie that from
the outset assumes either white noise shoks or purely forward-looking prie setting
behavior.
7
On the other hand, the random shoks in the IS equation and the Taylor
rule are supposed to be i.i.d. and persistene is only brought about by a lagged
output gap and a lagged rate of interest, respetively. Denoting the output gap in
period t by xt, the model thus reads,
pit =
β
1 + αβ
Et pit+1 +
α
1 + αβ
pit−1 + κxt + vπ,t
xt =
1
1+χ
Et xt+1 +
χ
1+χ
xt−1 − τ (r̂t − Et pit+1) + εx,t
r̂t = φr r̂t−1 + (1−φr) (φπ pit + φx xt) + εr,t
vπ,t = ρπ vπ,t−1 + επ,t
(2.12)
The time unit is to be thought of as one quarter. The three shoks εz,t are normally
distributed around zero with varianes σ2z (z = pi, x, r). All of the parameters
6
As for example remarked by Cogley et al. (2010, p. 43, fn 1) when disussing ination persis-
tene, it is not always ompletely plain in the literature whether the fous is on raw ination or
the ination gap.
7
In similar models to ours, examples of exluding autoorrelated shoks in a hybrid Phillips
urve are Lindé (2005), Cho and Moreno (2006) or Salemi (2006), while the purely forward-
looking models studied by, e.g., Lubik and Shorfheide (2004), Del Negro and Shorfheide (2004),
Shorfheide (2005) allow for some persistene in the shok proess. We have hosen these referenes
from the ompilation in Shorfheide (2008, p. 421, Table 3).
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are nonnegative. Speially, β is the disount fator, κ a omposite parameter
that depends on the degree of prie stikiness and assumptions on the prodution
tehnology of rms, the oeient α represents the degree of prie indexation (0 ≤
α ≤ 1), and the persistene in the supply shoks is given by the autoorrelation ρπ
(0 ≤ ρπ < 1).8 In the IS equation, χ is the representative household's degree of habit
formation (0 ≤ χ ≤ 1) and τ a omposite parameter ontaining its intertemporal
elastiity of substitution. In the Taylor rule, φr determines the degree of interest
rate smoothing (0 ≤ φr < 1), and φx and φπ are the poliy oeients that measure
the entral bank's reations to ontemporaneous output and ination.
It depends on the partiular kind of mirofoundations whether or not α and
χ also enter the determination of the omposite parameters κ and τ , respetively,
and whether the latter ontinue to be positive and well-dened in the polar ases
α = 1 or χ = 1. In the estimations, however, κ and τ will not be subjeted to any
theoretial onstraints in this respet.
The moments onstituting the estimation of the model are based on the the-
oretial ovarianes of the interest rate gap r̂, the output gap x and the ination
gap pi. Referring to the autoovariane matries Γ(h) from (2.6) and (2.7), we are
thus onerned with the nine proles of Cov(pt, qt−h) = Γij(h) for p, q = r̂, x, pi and,
orrespondingly, i, j = 1, 2, 3, while the lags extend from h = 0, 1, . . . up to some
maximal lag H. Given that the length of the business yles in the US eonomy
varies between (roughly) ve and ten years, the estimations should not be based on
too long a lag horizon. A reasonable ompromise is a length of two years, so that
we will work with H = 8. In this way we have a total of 78 moments to math: 9
proles with (1+8) lags, minus 3 moments to avoid double ounting the zero lags in
the ross relationships.
The empirial data on whih the estimations of (2.12) are arried out derive from
real GDP, the GDP prie deator, and the federal funds rate. To determine the
exogenous trend rates underlying the model's gap formulation, we ontent ourselves
with a deterministi setting and speify them by the onvenient Hodrik-Presott
lter (as usual, although debatable, the smoothing parameter is λ=1600).9
The total sample period overs the time from 1960 to 2007.
10
Despite foussing
on trend deviations instead of levels, one has to be aware that there are still great
hanges over these years in the variane of the three variables and partly also in
8
As it turns out, in some few estimations the t ould be improved by admitting negative
values of ρpi. We will, however, disregard this option sine it seems too artiial, oneptually and
sine it implies a somewhat ragged prole of the autoovarianes of the ination rate.
9
Ireland (2007) and, more ambitiously, Cogley and Sbordone (2008) are two proposals of how
to endogenize trend ination as the target set by the entral bank. Ireland (p. 1864), however,
onludes from his estimations that still onsiderable unertainty remains about the true soure of
movements in the Federal Reserve's ination target. Laubah and Williams (2003) and Messonier
and Renne (2007) are attempts at an estimation of a time-varying natural rate of interest.
10
The Hodrik-Presott trend is omputed over a longer period, to avoid end-of-period eets.
The time series of the gaps that we thus obtain an be downloaded from
http://www.bwl.uni-kiel.de/gwif/downloads_papers.php?lang=en (if this string is opied into
the browser address bar, the undersore harater `_' may have to be retyped manually).
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the pattern of their ross ovarianes. This makes it neessary to subdivide the
period into two subsamples, whih are ommonly referred to as the periods of the
Great Ination (GI) and the Great Moderation (GM). We dene the former by
the interval 1960:1  1979:2 and the latter by 1982:4  2007:2; the time inbetween
is exluded beause of its idiosynrasy (Bernanke and Mihov, 1998). To give an
immediate example for the need of the subdivision, the standard deviation of the
annualized ination gap in GI is 1.41% versus 0.77% in GM; for the output gap it
is 1.77% in GI versus 1.15% in GM.
2.4 The Great Ination period
2.4.1 Basi results
The three-equations model (2.12) inludes 12 strutural parameters. Among them,
the disount fator β is not a very ritial oeient and is therefore diretly ali-
brated at =
	
0.99. So the following 11 parameters remain to be estimated: α, κ, ρπ,
σπ in the Phillips urve and its shok proess; χ, τ , σx in the IS equation; and φπ,
φx, φr, σr in the Taylor rule. The ination and interest rate gap in (2.12) are annu-
alized, whih may be taken into aount when onsidering the order of magnitude
of κ, τ , φx and the two noise levels σπ, σr.
We begin with a Bayesian referene estimation (BR) of the model. The mean
values of the posterior distribution of the parameters are reported in the rst olumn
of Table 2.1 (the priors are doumented in Appendix A1). Exept perhaps for the
relatively high poliy oeient φx, the results are not dramatially dierent from
other Bayesian estimations in the literature. In partiular, regarding the soures of
ination persistene, low oeients on expeted ination in the Phillips urve (i.e.,
low values of α) and a high autoorrelation ρπ in the shok proess are typial for
them.
11
It is, however, interesting to note an exeption to this rule. Del Negro et
al. (2007, p. 132, Table 1) obtain high prie indexation (α = 0.76) and low shok
persistene (ρπ = 0.12), despite their setting of rather opposite priors.
12
This out-
ome exemplies that even within the Bayesian framework, the tendeny towards a
purely forward-looking Phillips urve with persistent random shoks is possibly not
an unequivoally established property, yet.
The original motivation of this hapter was to hek the role of α and ρπ from
the outside, by an alternative estimation approah. The pivotal result of our MM
estimation is given in the seond olumn of Table 2.1, whih we will refer to as
estimation A, or model A. As a matter of fat, the most immediate observation is
on α and ρπ, for whih the ontrast to the Bayesian estimation ould not be more
striking: α is estimated at its maximum value of unity and ρπ at its minimum value
of zero.
11
For examples from more general models, see Smets and Wouters (2003, 2007), Adolfson et
al. (2007), Benati and Surio (2007), Fève et al. (2009), Cogley et al. (2010). Apart from the
determination of trend ination, estimation BR an be diretly ompared to Castelnuovo's (2010)
results for his so-alled TI model, on whih he (arguably) imposes α = 0.
12
The present symbols α and ρpi orrespond to their ιp and ρλf .
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Table 2.1: Parameter estimates for GI.
Bayesian Moment Mathing
α 0.067 1.000 0.000 0.700
(0.000− 0.144) (0.543− 1.000)
κ 0.198 0.051 0.242 0.067
(0.119− 0.275) (0.000− 0.085)
ρpi 0.552 0.000 0.692 0.550
(0.433− 0.668) (0.000− 0.334)
σpi 0.666 0.571 0.664 0.274
(0.492− 0.827) (0.242− 0.838)
χ 0.758 1.000 1.000 1.000
(0.672− 0.844) (0.730− 1.000)
τ 0.034 0.096 0.062 0.080
(0.018− 0.049) (0.008− 0.155)
σx 0.612 0.610 0.440 0.590
(0.511− 0.706) (0.296− 0.887)
φpi 1.173 1.482 1.524 1.574
(1.000− 1.361) (1.338− 1.690)
φx 1.336 0.030 0.000 0.068
(0.705− 1.965) (0.000− 0.210)
φr 0.792 0.333 0.421 0.383
(0.717− 0.866) (0.136− 0.457)
σr 0.729 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.630− 0.827) (0.000− 0.595)
J 209.1 47.6 119.4 77.6
MCI missed 21 0 5 1
Note: The disount fator is β = 0.99 throughout. In estimations B and C, α is
xed at 0.00 and 0.70, respetively. The smaller numbers indiate the ondene
intervals; from the posterior distribution in a Bayesian referene estimation (BR),
while in estimation A they are omputed from (A1) in Appendix A2 for α, ρpi, χ, φx,
σr and from (A2) for κ, σpi, τ , σx, φpi, φr. The last row gives the number of moments
(`M') that miss the ondene intervals (`CI') of the empirial moments. The bold
fae gures emphasize ertain results (model A) or assumptions (model B and C).
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Before we turn to a more omprehensive disussion of these parameters and the
other results in the table, let us onsider the mathing properties of estimations BR
and A. While it is trivial that BR implies a higher loss J than model A, the dier-
enes are so substantial that in eet the two estimation approahes may appear to
onentrate on rather distint features of the data, whih show no general tendeny
to imply eah other. This is, however, a preliminary and informal evaluation. In
Setion 2.4.3 a rigorous eonometri test will be applied in order to see whether or
in what sense it an be maintained.
It is one purpose of Figure 2.1 to illustrate the dierenes from the point of
view of moment mathing. The thin dashed lines in the diagrams are the empirial
auto- and ross-ovarianes of the interest rate, output and ination (sine there will
be no more risk of onfusion, we will from now on omit the expression `gap' when
disussing these variables). The shaded area is the 95% ondene band around
them. The bold (red) lines depit the moments obtained from the MM estimation
A, while the dotted (blue) lines are the moments implied by the Bayesian estimation
BR. Reall that in order to evaluate their goodness-of-t as our loss funtion denes
it, only the rst eight lags are relevant.
Inspeting the performane of the MM estimation with the naked eye, the math
it ahieves looks very good over the rst few lags and still fairly good over the higher
lags until the maximal lag H = 8. In any ase, it is remarkable that all of the
moments are ontained within the ondene intervals of the empirial moments.
This even holds true for the ovarianes up to lag 20. Hene, at the usual 5%
signiane level and as far as the (asymptoti) seond moments are onerned that
we hose, the model ould not be rejeted as being inonsistent with the real-world
data generation proess.
In ner detail, the model-implied moments show less persistene than the em-
pirial ovarianes, in that they return more quikly to the zero level and then stay
there. In other words, with respet to the ovarianes of its state variables the model
predits a shorter memory than it seems to prevail in reality. Reproduing a longer
memory would, however, ask too muh from a small model suh as the present one,
if the longer memory is a reliable phenomenon at all.
The ovarianes implied by the parameters of the Bayesian estimation are far
less satisfatory. In sum, as reported in the rst olumn of Table 2.1, 15 of their
moments are outside the empirial ondene intervals, although the violation is
not overly strong.
13
The best math, atually a very good one, is obtained for
the auto-ovarianes of ination, Cov(pit, pit−h). Still aeptable is the persistene
in these statistis for output and the interest rate, while their initial levels are
too low. Mainly responsible for the high value of the loss funtion (J = 209.1)
in Table 2.1 are the ross-ovarianes, the performane of whih is rather poor,
espeially if one has a look at the pratially vanishing Cov(xt, pit±h) statistis.
Conlusions from the Bayesian estimation that onern the entral features of the
dynami output-ination nexus may therefore be taken with some are; at least in
13
The highest t-statisti is around 2.30.
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Figure 2.1: Estimated versus empirial ovariane proles (GI).
Note: The bold (red) line results from the MM estimation A of Table 2.1, the solid
(blue) line with dots from the Bayesian referene estimation BR. The shaded area is
the 95% ondene band around the empirial moments.
the present ontext the relatively good one-period ahead foreasting properties of
this approah do not seem well suited to deliver authoritative statements about the
general interrelationships of these variables.
14
2.4.2 Prie indexation versus shok persistene
The MM estimation makes a denite statement about the relative importane of
prie indexation and the shok autoorrelation as the two main soures of per-
sistene in the Phillips urve. The outome of α = 1 and ρπ = 0 is the exat
opposite of the message from the papers by, for example, Ireland (2007, p. 1864)
and Cogley and Sbordone (2008, p. 2113), who found no signiant evidene for
bakward-looking behavior in similar prie setting speiations. They argue that
14
With respet to likelihood methods in general, the dierent properties of estimation A and
BR tend to ontradit the intuition expressed, for example, by Shorfheide (2008, p. 402) that
[s℄uperially, the likelihood funtion peaks at parameter values for whih a weighted disrepany
between DSGE model-implied autoovarianes of [state vetor℄ xt and sample autoovarianes is
minimized.
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a purely forward-looking Phillips urve proves fully suient beause their models
appropriately aount for time-variation in the ination target, whih an substi-
tute for the bakward-looking terms in previous estimations on raw ination data
or their deviations from the mean.
Figure 2.2: Minimized values of J given α and ρπ (GI).
Sine our ination gap variable is based on a time-varying trend, too, the on-
tradistintive results appear somewhat puzzling. There are several possible expla-
nations for this, beginning with dierent estimation methods and dierent sample
periods.
15
Also the spei details in the Phillips urves may be less innoent
than a short desription of their basi ingredients suggests. Another point makes
things even more ompliated, whih is to realize that identiation of forward-
and bakward-looking terms in a Phillips urve may easily depend on assumptions
about other strutural equations in a general equilibrium model, inluding the pre-
ise auxiliary assumptions about the shok proesses. To paraphrase the onluding
sentene in Beyer and Farmer (2007, p. 527), any attempt to ategorize an observed
data series as arising from two dierent Phillips urve speiations is determined
as muh by subtle hoies over the way to model the dynamis as it is by the data
themselves.
16
Our estimation is therefore far from being able to settle the ontro-
versial subjet of bakward-looking versus forward-looking behavior. For the time
15
In partiular, Ireland and Cogley&Sbordone estimate their models over longer sample periods,
namely 1959:1  2004:2 and 1960:1  2003:4, respetively. The ommon wisdom is that for the years
after 1984, the New-Keynesian Phillips urve needs to explain only a moderate degree of persistene.
We may, however, antiipate that in our estimations of the Great Moderation below the oeient
on lagged ination in the Phillips urve is not driven to zero, either.
16
Their paper illustrates this with the distintion between determinay and indeterminay.
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being, we an only point out the strikingly dierent results and must leave it to
further eort to nd out more about what essentially is responsible for them.
Within the present framework, one may now srutinize the reliability of the
estimates α = 1 and ρπ = 0. Beause of their ommon role to generate persistene
in the Phillips urve, the two parameters are also the rst andidates the variations
of whih might give rise to multiple loal minima. This idea motivates the following
omplementary estimations: treat both α and ρπ as exogenous parameters, onsider
a grid of the pairs (α, ρπ), and estimate the nine remaining parameters for eah of
the grid points.
Figure 2.2 plots the thus minimized values of J in the three-dimensional spae
above the (α, ρπ)-plane, for 0.70 ≤ α ≤ 1.00 and 0.00 ≤ ρπ ≤ 0.70. What imme-
diately leaps to the eye is the perfet smoothness of the surfae and the absene of
any loal valley. Overall, Figure 2.2 an instil additional ondene in us that the
orner point (α, ρπ) = (1.00, 0.00) does indeed onstitute the global minimum.
A seond feature of Figure 2.2 an shed more light on the informal question for
the relative importane of prie indexation (α) versus the persistene in the shok
proess to ination (ρπ). In the present ontext, `importane' may be measured by
the relative hanges in min J brought about by the variations in α and ρπ. The
bold lines on the surfae along the ρπ-axis learly show that, for xed values of α,
the variations in ρπ have only a minor impat on the goodness-of-t, at least for
values of ρπ in the range between 0.00 and 0.40, say. For xed values of ρπ, on the
other hand, the deterioration is muh more serious when α is gradually dereased.
Indexation is therefore a ruial parameter for the moment mathing and higher
persistene in the shoks is not nearly apable of making up for the negative eets
of lower indexation. As this is a global phenomenon in GI, the best t for this period
entails maximal prie indexation, α = 1.
After establishing indexation as the parameter of primary onern in the Phillips
urve, it is interesting to see the hanges in the estimation results when only α is
exogenously varied and J is minimized aross the remaining ten parameters, whih
now inlude ρπ. Figure 2.3 presents the most important reations. First of all, the
loss funtion in the upper-left panel is monotonially rising as α dereases over the
entire admissible range from unity down to zero. This underlines what has just been
said about the dominane of the eets from α over the eets from ρπ, not only
loally but over the full domain of α. The worsening from J = 47.6 at α = 1 to
J = 119.4 at zero indexation (f. estimation B in Table 2.1) appears rather severe,
though a disussion of whether it an also be ategorized as statistially signiant
will be postponed until the next subsetion.
The next eet of interest are the implied hanges in the autoorrelation ρπ of the
shoks. As expeted, lower indexation gives more sope for higher shok persistene,
and again this holds over the entire range of α; see the upper-right panel in Figure
2.3. It is, however, remarkable that between α = 0.95 and α = 0.94 an almost
disontinuous hange in the optimal value of ρπ ours, when ρπ jumps from 0.051
to 0.262. The reason for this is that the funtions ρπ 7→ J(ρπ) in Figure 2.2 for xed
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Figure 2.3: MM estimation of the model under exogenous variations of α (GI).
values of α are all very at in that region, whih implies that already small hanges
in their shape brought about by small hanges in α an shift the minimum of these
funtions onsiderably.
17
Our reasoning onerning the Phillips urve has so far left aside the output gap
as a soure of inherited persistene. The lower-right panel in Figure 2.3 for the
optimal values of the parameter κ reveals a stronger inuene of this variable as
ompensation for a redued persistene from prie indexation.
The results illustrated in these three panels an be related to Fuhrer's (2006)
analysis of the onstituent fators ontributing to ination persistene. For this, he
onentrates on the autoorrelations of the ination rate as they are brought about
by a hybrid Phillips urve and a simple AR(1) proess for the driving variable. Our
study is more general in that it inorporates additional riteria the model is desired
to math, and also disusses the possible inuene of persistene in the shok proess
to ination.
18
Fuhrer's main message from his GMM and maximum likelihood
estimations is nevertheless maintained: little is inherited from the persistene of
(the shok and) the driving variableand if so, this deteriorates the performane of
the model. Hene, the predominant soure of ination persistene in the NKPC is
the lagged ination term (Fuhrer, 2006, p. 79). Atually, his oeient on lagged
ination is typially even higher than 0.5025, whih is the maximal value that we
an get in eq. (2.12) when α = 1. This is a numerial issue that we return to in
Setion 2.4.4.
17
It atually required speial are to spot the jump of the optimal ρpi preisely between 0.94
and 0.95.
18
Fuhrer assumes white-noise i.i.d. shoks and makes a remark that the serial orrelation that
might be added to the shok variable will plausibly be relatively low (Fuhrer, 2006, p. 70).
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Among the other parameters in the estimations of the model and their rea-
tions to diminished indexation, the lower-left panel of Figure 2.3 shows the poliy
oeient φπ on the ination gap in the Taylor rule. Higher values of it might be
interpreted as an indiret soure of ination persistene, ating through the interest
rate hannel. This point of view is onrmed by the moderate inrease of φπ in
response to a redution in α. Nevertheless, as indexation dereases further, other
mehanisms beome more inuential and eventually reverse this eet. Besides, the
estimated order of magnitude of φπ (and also φx) appears to be more reasonable for
MM than BR.
2.4.3 Is full prie indexation signiantly superior?
In the disussion of Figure 2.1 we have emphasized the muh better math of our
estimation A with prie indexation α = 1 versus the Bayesian referene estimation
BR with an indexation lose to zero. In terms of the loss funtion, this amounts
to a omparison of J = 47.6 versus J = 209.1. In the previous subsetion, when
assessing the role of α in ner detail, it has furthermore been pointed out that
imposing the purely forward-looking ase α = 0 on the MM estimation deteriorates
J from 47.6 to 119.4 (see Table 2.1). Nevertheless, these gures as suh are not yet
suient to haraterize the dierenes as `signiant'. Espeially beause J is a
quadrati funtion of the moment deviations, the apparently large dierenes might
be somewhat misleading.
Table 2.1 also reports that the two models BR and B have, respetively, 21
and 5 of the model-generated moments outside the empirial ondene intervals.
Sine all of the moments of model A are inside the intervals, it might be said that
this model annot be stritly told apart from the hypothetial true data generation
proess, whereas the mathing obtained for models BR and B an. On the other
hand, this need not neessarily imply that BR and B are signiantly inferior to the
unonstrained model. For example, we would hesitate to subsribe to this statement
if, in the omparison of two models, the set of ritial moments were lose to the
boundaries of the ondene intervalsone inside, the other outside the intervals.
As a matter of fat, as has been remarked above (see footnote 13), the violations
of the ondene interval onditions by model BR are not very strong, and a similar
statement holds true for model B. In order to deide whether these estimations
are signiantly inferior to model A, a test proedure for MM-estimated models
proposed by Hnatkovska, Marmer and Tang (2009; HMT heneforth) seems tailor-
made for the present framework; although the omparison of model A and BR
requires a slight modiation of the latter, whih is explained further below. It is
partiularly harming that the authors are expliitly onerned with misspeied
models.
19
19
See Denition 2.1 in HMT for a preise denition of misspeiation, whih is here moment-
spei. There is no reason to believe that a small maroeonomi model suh as (2.12) should
not satisfy it, despite the onventional formulation above that model A annot be rejeted by the
data.
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The following desription reapitulates what is needed to apply the eonometri
theorems of HMT as a reipe. To set the stage in general, let X and Y be two
arbitrary models that are estimated on the same set of empirial moments. With
respet to I = X,Y , let θI be the vetor of free parameters entering model I and
mI(θI) the vetor of the moments generated by θI in model I. Three ases need
to be distinguished: (a) Model Y is nested in model X, whih means that for all
moments mY(θY) there is a parameter vetor θX with mX(θX) = mY(θY); (b) X and
Y are stritly non-nested, whih means they have no moment vetor in ommon; ()
X and Y are overlapping, aording to whih the models are non-nested and have
at least one moment vetor in ommon.
As our estimations were laid out, model A nests model B with its onstraint
α = 0. Model A's optimal value of α is, however, a orner solution (α̂ = 1), whereas
the test statistis put forward by HMT assume that the estimated parameters are
in the interior of the admissible region (see their Assumption 2.5(b)). Hene α must
be treated as being exogenously xed at unity, by whih the two models beome
stritly non-nested or overlapping. The same applies to any model and to any of its
parameters that has been estimated at an end-point of the admissible interval.
The basi question of the model omparison approah is whether the lower value
of the loss funtion of a model indiates a signiantly superior performane. If
the models are nested or overlapping, an answer rst has to arry out a test that
establishes whether or not model X and Y have the same pseudo-true moments. If
they have, one onludes that the two models have the same t and the testing is
done. If not, and the models are nested, unequal moment vetors also mean rejetion
of the null hypothesis of an equal t; that is, under these irumstanes the model
with the lower loss has a signiantly superior t.
On the other hand, if the moments are found to be signiantly dierent in the
overlapping ase, or if they are stritly non-nested, the t of one model might still
be similarly good (or bad) to the t of the other model. It is now the task of another
step to deide on the signiane of the dierene in the loss.
Both steps in the test proedure are based on a diret omparison of the loss
funtions of the two models, whih in the present ontext we write as
JI(θI ; m̂T ,W ) := T [m
I(θI)− m̂T ]′W [mI(θI)− m̂T ] , I = X,Y (2.13)
(reall that m̂T is the vetor of the empirial moments). Letting X be the andidate
of a signiant superiority, referene is made to the (positive and saled) dierene
between the two minimized values of JY and JX, as they are brought about by
θ̂Y and θ̂X, respetively. HMT use the aronym QLR for it (alluding to the term
`quasi-likelihood ratio').
20
With respet to the notation in (2.13), it is dened as
QLR(θ̂Y, θ̂X) := (1/T ) [JY(θ̂Y; m̂T ,W ) − JX(θ̂X; m̂T ,W ) ] (2.14)
In the rst step, for two nested or overlapping models, HMT derive an expliit ex-
pression for the probability distribution P to whih T ·QLR onverges in probability
20
Sine we only use QLR as a reipe, notational referene to the sample length T , whih is
helpful for the formulation of asymptoti statements, is suppressed.
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under the null hypothesis that both models have the same pseudo-true moments (for-
mally introdued shortly below). This proposition involves the weighting matrixW ,
the ovariane matrix of the moments Σm and its square root Σ
1/2
m , and two speial
and rather ompliated matries VX, VY pertaining to model X and Y, respetively;
all of these matries have format (nm×nm).21 The probability element is represented
by a random vetor z the nm omponents of whih are independent and follow the
standard normal. Then, the asymptoti distribution P we are looking for reads,
P ∼ z′ Σ1/2m W (VY − VX)W Σ1/2m z (2.15)
In their paper, HMT desribe P as a mixed χ2 distribution. The term is somewhat
delusive as the latter has a positive support, while from P also negative values
ould be obtained with positive probability, even if model Y is nested in model X.
22
Intuitively, this may happen if, ompared to the estimated model Y , the estimate
θ̂X of model X does not lead to an equal or superior math in all of the moments. In
this ase a non-negligible subset of the realizations of the vetor z an put suient
weight on exatly the moments in whih model X is slightly inferior to Y .
The distribution P is nonstandard and, in partiular, depends on the unknown
true moments and their ovariane matrix. However, the distribution and its ritial
values an be approximated by simulations that use (a) onsistent estimates of the
matries entering P , and (b) suiently many random draws of the vetor z. To
be more expliit, let a hat over Σm, V
X
, VY denote the estimates of these matries
(Appendix A3 and A4 give the further details), and onsider c = 1, . . . , 1000 random
draws zc ∈ Rnm from the multivariate standard normal. This gives us a olletion
of 1000 realizations of the estimated version of (2.15),
{ z′c Σ̂1/2m W (V̂Y − V̂X)W Σ̂1/2m zc : zc ∼ N(0, Inm), c = 1, . . . , 1000 } (2.16)
It is the 95% quantile of these simulated values, whih may be designated Q0.95,
that enables us to test whether the two models have idential pseudo-true moments,
that is, whether the hypothesis
mY (θY,o) = mX(θX,o) (2.17)
is satised, where θI,o are the pseudo-true parameters of model I (I = X,Y ).23
Aordingly, at a 5% signiane level, the reipe is:
rejet (2.17) if T ·QLR(θ̂Y, θ̂X) > Q0.95 (2.18)
21
To be preise, for the following HMT suppose that the ovariane matrix Σ is positive-denite,
whereas our moments are not independent so that our estimated Σ̂ is only semipositive-denite
(whih we heked). HMT employ the assumption to ensure that the test statistis involving Σ̂
are stritly positive (private ommuniation with Vadim Marmer). However, the ondition is by
no means neessary for that. If Σ is semipositive-denite then, for reasons of ontinuity, all of the
statements remain true if the statistis happen to be nonzero, the only possible dierene being
that a strit inequality may turn into a weak inequality.
22
Vadim Marmer laried this point to us in a private ommuniation, where he also identied
this possible phenomenon in a formal deomposition of the QLR statisti.
23
Formally, with respet to the notation in eq. (2.8) and to mo as the moment vetor resulting
from the unknown true model of the eonomy, θI,o satises JI(θI,o;mo,W ) ≤ JI(θI ;mo,W ) for
all θI in the set of feasible parameters.
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If (2.18) applies and the models are nested then, as mentioned above, we an at
the same time onlude that the one with the lower loss sueeds in a signiantly
better t. On the other hand, a failure to rejet (2.17) tells us that the two models
have essentially the same t, so that the testing is ompleted.
Taking the seond step in the test proedure, let us suppose that the inequality
in (2.18) is satised, or that we already know that model X and Y are stritly
non-nested. Regarding the relative quality of the t, the preise formulation of the
null and the alternative hypothesis, H0 and HA, reads,
H0 : J
X(θX,o;mo,W ) = JY(θY,o;mo,W )
HA : J
X(θX,o;mo,W ) < JY(θY,o;mo,W )
(2.19)
where mo is the vetor of the moments generated by the unknown true data gener-
ation proess of the eonomy. The test of (2.19) utilizes QLR one again to set up a
t-statisti. To this end, the following estimate of an asymptoti standard deviation
is speied,
ŝ = 2 ·
√
{ Σ̂1/2m W [mY(θ̂Y )−mX(θ̂X)] }′ { Σ̂1/2m W [mY(θ̂Y )−mX(θ̂X)] } (2.20)
Letting z1−0.05/2 be the onventional ritial quantile of the standard normal distri-
bution, the seond step of the model omparison proedure is:
rejet H0 in favour of HA if
√
T QLR(θ̂Y, θ̂X) / ŝ > z1−0.05/2 = 1.96 (2.21)
To sum up, HMT's model omparison test is onstituted by the results from (2.18)
and, if the seond step is still to be taken, from (2.21).
When now, in a rst appliation, we want to ompare our model A to the
Bayesian referene model BR, we meet with the obstale that BR has not been
estimated by MM. To t BR into the MM framework, we help ourselves by xing
all of the numerial parameters of BR exept σπ, whih is treated as the one and
only free parameter for an MM estimation. The value that thus minimizes the loss
funtion hanges slightly from 0.666 to σπ = 0.690, reduing the loss from 209.1 to
208.3. Let us all this modied model BR',
σπ = 0.690, other parameters from BR (BR')
and instead of BR, ompare model A to BR'.
24
Clearly, A and BR' are non-nested,
though we do not know whether they are stritly non-nested or overlapping. Sine
the latter annot be ruled out, we should begin with omputing the statistis needed
for the test in eq. (2.18). The basi gures are reported in the rst two rows of Table
2.2. First, the dierene between the minimized values of J , whih equals T ·QLR,
learly exeeds the 95% quantile Q0.95 of the simulated test distribution (2.16). At
the 5% signiane level we an therefore disard the hypothesis that model A and
BR' have equal moments in the sense of eq. (2.17), so that we ontinue with step 2
of the test.
24
For model A, the parameters α, ρpi, χ, φx, σr are exogenously xed sine they were estimated
at (or lose to) the boundary of their feasible range.
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For the standard deviation in (2.20), ŝ = 13.09 is obtained. Together with√
T QLR = T · QLR /√T = 160.7 /√78 = 18.20, the test statisti in (2.21) is
omputed as 1.39. As this falls short of the ritial value, we are not legitimated
to onlude that the moment mathing implied by the slightly modied Bayesian
estimation BR' with J = 208.3 is signiantly inferior to the math of our basi
MM estimation A with J = 47.6, even though the two models are sure to have
dierent moments. The same result is obtained when omparing model A with the
MM estimation B of the purely-forward-looking model variant, whih has α = 0
imposed.
25
Table 2.2: Comparison of alternative estimations.
Model α J T · |QLR| Q0.95
√
T |QLR| /ŝ Conlusion
GI :
A 1.00 47.6 −− −− −− −−
BR' vs.A 0.07 208.3 160.7 130.1 1.39 dierent moments,
but equivalent t
Bvs.A 0.00 119.4 71.8 39.0 1.51 dierent moments,
but equivalent t
Cvs.A 0.70 77.6 30.0 29.8 −− same moments
(at the 5% margin)
F' vs. BR' 2.48 13.0 195.3 149.3 −− dierent moments,
F' superior to BR'
Fvs. B 2.48 12.7 106.7 48.3 −− dierent moments,
F superior to B
Fvs.A 2.48 12.7 34.9 21.8 −− dierent moments,
F superior to A
GM:
A 0.82 54.1 −− −− −− −−
BR' vs.A 0.03 157.7 103.6 121.7 −− same moments
Bvs.A 0.00 68.4 14.3 50.6 −− same moments
Note: Models F, F' for GI and A, B for GM are introdued below. Column α
reprodues the values for the rst model.
An intuitive argument to understand this nding is that there are some mo-
ments of the two models that are on opposite sides of the prole of the empirial
moments. This holds for a omparison of A and BR' as well as A and B. So the
moments are relatively far apart from eah other, while their deviations from the
empirial moments are more moderate. The rst phenomenon ontributes to the
25
Ireland (2007, p. 1864) with his maximum likelihood approah obtains a signiant result to
the opposite. As already indiated above, in his estimations the parameter α leans up against its
lower bound of zero. He heked this estimate by alternatively imposing the onstraint α = 1 and
found that this speiation was rmly rejeted by a likelihood ratio test.
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overall onlusion of signiantly distint moments of, say, model A and B in the
rst step of the test proedure. The latter deviations are evaluated by the loss fun-
tion as JA(θ̂A; m̂T ,W ) and J
B(θ̂B; m̂T ,W ), respetively, and although naively the
dierene between these two values may appear rather large, the seond step of eqs
(2.20), (2.21) does not yet lassify it as signiant. If this is not exatly what one
has expeted then, given the empirial and asymptoti moments of the two estima-
tions, the failure of the inequality in (2.21) to hold true might be viewed as being
due to the fat that our sample size T =78 is too small.26
After establishing that the two MM estimations A and B yield at least sig-
niantly dierent moments, let us utilize one more the rst step of the model
omparison test. Again treating the degree of prie indexation α as an exogenous
parameter, we gradually inrease it from α = 0 and ask from what value of α on
do the moments from the orresponding estimations dier no longer signiantly
from the moments of model A with α = 1. The borderline ase is brought about by
α = 0.70, whih gives rise to estimation C in Table 2.1. As shown in Table 2.2, the
resulting test statisti T ·QLR(θ̂C, θ̂A) is 30.0 and thus essentially equal to the 95%
quantile Q0.95 = 29.8 of the simulated distribution from (2.16). Estimations where
α is xed at higher values than 0.70and only theselead to T ·QLR < Q0.95 and
therefore do not rejet the hypothesis of equal moments.
The basi feature of these model omparisons is the sope for obtaining signi-
antly dierent moments, whih was established in the rst step of the test proedure
for overlapping models. The seond step, however, showed that this is not yet su-
ient to onlude that the model with the lower loss is also signiantly better than
the other. Hene, if we like to get the more pronouned result of one model signi-
antly outperforming the other, we have to broaden the framework of the disussion.
This is an issue that we an return to below.
2.4.4 Admitting stronger bakward-looking behavior
Having identied the momentous role of full indexation in the prie adjustments of
the non-optimizing rms, we may take one step further. In fat, the unheked fall of
the funtion α 7→ minJ towards the end-point α = 1 in the top-left panel of Figure
2.3 suggests that still higher values of α would lead to a further improvement in the
mathing of the moments. This idea ould be pursued in another framework that
allows for wider intervals of the two oeients on expeted and lagged ination in
the Phillips urve. In the simplest ase, a parameter µ ∈ [0, 1] may be introdued
and the oeients on Etpit+1 and pit−1 diretly speied as (
	
−µ) and µ, respetively,
without muh aring about the exat mirofoundations.
27
The range of the omposite oeients on the two ination rates ould also be
extended if, to eonomize on notation, we leave the eonomi interpretation of the
26
If θ̂A, θ̂B and the matries in the above equations remained unhanged,
√
T ′ QLR/ŝ > 1.96
would obtain if T ′ > (1.96/1.51)2 · T , i.e. T ′ ≥ 132.
27
This is the version that, without disussing further details of its theoretial bakground, Fuhrer
(2006, p. 53) presents as the anonial hybrid New Keynesian Phillips urve.
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parameter α aside and allow it to exeed unity. This is how we proeed in the present
subsetion. Formally, the Phillips urve equation in (2.12) need not be altered then.
Carrying out the estimation one more without the onstraint does indeed drive α
further up to a value larger than 2; see model D in Table 2.3. With the estimated
α = 2.214, the omposite oeient on lagged ination amounts to 0.69, whih
is higher than the values that Fuhrer (2006) got from his GMM estimations in a
simplied framework but lower than his value of 0.94 from a maximum likelihood
estimation of the same oeient (for a sample eight years longer than our GI
period; f. Fuhrer, 2006, pp. 6769). Although we abstain here from a disussion of
the preision of these results, they underline the important role of bakward-looking
behavior in the rms' prie setting even more strongly than before.
Table 2.3: GI estimations (the eonomi onstraints on α and χ are dropped).
Model α κ σπ χ τ σx φπ φx φr J
A 1.000 0.051 0.571 1.000 0.096 0.610 1.482 0.030 0.333 47.6
D 2.214 0.114 0.419 1.000 0.186 0.476 1.115 0.000 0.115 29.6
E 1.000 0.043 0.536 1.460 0.122 0.488 1.616 0.298 0.484 37.7
F 2.484 0.103 0.303 1.574 0.202 0.444 1.606 0.016 0.000 12.7
Note: In all ases, ρpi = 0 and σr = 0 results. Values of α and χ exeeding one
are admitted for notational onveniene; they are not meant to have a meaningful
eonomi interpretation. In model F, the implied oeients on lagged ination and
lagged output in (2.12) are 0.72 and 0.61, respetively. Bold fae gures emphasize
the kind of `exessive' bakward-looking behavior admitted in the estimations.
As a somewhat surprising side result we note that the inuene of the inherited
persistene in the Phillips urve inreases, too, rather than dereases, i.e., the esti-
mate of the slope oeient κ doubles from 0.051 to 0.114. The eet on the entire
output-ination nexus is a simultaneous doubling of τ , the oeient on the real
interest rate in the IS equation.
The improvement in the moment mathing to whih the higher values of α an
give rise is more than only marginal. It is, in partiular, remarkable that in the
autoovariane diagrams suh as those in Figure 2.1, they would now sueed in
bringing about a nonnegligible overshooting in all of the nine proles after their
rst return to the zero line. Although this reprodues an empirial feature that
takes plae at lags beyond the horizon of our loss funtion, the mathing over the
rst eight lags alone diminishes J by already more than one-third, from 47.6 (for
α = 1) to J = 29.6.
Sine with respet to the indexation parameter α it proved useful to step outside
the original model formulation, we may try the same with the habit parameter χ in
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the IS equation, whih so far was onsistently estimated at its upper bound χ = 1.
Reintroduing the upper bound α = 1 in the Phillips urve, model E in Table 2.3
shows that also in this way a better t an be obtained, although with J = 37.7 less
so than with model D. It is brought about by χ = 1.460, by whih the oeient
on lagged output in the IS equation inreases from 0.50 to 0.59.
Lastly, it is only natural to drop the onstraints simultaneously on both parame-
ters α and χ, whih onstitutes our model F. The inertia thus made possible do not
tend to replae eah other but α as well as χ are estimated at similar values to the
previous results with only one of the relaxations. Interestingly, no more persistene
is now required on the part of the interest rate (φr = 0), and the noise levels σπ and
σx of the exogenous shoks an subside. Hene the deterministi ore of the model
gains in importane.
Most remarkable of all, however, is the nal improvement in the performane of
system (2.12) that is thus ahieved. Not only that the two persistene eets from
higher values of α and χ do not anel out, they even reinfore eah other. That
is, if starting from model A eah eet were maintained irrespetive of the rest, the
value of J would fall to 47.6− (47.6−29.6)− (47.6−37.7) = 19.7. Instead, estimation
F redues the value of the loss funtion further down to 12.7. With respet to model
A this is as strong an improvement as 73%.
While the t of model A was already fairly good, the t of model F ould
therefore be summarized as, we dare say, exellent. The diagrams of the ovariane
proles in Figure 2.4 illustrate this to the naked eye. If there still is something
to be desired it is a higher variane of the ination rate in the lower-right panel,
and a stronger fall from there to its rst-order autoovariane. We would also like
to stress that the good mathing of the moments onsiderably extends beyond the
8-lag horizon of the estimation itself.
Despite our exitement about the lose t of estimation F, it is yet another ques-
tion if F an be said to be signiantly better than the other estimations. Here,
if anything, F should signiantly outperform estimation B with its high value of
J = 119.4 for the loss funtion when xing α at zero. For this omparison, B
an be regarded as being nested in F.
28
Calulating the 95% quantile of distribu-
tion (2.16) as Q0.95 = 48.3, whih falls short of the dierene in the loss funtions
106.7 = (119.4 − 12.7) = T · QLR, we do not only know that B and F have signif-
iantly dierent moment vetors, but we an also onlude that model B is signi-
antly inferior to model F; see Table 2.2. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, the same
table shows that (with the analogous proedure to footnote 28) model F is even
signiantly better than model A, whih previously seemed so satisfatory.
29
These
28
Model B has xed parameters α = 0, χ = 1 and σr = 0, while model F only treats σr = 0 as a
xed parameter. Fixing the latter is neessary sine otherwise the matries F I (I = B,F ) entering
the determination of V̂ I in (2.16) would not be invertible (owing to ∂mI/∂σr = 0 at σr = 0; f.
Appendix A4). We should add that even though the restrition ρpi ≥ 0 is now dropped for model
F, the oeient ontinues to be estimated at zero. Hene all parameters that are free in B are
also free in F.
29
In order to ompare F to the modied Bayesian estimation BR' from above (with its slightly
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Figure 2.4: Covariane proles of model F from Table 2.3 (bold lines).
two results give strong emphasis on the beneial role of bakward-looking behavior
in the Phillips urve and IS equation, if we adopt a moment mathing perspetive.
Our investigation thus alls for a reonsideration of the mirofoundations that would
permit the resulting oeients on lagged ination and lagged output to beome
larger than one-half.
2.4.5 Evaluation of the estimated parameters
After temporarily transgressing the interpretational framework for the indexation
and habit persistene parameters, we return to our main estimation A with the
orner solution α = 1 and χ = 1. Let us now have a loser inspetion of its parameter
estimates. Apart from the issue of the degree of `bakwardness' in the Phillips
urve and the IS equation, another remarkable result onerns the oeients in
the Taylor rule. Straightforward onventional wisdom has it that over the Great
Ination period the entral bank paid (perhaps unduly) strong attention to the
variations of eonomi ativity at the ost of prie stability, an idea that would be
aptured by a high poliy oeient φx on the output gap and a low oeient φπ
on the ination gap not muh above one. This is what we indeed nd in the Bayesian
improved t), where again we want to take advantage of the nested ase treatment, we an x σr at
σr = 0.729 from BR' and re-estimate all of the remaining parameters. This gives us estimation F'
(with a deteriorated t). The test statistis reported in Table 2.2 show that then F' is signiantly
superior to BR'.
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referene estimation BR in Table 2.1. The moment mathing approah, however,
reverses the role of the two parameters: the ination gap oeient of model A is
almost equal to Taylor's famous rule-of-thumb value of 1.50 (Taylor, 1993, p. 202),
while the output gap takes pratially no eet at all. Again in ontrast to the
Bayesian estimation, with φr=0.33 there is furthermore only weak own-persistene
in the rule, whih appears all the more surprising as the interest rate inherits no
persistene from the output gap.
The omplete absene of noise in the monetary poliy rule, σr = 0 (something
that would imply a stohasti singularity in likelihood estimations), may not be
overrated. If for oneptual reasons in a broader ontext a ertain randomness in
the ondut of monetary poliy were required, we have a wider range over whih
eteris paribus inreases of this parameter have no more than a minimal impat on
the loss funtion, suh that in the autoovariane diagrams in Figure 2.1 the human
eye would hardly notie any dierene. For example, the model-generated variane
that the interest rate gap in indiret ways inherits from the other two random shoks
is as high as 3.21 for σr = 0, and a rise of σr to 0.50 would inrease it to just 3.46.
30
Tehnially speaking, σr is thus only weakly identied, or white-noise eets in the
poliy rule have an almost negligible bearing on the overall t of the model.
The observation on σr brings us to the general question of the auray of the
estimated parameters. As indiated at the end of Setion 2.2, we use re-estimations
on the model-generated moments to onstrut 95% ondene intervals for them.
Here Hall's method (speied in Appendix A2) serves to obtain the ondene in-
tervals if the parameters are estimated at an interior value (these are the oeients
κ, σπ, τ , σx, φπ, φr), while the standard perentile intervals are preferred if they
are estimated at, or lose to, one of the end-points of their admissible range (these
are α, ρπ, χ, φx and σr). A sample size of B = 1000 is suient for the bootstrap.
In this way we arrive at the intervals given in olumn A of Table 2.1.
Most of the ondene intervals of the MM estimation are wider than those from
the Bayesian approah. Apart from σr, all of the other parameters are nevertheless
reasonably well identied. The frequeny distributions of the re-estimated parame-
ters are plotted in the last 11 panels of Figure 2.5,
31
where the shaded areas indiate
a 95% probability mass with the end-points being determined by the standard per-
entile intervals. In partiular, the re-estimations onrm that the polar results
α = 1, ρπ = 0 and χ = 1 are no outliers. Note also that even several intervals in the
interior of the admissible range are not symmetri around the estimated parameter
values, so that the standard intervals shown here dier from the Hall perentile
intervals in Table 2.1. Examples for this are the parameters κ, τ and φr.
30
A further inrease of the noise level up to σr = 1.00, say, would have a stronger eet as it
raises the variane to 4.21. Regarding the the indiret ways in whih the other shoks at on the
interest rate, it may be noted that in spite of φx ≈ 0, a fall of σx to zero in the IS equation would
ause a drop of Var(r̂t) from 3.21 to 1.98. The main reason for this is the fall of Var(pit) from 1.80
to 1.23.
31
The density funtions are estimated by means of the Epanehnikov kernel; see Davidson and
MaKinnon (2004, pp. 678683) for the omputational details.
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Figure 2.5: Frequeny distributions of the re-estimations of the bootstrapped model
A (GI).
Note: The bold bars at the bottom indiate the estimates on the empirial moments,
the shaded areas show a 95% probability mass of the distributions.
Of ourse, the re-estimated parameter values are not all independent of eah
other. On the basis of the disussion of the dierent soures of persistene in the
Phillips urve it will, in partiular, be expeted that the estimates of α and ρπ
are inversely related. With a negative orrelation oeient of −0.71, Table 2.4
douments that this is indeed the tightest relationships between two parameters that
we an nd. As indiated by the bold type numbers there are, however, also other
parameters that are losely onneted, where most of the pairwise dependenies are
within eah of the three equations of the model. Two remarkable exeptions are
a ertain tendeny that an inrease of κ in the Phillips urve goes along with an
inrease of τ in the IS equation, and an inrease in the supply shok level σπ (but not
persistene ρπ) in the Phillips urve goes along with an inreased persistene φr in
the Taylor rule (and therefore with a derease in σπ). The other interdependenies
do not seem too surprising and may stand for themselves.
Let us nally turn to the top-left panel of Figure 2.5, whih displays the dis-
tribution of the minimized values Jb of the loss funtion in the re-estimations; see
eq. (2.11). As indiated by the shaded area, its 95% quantile is J0.95 = 65.0. The es-
timated value Ĵ = 47.6 is learly below this benhmark, so the bootstrap test under
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Table 2.4: Pairwise orrelations of parameter re-estimates of model A (GI).
α κ ρpi σpi χ τ σx φpi φx φr σr
α : 1.00 −0.08 −0.71 0.29 0.13 −0.06 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.30 −0.11
κ : 1.00 0.35 0.26 −0.14 0.39 0.07 0.18 0.03 0.18 −0.33
ρpi : 1.00 −0.35 −0.10 0.11 −0.02 0.04 0.05 −0.08 −0.02
σpi : 1.00 0.24 0.27 0.03 −0.01 −0.02 0.35 −0.41
χ : 1.00 0.12 −0.44 −0.24 −0.12 0.23 −0.11
τ : 1.00 0.21 −0.14 −0.01 0.00 −0.19
σx : 1.00 0.20 0.13 0.01 0.01
φpi : 1.00 0.39 0.28 −0.22
φx : 1.00 0.47 −0.10
φr : 1.00 −0.49
σr : 1.00
Note: Bold fae gures emphasize higher orrelation oeients.
the null hypothesis annot rejet the model. Sine the quantile of Ĵ is 88.38%, the
model may be said to have a moment-spei p-value of 11.62%. We nonetheless
formulate this only as a onventional statement to suintly evaluate the overall
goodness-of-t; of ourse, it is not meant to imply that model A ould be the true
model of the eonomy.
2.5 The Great Moderation period
In this setion we onsider the period of the Great Moderation, where in other
respets we an proeed along the same lines as above. Our main result is the
omparison of estimation A with a Bayesian referene estimation BR in Table 2.5.
Again, as in the Great Ination sample and emphasized by the bold fae gures,
in ontrast to BR estimation A needs no persistene from the shok proess in the
Phillips urve (ρπ = 0), and it yields a high degree of prie indexation α, although
it is here not maximal.
Apart from that, the general wisdom that ination during the GM period was
less exposed to exogenous shoks than during GI is orroborated by the estimation
of the noise level σπ, whih is redued by almost two-thirds (f. estimation A in
Table 2.1). Also the driving variables in the Phillips urve and the IS equation
have a somewhat weaker inuene than in GI (lower estimates of κ and τ and
narrower ondene intervals). On the other hand, the Taylor rule exhibits stronger
persistene φr. In addition, it is more responsive to the output gap (higher value
of φx), while the estimated oeient on the ination gap φπ has a similar order of
magnitude to GI. These statements have, however, to be qualied sine, in striking
ontrast to the Bayesian referene estimation BR shown in the rst olumn of Table
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Table 2.5: Parameter estimates for GM.
Bayesian Moment Mathing
BR A B C D
α 0.033 0.816 0.000 0.459 0.863
(0.000− 0.071) (0.475− 1.000)
κ 0.163 0.030 0.139 0.049 0.020
(0.103− 0.221) (0.000− 0.046)
ρπ 0.389 0.000 0.712 0.000 0.000
(0.274− 0.510) (0.000− 0.453)
σπ 0.517 0.200 0.176 0.455 0.163
(0.420− 0.611) (0.140− 0.373)
χ 0.825 1.000 1.000 1.000 ∞
(0.759− 0.891) (0.669− 1.000)
τ 0.017 0.047 0.045 0.040 0.275
(0.009− 0.025) (0.000− 0.085)
σx 0.346 0.532 0.515 0.504 0.555
(0.296− 0.399) (0.295− 0.702)
φπ 1.181 1.626 2.412 2.784 1.418
(1.001− 1.383) (0.295− 3.746)
φx 1.014 1.031 0.664 0.687 1.296
(0.602− 1.419) (0.176− 2.129)
φr 0.814 0.776 0.753 0.786 0.760
(0.762− 0.867) (0.673− 0.958)
σr 0.449 0.472 0.527 0.393 0.348
(0.395− 0.502) (0.296− 0.942)
J 170.1 54.1 68.4 72.8 39.6
MCI missed 15 3 4 1 2
p-value  5.4%   
Note: The disount fator is =
	
0.99 throughout. In estimation B, α is xed at 0.00.
The smaller numbers indiate the ondene intervals; from the posterior distribution
in a Bayesian referene estimation (BR), while in estimation A they are omputed
from (A1) for α, ρpi, χ, φpi, φx and from (A2) for κ, σpi, τ , σx, φr, σr. The last row
gives the number of moments (`M') that miss the ondene intervals (`CI') of the
empirial moments.
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2.5, both of these parameter estimates have extremely wide ondene intervals.
32
In our moment mathing estimation approah we have therefore no rm basis to
ompare the two poliy oeients φπ and φx between GI and GM. Inidentally,
the width of the ondene intervals is not so muh dierent from the intervals
that Cho and Moreno (2006, pp. 1467, Tables 2, 4, 5) obtain from their maximum
likelihood bootstrap re-estimations of a similar three-equations model (their sample
period is 1980:4 2000:1).
The distributions of the re-estimates from the bootstrap for these and the other
parameters, on the basis of whih the ondene intervals are omputed, are shown
in Figure 2.6. Note that just as for GI, the distribution of χ strongly leans against
one, and the distribution of ρπ against zero. Regarding the indexation parameter
α, the distribution has most of its probability mass not very far below unity (the
median is 0.846).
Figure 2.6 is aompanied by the pairwise orrelations for these estimates in
Table 2.5. Comparing it to Table 2.4 for GI, the following four hanges are notewor-
thy. (1) Not only is the orrelation oeient between κ and τ redued by one half,
but there is now also a positive orrelation between α and τ , whih was previously
negligible. (2) There is a moderate positive orrelation between σπ and φπ, and a
moderate negative orrelation between σπ and φx, both of whih were not present
in GI. (3) The previously weakly positive onnetion between the re-estimates of χ
and τ has strengthened, and the previously strongly negative onnetion between
χ and σx has weakened. (4) While in GI the poliy oeients φπ and φx were
positively orrelated, this has beome a negative relationship in GM.
Turning to the quality of the math of estimation A in GM, with a minimized
value J = 54.1 of the loss funtion versus J = 47.6 in Table 2.1 it appears slightly
worse than estimation A in GI. This impression is onrmed by the moment-spei
p-value as it was disussed at the end of Setion 2.4.5. In the top-left panel of
Figure 2.6, whih presents the distribution of the minimized values Jb of the re-
estimations, it an be seen that its 95% quantile J0.95 almost oinides with the
originally estimated Ĵ . The exat numbers are J0.95 = 55.0 and Ĵ = 54.1, whih
onstitutes a quantile of 94.6%. The model's p-value therefore amounts to 5.40%,
ompared to 11.63% for GI.
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Several of the low estimates of φpi might imply indeterminay with one stable root too many
in the Blanhard-Kahn ondition. This poses no problem for us sine the solution matrix Ω in
(2.2) was omputed by employing the brute fore iteration proedure mentioned in Binder and
Pesaran (1996, p. 155, fn 26). First, for the present model even a rude initialization like 0.80 times
the identity matrix proves good enough to ensure onvergene. Seond, in the ase of multiple
solutions the iteration selets one of the solution matries automatially and, as we have heked
by a number of examples, the most appropriate onewhih means that Ω hanges ontinuously
when eteris paribus variations of φpi lead the system from determinay to indeterminay. By the
way, the high robustness of the method is in ontrast to the suient, somewhat speial onditions
for loal onvergene given by Bai et al. (2005, pp. 116f).
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Cho and Moreno (2006) evaluate their three-equations model by bootstrapping and re-
estimating the model and a low-order unonstrained VAR, from whih subsequently a likelihood
ratio test statisti an be omputed. The resulting p-value is zero for their base model but inter-
estingly, with p = 3.90% (see their Table 6 on p. 1474, panels A and B) this statisti is not too
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Figure 2.6: Frequeny distributions of the re-estimations of the bootstrapped model
A (GM).
Note: The bold bars at the bottom indiate the estimates on the empirial moments,
the shaded areas show a 95% probability mass of the distributions.
Considering the mathing of the single moments, there are now three moments
that miss the empirial ondene intervals, versus none in GI. Figure 2.7 shows
that responsible for this is the steep initial deline of the auto-ovariane prole
of the ination gap, whih means that in GM there is notieably less persistene
in pit than in GI. As it turns out, the model is not too well prepared for that,
so that one may be even tempted to say that in its entirety the model tends to
exhibit too muh, rather than too little, ination persistene. Speially, it seeks
to nd a ompromise by rst strongly underestimating the level of the variane of
pit, the orresponding t-statisti being −3.17, and then moderately overestimating
Cov(pit, pit−1) and Cov(pit, pit−2) with a t-statisti of 2.30 in both ases; see the bold
(red) line in Figure 2.7. In thisbut only in thisrespet, the Bayesian referene
estimation BR (see the dotted (blue) line) proves to be somewhat superior; for the
other types of moments, BR displays a similar inferiority to that in GI.
In an attempt to fore all of the model-generated moments into the empiri-
dierent from ours if they admit auto- as well as ross-orrelations in all of the random shoks
(whih on the other hand are features that our estimates an dispense with).
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Table 2.6: Pairwise orrelations of parameter re-estimates of model A (GM).
α κ ρpi σpi χ τ σx φpi φx φr σr
α : 1.00 −0.08 −0.62 −0.05 0.22 0.35 0.27 0.11 0.01 0.11 −0.08
κ : 1.00 0.22 −0.12 −0.21 0.20 0.18 −0.03 0.22 0.10 −0.11
ρpi : 1.00 −0.39 −0.10 −0.17 −0.16 −0.06 0.02 −0.05 0.01
σpi : 1.00 0.00 0.11 0.03 0.29 −0.22 −0.04 −0.05
χ : 1.00 0.33 −0.16 0.15 −0.04 0.04 −0.08
τ : 1.00 0.45 0.06 −0.03 −0.18 −0.05
σx : 1.00 0.09 0.05 0.03 −0.09
φpi : 1.00 −0.26 0.20 −0.11
φx : 1.00 0.59 −0.22
φr : 1.00 −0.33
σr : 1.00
al ondene intervals, we also experimented with an ad-ho modiation of the
present loss funtion. It is essentially the sum of the skilfully weighted and nonlin-
early transformed t-statistis of the single moment deviations (mi(θ)− m̂i,T ), whih
tolerate small and medium deviations and heavily penalize t-statistis lose to or
above 2. However, our eort in thus tuning the funtion was not fully suessful.
The best we ould ahieve is a miss of just one ondene interval, whih by the
way requires a lower degree of prie indexation and still no persistene in the supply
shoks. Table 2.5 reports this parameter set as estimation C. It goes without saying
that the prie for this kind of improvement is a larger deterioration of the original
loss funtion J . The remaining moment that is not satisfatorily mathed is again
an autoovariane of the ination gap, this time Cov(pit, pit−4) with a t-statistis of
−3.63. This underestimation may nevertheless be onsidered to be pardonable given
the peuliar peaks every four quarters in Cov(pit, pit−h), h = 4, 8, . . . (although the
data is seasonally adjusted and the phenomenon is ompletely absent in GI).
After disussing the main estimation A, we an follow the seond part of the
analysis in Setion 2.4.2 (negleting the more detailed rst part for reasons of spae).
Aordingly, we study the impat of varying degrees of prie indexation α on the
estimated shok persistene ρπ and the resulting overall t of the model. Again
inluding the estimates of κ and φπ in this exerise, Figure 2.8 is obtained. Its main
dierene from Figure 2.3 for GI is, of ourse, that the funtion α 7→ minJ has an
interior minimum, although the performane of the model for α = 1 is not muh
worse. Also to the left of the estimated (i.e. minimizing) α, the deterioration of J
is not very dramati. Atually, the test proedure introdued in Setion 2.4.3 tells
us that the value J = 68.4 for the purely forward-looking ase α = 0 (whih is
estimation B in Table 2.5) is not signiantly dierent from J = 54.1 for α̂ = 0.816
in estimation A. More preisely, as doumented in the lower part of Table 2.2, even
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Figure 2.7: estimated versus empirial ovariane proles (GM).
Note: The bold (red) line results from the MM estimation A of Table 2.5, the solid
(blue) line with dots from the Bayesian referene estimation BR. The shaded area is
the 95% ondene band around the empirial moments.
the moments generated by the two estimations annot be signiantly told apart.
Inidentally, a omparison of model A with the Bayesian referene estimation leads
to the same onlusion.
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Regarding the estimates of ρπ, κ and φπ that are assoiated with the exogenous
variations in α, Figure 2.8 shares with Figure 2.3 the feature that these parameters
are low if α is high and vie versa. Again, there is also a disontinuous jump of ρπ.
In Figure 2.8 it is, however, extreme and instead of the monotoni inrease of ρπ as
α dereases, there are pratially just two states of shok persistene: the estimated
ρπ is zero for 0.64 ≤ α ≤ 1, and it marginally falls (rather than inreases) from 0.739
to 0.712 as α dereases from 0.63 down to zero. The jump of ρπ is furthermore so
strong that it makes itself also felt in the estimates of κ and φπ.
At the end of this setion, we again step outside the interpretational framework
of the parameters α and χ and generally admit values exeeding unity for them.
34
Analogously to the treatment for the GI period in Setion 2.4.3, BR is modied to BR' by
using σpi as the one and only parameter that is reset to minimize the MM loss funtion; the new
value is then σpi = 0.428, whih redues the loss from 170.1 to J = 157.7.
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Figure 2.8: MM estimation under exogenous variations of α (GM).
Estimation D in the last olumn of Table 2.5 shows that the prie indexation α
makes no use of this option; even if the minimum searh proedure for the loss
funtion initializes α onsiderably above unity, the parameter soon returns into a
region of roughly 0.80 or 0.90 (before the other parameters settle down on their nal
values of the estimation). By ontrast, the habit persistene χ strongly tends away
from unity, even extremely so. Pratially, χ an be said to head towards innity,
whih only means that the full weight in the IS equation is on lagged output and
the forward-looking omponent ompletely disappears. As far as we know, a purely
bakward-looking IS equation has not yet been obtained in the estimation of New-
Keynesian models of similar omplexity.
2.6 Conlusion
Being onerned with the estimation of ontemporary maroeonomi DSGE mod-
els, the main purpose of this hapter was a hallenge of the dominant position of
the Bayesian approah. Our alternative was the method of moments (MM). In the
present appliation it seeks to math the model-generated seond moments of the
eonomi variables to their empirial ounterparts, thus summarizing the basi dy-
nami properties of the model. Besides the relatively low omputational ost, a
main advantage of the method is its transpareny. In this respet, MM allows the
researher to onentrate on what he or she onsiders to be the most important
stylized fats of the eonomy, and requires him or her to make them expliit. While
in the end the hoie of moments is a matter of judgement, it is a useful and in-
formative deision to make sine a model, at whatever level of omplexity, annot
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possibly reprodue all of the empirial regularities that we observe. In addition, the
MM approah provides us with an intuitive notion of the goodness-of-t of a model,
whih may be heked by visual inspetion of suitably organized diagrams or more
formally by an eonometri assessment of the minimized value of a loss funtion.
A novel feature of the hapter is that it ontrasts the MM with the Bayesian
estimation results. To this end we limited ourselves to an elementary three-equations
model of the New-Keynesian maroeonomi onsensus, where the ination and
interest rates in the strutural equations are speied as the deviations from an
exogenous exible trend. Speial emphasis was plaed on a omparison of the degree
of bakward-looking behavior in the hybrid Phillips urve. A typial result of many
(though not all) Bayesian estimations, to whih our framework was no exeption, is
that lagged ination tends to play only a minor role in the Phillips urve. Ination
persistene is here brought about by serial orrelation in the shok proess, besides
the inherited persistene from the output gap.
Our MM estimations may add new insights into this disussion. In fat, they
found strong evidene to exatly the ontrary. With α ≈ 0.80 the degree of prie
indexation is high in the Great Moderation (GM) period and it is estimated at its
maximal value of α = 1.00 in the sample of the Great Ination (GI), whereas in
both ases the supply side shoks are white noise and inherited persistene is weak.
We even took one step further and showed that if, hypothetially, the parameter
α were permitted to exeed unity, then in GI it would be as high as almost 2.50.
This means that the omposite oeient on lagged ination in the Phillips urve
would be larger than 0.70. The habit persistene parameter χ in the IS equation,
by the way, would also be higher than one if it were free in this respet (in both GI
and GM).
The muh stronger role for the bakward-looking elements is all the more impor-
tant sine, already in the presene of the onstraints α ≤ 1 and χ ≤ 1, the mathing
of the empirial moments proves to be fairly good. The general qualitative im-
pression is supported by (moment-spei) p-values above the 5% signiane level.
Moreover, if the onstraints were dropped, the math for GI is so strongly improved
that we dared to haraterize it as exellent. In that ase a new eonometri test by
Hnatkovska et al. (2009) enabled us to onlude that it is signiantly better than
our MM benhmark estimation with α = 1.
From our perspetive there are thus primarily two issues that future researh
may turn to. First, reonsider the mirofoundations for lagged ination and output
in the Phillips urve and IS equation, whih still are arguably ad hoif they at all
allow for oeients on these variables that are larger than one-half.
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Seond, apply
the MM approah to models with a riher theoretial struture, whih would also
extend the sope for the moments entering the estimations. The obvious question
35
For the ad ho nature of the ommon mirofoundations of a hybrid Phillips urve, see Rudd
and Whelan (2005, pp. 20f), whih is the longer version of Rudd and Whelan (2007, p. 163, fn 7).
An interesting new onept to make the Phillips urve more exible is the hazard funtion studied
by Sheedy (2010), although it omes at the ost of a more ompliated struture of lagged and also
expeted ination.
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would then be whether or not the present results will survive.
Appendix A: Prior densities of the Bayesian referene es-
timation
The prior densities are essentially taken over from Castelnuovo (2010). One exep-
tion is that we mistrust his relatively high estimate of the poliy parameter φπ in
the GI period, the posterior mode of whih, guided by his prior normal distribu-
tion around 1.70, amounts to more than 1.80. Following the results by Lubik and
Shorfheide (2007) and Benati and Surio (2009), we prefer a lower prior mean and
deide on φπ ∼ (
	
1.3, 0.2) for this distribution.
Regarding the prior for the prie indexation parameter α we annot draw on
Castelnuovo sine, basially (apart from some other speiation details), he alter-
natively xes α either at zero or one. As his results, like the ones by Ireland (2007)
and Cogley and Sbordone (2008) mentioned in the text, favour the purely forward-
looking Phillips urve with α = 0, we hoose a prior mean less than 0.50 but still
with some sope for α to move to higher values in the estimation proess. So we
assume α ∼ β(0.3, 0.2). Nevertheless, as reported in both Table 2.1 and 2.5, with
this setting our estimations show a strong tendeny, too, for α to lean against zero.
To be self-ontained, the priors are all listed in Table A2.6.
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We heked that the
posterior densities to whih they give rise are in fat well-behaved. This onerns
their relationship to the prior densities as well as the onvergene heks by Brooks
and Gelman (1998), whih are summarized in the uni- and multivariate diagnostis
provided by Dynare.
Table 2.7: Prior densities of the BR estimations in Tables 2.1 and 2.5.
α κ ρπ σπ
β(0.3, 0.2) Γ(0.4, 0.1) β(0.6, 0.1) IΓ(1.0, 8.0)
χ τ  σx
β(0.5, 0.1) Γ(0.037, 0.0125)  IΓ(0.25, 2.0)
φπ φx φr σr
β(1.3, 0.2) Γ(1.2, 0.8) β(0.5, 0.28) IΓ(1.0, 8.0)
36
Note that our rates of interest and ination are annualized, while Castelnuovo's are not.
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Appendix B: The standard perentile and Hall's perentile
ondene interval
Let a olletion { θ̂b : b = 1, . . . , B } of parameter re-estimates be given, as stated
in (2.10). With respet to a signiane level α = 0.05, let θ̂i,L be the estimate
from (2.10) suh that only a fration α/2 of all the bootstrap estimates θ̂bi are less
than this value, and likewise θ̂i,H the estimate that is exeeded by only α/2 of the
bootstrap estimates. The standard perentile ondene interval is then given by
CIS(θi) = [ θ̂i,L, θ̂i,H ] (A1)
(the index S indiating that (A1) is regarded as the standard method.) If the original
estimate θ̂i from (2.8) lies on the boundary of the admissible set of the parameters,
Θ, and θ̂i,L (or θ̂i,H) oinides with it, then θ̂i,H (or θ̂i,L) itself will be the (1−α/2)-
quantile (the α/2-quantile, respetively).
Although (A1) is a straightforward speiation, it has to be taken into aount
that it may not have the desired overage probability. In partiular, if θ̂i is a biased
estimate of θoi , the bootstrap distribution may be asymptotially entred around θ
o
i
plus a bias term and, hene, CIS(θi) is a (1− α)% ondene interval for the latter
quantity and may thus have a grossly distorted range as a ondene interval for θoi .
An alternative to (A1) that xes this problem is Hall's perentile ondene
interval, whih essentially is dened as
[ 2θ̂i − θ̂i,H , 2θ̂i − θ̂i,L ] (A2)
It is based on the idea that the bootstrap distribution (θ̂bi − θ̂i) approximates the
distribution (θ̂i − θoi ). This implies that Prob(θ̂i,L − θ̂i < θ̂i − θoi < θ̂i,H − θ̂i) ≈
Prob(θ̂i,L− θ̂i < θ̂bi − θ̂i < θ̂i,H − θ̂i) = 1−α, and the rst probability expression is
easily seen to be equal to Prob(2θ̂i− θ̂i,H < θoi < 2θ̂i− θ̂i,L) = Prob(θoi ∈ CIH(θi)).
Hene Hall's perentile method is asymptotially orret.
It an, however, happen that 2θ̂i − θ̂i,H falls short of a lower bound θi,aL of the
admissible range of the parameter (something whih by onstrution is not possible
with the standard perentile interval). The lower end of the ondene interval may
then be set equal to θi,aL. Similarly so if 2θ̂i − θ̂i,L exeeds an upper bound θi,aH
of the admissible range. We leave suh a modiation of (A2) aside sine in these
ases it seems more meaningful to resort to (A1).
Appendix C: Estimation of the moment ovariane matrix
Σ̂m
Let pt, qt stand for the empirial interest rate (gap) rt, the output gap xt or
the ination (gap) pit, as the ase may be (the hat on r and pi is here omitted).
The theoretial ovariane of pt and qt−h is given by E[(pt − Ept)(qt−h − Eqt)] =
E(ptqt−h)− (Ept)(Eqt−h) = E(ptqt−h)− (Ept)(Eqt). Correspondingly, with respet
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to a sample period of length T , we speify the empirial ovariane Cov(pt, qt−h)
as being equal to the time average of the produts ptqt−h minus the produt of the
time averages of pt and qt. For the nm ovarianes of interest, let there be a total of
na suh average values involved and ollet them in a vetor â ∈ Rna . For a suitable
funtion g(·) dened on (a subset of) Rna and attaining values in (a subset of) Rnm ,
the empirial moments an be expressed as
m̂T = g(â) (A3)
In order to obtain the ovariane matrix of the moments, we rst estimate the
ovariane matrix of the average values â. If zt is a vetor the omponents of whih
ontain all of the lags h of rt, yt, pit that we need (h = 0, 1, . . . H), and fj(·) for
j = 1, . . . na are suitable real funtions (to be detailed in a moment) that are dened
on these strethes zt, the time averages an be written as being given by
âj =
1
T
T∑
t=1
fj(zt) , j = 1, . . . , na (A4)
While ao is the `true' value of the real-world data generation proess, the vetor of
its estimates â is distributed around it as
√
T (â− ao) a∼ N(0,Σa) (A5)
For some suitable lag length p (the usual symbol, not to be onfused with the above
pt representing rt, xt or pit), a ommon HAC estimator of the ovariane matrix Σa
is the following (na×na) Newey-West matrix,
Σ̂a = Ĉ(0) +
p∑
h=1
(1− h
p+ 1
) [ Ĉ(h) + Ĉ(h)′ ]
Ĉ(h) =
1
T
T∑
t=h+1
[f(zt)− â] [f(zt−h)− â]′ , h = 0, 1, . . . , p
(A6)
Speially, we follow the advie in Davidson and MaKinnon (2004, p. 364) and
sale p with T 1/3. Aordingly we may set p = 5 for the two subsamples of the
Great Ination and Great Moderation.
Next, put mo = g(ao) and Go = [∂gi(a
o)/∂aj ] ∈ Rnm×na. Employing the delta
method (f. Davidson and MaKinnon, 2004, pp. 207f), we know that asymptotially
√
T (m̂T −mo) a∼ N(0, Go ΣaG′o) (A7)
Thus, on the basis of (A6) and the estimated matrix of the partial derivatives Ĝ,
whih is onstituted by the elements ∂gi(â)/∂aj , the (nm × nm) ovariane matrix
of the moments m̂T from the nite sample {zt}Tt=1 an be estimated as
Σ̂m = Ĝ Σ̂a Ĝ
′
(A8)
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Entering the alulation of the moments Cov(pt, qt−h) mentioned in the text (p, q =
r, x, pi) are the mean values of the produts pt qt−h and, in addition, the three mean
values of rt, yt and pit (as already indiated above). This gives us the dimension
na = nm + 3. Denoting the mean value of a series pt by ap and the means of the
produts pt qt−h by apq(h), the nm ovarianes an be written as being given by
Cov(pt qt−h) = apq(h) − ap aq.
There are nine dierent types of ovariane proles. We organize these mo-
ments in nine index sets I1, . . . , I9. They do not all ontain the same number of
indies sine for two distint variables p and q it has to be taken into aount that
Cov(pt, qt−h) is inluded with the lags h = 0, 1, . . . ,H in the objetive funtion, but
the reverse ovarianes Cov(qt, pt−h) only with lags from h=1 onwards. The rst
and last index in the index sets and the type of ovarianes assigned to these sets are
detailed in the following table. Besides, it one again makes it lear that with H=8,
the total number of moments in the objetive funtion is nm = 9 (H+1) − 3 = 78.
Table 2.8: Speiation of the index sets.
number of funtions
Cov set rst index last index indies gi(·)
rt rt−h I1 1 H+1 H+1 arr(h)− a2r
rt xt−h I2 (H+1) + 1 2 (H+1) H+1 arx(h)− arax
rt pit−h I3 2 (H+1) + 1 3 (H+1) H+1 arπ(h)− araπ
xt rt−h I4 3 (H+1) + 1 4 (H+1) − 1 H axr(h)− arax
xt xt−h I5 4 (H+1) 5 (H+1) − 1 H+1 axx(h)− a2x
xt pit−h I6 5 (H+1) 6 (H+1) − 1 H+1 axπ(h)− axaπ
pit rt−h I7 6 (H+1) 7 (H+1) − 2 H aπr(h)− araπ
pit xt−h I8 7 (H+1)− 1 8 (H+1) − 3 H aπx(h)− axaπ
pit pit−h I9 8 (H+1)− 2 9 (H+1) − 3 H+1 aππ(h) − a2π
Regarding the na funtions fi(·) in (A4), the rst nm of them are dened in
aordane with the pairs of variables that are assoiated with index i in Table
A2.6, that is, f1(zt) = rt rt−0, f2(zt) = rt rt−1, et., until fnm(zt) = pit pit−H . The
remaining three funtions apture the average values of the single variables in the
obvious order,
fnm+1(zt) = rt , fnm+2(zt) = xt , fnm+3(zt) = pit
All ingredients are thus available to ompute Σ̂a from (A6).
With a1 = arr(0), a2 = arr(1), et., the matrix Ĝ an be readily set up from
the last olumn in Table A2.6. For i, j = 1, . . . , nm we simply have ∂gi(â)/∂aj = 1
if i= j, and the partial derivatives are zero otherwise. The last three olumns of
Ĝ, whih are the derivatives with respet to anm+1 = ar, anm+2 = ax, anm+3 = aπ,
are given in Table A2.6. It remains to plug this matrix into eq. (A8) to obtain the
ovariane matrix Σ̂m of the estimated moments.
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Table 2.9: The last three olumns of matrix Ĝ.
rows olumn
orresponding to nm + 1 nm + 2 nm + 3
I1 −2 âr 0 0
I2 −âx −âr 0
I3 −âπ 0 −âr
I4 −âx −âr 0
I5 0 −2 âx 0
I6 0 −âπ −âx
I7 −âπ 0 −âr
I8 0 −âπ −âx
I9 0 0 −2 âπ
Appendix D: Speiation of the matries V
X
and V
Y
in
equation (2.15)
First, ompute for eah model I (I =X,Y ) the following matrix F I , whih in the
speiations further below will be assumed to be non-singular:
F I =
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
W
∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
− M I
M I = {EI ⊗ [(m̂T −mI(θI))′W ]} ∂
∂θI′
ve
[∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
]
It is understood that the derivatives are evaluated at the estimated parameter
vetor θ̂I (we urrently omit the hat). These derivatives are well-dened sine in the
present ontext only those parameters are treated as free parameters the estimated
values of whih happen to be in the interior of the admissible set.
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Letting nIθ be
the dimension of the vetor of the free parameters in model I, EI is here the n
I
θ×nIθ
identity matrix. The matries ∂mI
′
/∂θI and ∂mI/∂θI
′
have format nIθ × nm and
nm×nIθ, respetively, so that F I andM I are nIθ×nIθ square matries. The format of
M I derives from the fat that the matrix in square brakets is a (1×nm) row vetor,
so that the matrix in urly brakets from the Kroneker produt is nIθ × (nIθ · nm),
while the matrix of the derivative of the ve-expression has the suitable format
(nIθ · nm)× nIθ.
The matrix F I enters three matries V I1 , V
I
2 , V
I
3 , whih are now easily seen to
be nm × nm square matries:
37
For the numerial derivatives the built-in proedures gradp and hessp in the GAUSS software
pakage are used. The optimal step size for the seond derivatives is arefully adjusted beause
the dierene approximations might not be preise when the rst derivative is small; see Gill et al.
(1981, pp. 127133) for the details of determining the step size.
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V I1 =
∂mI(θI)
∂θI
′ (F
I′)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
W
∂mI(θI)
∂θI
′ (F
I)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
V I2 =
∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
[(F I
′
)−1 + (F I)−1]
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
V I3 =
∂mI(θI)
∂θI
′ (F
I′)−1 (M I
′
+M I) (F I)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
Finally, the matries V I in (2.15) are given by
V I = V I1 − V I2 − V I3 , I = X,Y

3Strutural Estimation of the
New-Keynesian Model
This hapter analyzes the empirial relationship between the prie-setting/onsumer
behavior and the soures of persistene in ination and output. First, a small-sale
New-Keynesian model (NKM) is examined using the method of moment and max-
imum likelihood estimators with US data from 1960 to 2007. Then a formal test
ompares the t of two ompeting speiations in the New-Keynesian Phillips
Curve (NKPC) and the IS equation; i.e. bakward- and forward-looking behavior.
Aordingly, the inlusion of a lagged term in the NKPC and the IS equation im-
proves the t of the model while osetting the inuene of inherited and extrinsi
persistene; it is shown that intrinsi persistene plays a major role in approximat-
ing the ination and output dynamis for the Great Ination period. However, the
null hypothesis annot be rejeted at the 5% level for the Great Moderation pe-
riod; i.e. the NKM with purely forward-looking behavior and its hybrid variant are
equivalent. Monte Carlo experiments are used to investigate the validity of moment
onditions and the nite sample properties of the estimation methods. Finally, the
empirial performane of the formal test is disussed along the lines of the Akaike's
and the Bayesian information riterion.
3.1 Introdution
In the New-Keynesian model (NKM), some extensions suh as habit formation and
indexing behavior have gained popularity for the ability to t the maro data well;
see Christiano et al. (2005), Smets and Wouters (2003, 2005, 2007), and Rabanal
and Rubio-Ramarez (2005). For example, the forward-looking behavior of prie in-
dexation has been hallenged by maroeonomists over the last deade, beause a
hybrid variant of the model with bakward-looking behavior provides a good ap-
proximation of ination dynamis; see also Gali and Gertler (1999), Fuhrer (1997),
Rudd and Whelan (2005, 2006). In the same way, inertial behavior in the dynamis
of the output gap an be better explained by the presene of habit persistene in
onsumption rule; e.g. see Fuhrer (2000). Aordingly, the lagged dynamis in the
NKM inuene the transmission of shoks to the eonomy; the bakward-looking
behavior in the prie-setting and onsumption rules aets the degree of endogenous
persistene in ination and output. This also implies that a good approximation of
the NKM to the data (e.g. the persistene of aggregate maro variables) an pro-
vide a potential explanation for the monetary transmission hannel to ination and
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output; see Amato and Laubah (2003, 2004) as well as Woodford (2003, Ch.3).
In a small-sale hybrid NKM, however, urrent ination and output depend on
its expeted future and lagged values, whih an give rise to a highly non-linear map-
ping between strutural parameters and the objetive funtion during estimation.
Beause of this, we annot easily overome identiation problems in the stru-
tural model; in other words, the minimization problem in extreme estimators often
does not have a unique solution asymptotially; e.g. see Canova and Sala (2009).
The purpose of this hapter is to show to what extent lassial estimation methods
ope with strutural parameter estimates and how these an be used to evaluate
the model's empirial performane. Espeially, we draw attention to an analyti
solution of the model and ondut a strutural eonometri analysis to identify the
eets of a lagged term in ination and output.
1
More generally, we apply the formal test of Hnatkovska, Marmer and Tang
(2012) [HMT heneforth℄ and examine the signiant inuene of the lagged term
on the ination and output dynamis. Aording to HMT, the Vuong-type χ2 test
evaluates the adequay of a broad lass of goodness-of-t measures and allows for
model misspeiation; see also Linhart and Zuhini (1986) for model seletion.
Hene, the test statisti used in our study an simply indiate the goodness-of-t
of the model in hypothesis testing, whih measures the disrepany between the
model-generated and empirial moments. For example, Vuong (1989) demonstrates
how to use the likelihood ratio test for non-nested models. Rivers and Vuong (2002)
generalize the hypothesis testing proedure to empirial appliations involving a
wide range of estimation tehniques. Their proedure extends to omplex model
seletion situations where one or both models may be misspeied and the models
may or may not be nested; see Golden (2000, 2003).
The advantage of the formal test of HMT is that the model's empirial perfor-
mane an be exibly evaluated aording to the hosen moment onditions. The
exibility is ommonly assoiated with the transpareny to the t of the model
when the moment onditions are diretly binding for parameter estimation. Indeed,
the limited information approah has been widely used to estimate parameters of
a monetary DSGE model starting from Rotemberg and Woodford (1997). For ex-
ample, one ommon approah to this problem is to use impulse responses that are
most informative about the DSGE model; Dridi et al. (2007) and Hall et al. (2012)
disuss the hoie of binding funtion - i.e. a funtion whih an onnet the pa-
rameters of the model to the parameters of an auxiliary model - and information
riteria for the seletion of valid response. Espeially, when the model misspei-
ations and omplex strutural system do not allow for eient estimation, the
adequay of the model in tting the data an be judged by using binding funtions;
see Gourieroux and Monfort (1995). To ondut empirial analysis without the aux-
iliary model, Franke et al. (2011) examine a small-sale DSGE model using analyti
seond moments of the sample auto- and ross-ovarianes up to lag 8 (two years)
1
Alternatively, the ommon and simple strategy to provide a quantitative assessment of ination
and output is to use a redued form (or single equation) estimation, alibration or simulation based
inferene; see also Gregory and Smith (1991) as well as Nason and Smith (2008).
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for estimation as well as model seletion. While the empirial results using the mo-
ment mathing approah are ontrasted with the Bayesian estimation, however, the
validity of their hosen moment onditions is not indiated by a statistial test.
In this study, we disuss the eieny of the method of moments (MM) estima-
tion and examine the validity of moment onditions along the lines of the maximum
likelihood (ML) approah. To see this, rst, we investigate the NKM's empirial
performane by using the relationship between interest rate, ination and output of
US data. In partiular, we attempt to assess the signiane of the lagged dynamis
in ination and output. From the ML and MM estimations, we pinpoint an em-
pirial link between the hybrid model struture and the persistene in ination and
output. Next, the empirial performanes of the model with purely forward-looking
behavior and its hybrid variant are evaluated using the model seletion riterion.
Aordingly, the inlusion of a lagged term in the New-Keynesian Phillips Curve
(NKPC) and the IS equation improves the t of the model while osetting the in-
uene of inherited and extrinsi persistene; it is shown that intrinsi persistene
plays a major role in approximating ination and output dynamis for the Great
Ination period. However, the null hypothesis annot be rejeted at the 5% level for
the Great Moderation period; i.e. the NKM with purely forward-looking behavior
and its hybrid variant are equivalent. Finally, we arry out a Monte Carlo study to
examine the statistial eieny of the estimation methods.
This hapter is organized as follows: Setion 2 reviews the standard New-
Keynesian three-equations model and examines the importane of intrinsi persis-
tene (or bakward-looking behavior) for the o-movement between ination and
output. Estimation methodologies and model seletion proedures are desribed
in setion 3. Setion 4 presents the empirial results and the model omparison
between the NKM with the forward-looking behavior and its hybrid variant. More-
over, the nite sample properties of the estimators are investigated using the Monte
Carlo experiments in setion 5. Finally, setion 6 onludes. All tehnial details
are olleted in the appendix.
3.2 Expetation formation in a DSGE model
In this setion, we present the standard New-Keynesian model featuring aggregate
supply, aggregate demand (IS), and monetary poliy equations.
2
We explore the
model speiations of the lagged dynamis in the NKPC and the IS equation, with
a fous on the bakward- and forward-looking behavior.
2
Smets and Wouters (2003, 2007) empirially examine a medium-sale version of the NKM.
They estimate strutural parameters and idiosynrati shoks with the Bayesian tehniques. In
our study, however, we study a small-sale general equilibrium model and investigate the role of
optimizing behavior in the dynamis of ination and output.
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3.2.1 The New-Keynesian three-equations model
Mirofoundations of supply- and demand-side eonomy have been established as
the key omponents of a New-Keynesian model framework; e.g. the behavior of
optimizing eonomi agents. The monetary poliy behavior is desribed by the
Taylor rule where the lagged interest rate reets the gradual adjustment of a entral
bank. Thus the model is a onvenient tool for modeling systemi hanges in the
eonomy. Espeially, in our urrent study, we attempt to examine to what extent
the gaps of interest rate, ination and output are related to eah other and to what
extent they aet the eonomy (pit := pit−pi∗t , r̂t := rt−r∗t ). The trend omponents
of the quarterly data are estimated by using the Hodrik-Presott lter with the
smoothing parameter of λ=1600.3 The standard model reads as follows:
pit =
β
1 + αβ
Et pit+1 +
α
1 + αβ
pit−1 + κ xt + νπ,t
xt =
1
1 + χ
Et xt+1 +
χ
1 + χ
xt−1 − τ (r̂t − Et pit+1) + νx,t (3.1)
r̂t = φr r̂t−1 + (1− φr) (φπpit + φxxt) + εr,t
νπ,t = ρπνπ,t−1 + επ,t (for indexing behavior) (3.2)
νx,t = ρxνx,t−1 + εx,t (for onsumption behavior)
where the variable xt is the output gap, pit is the ination gap and r̂t is the interest
rate gap. The disount fator and the slope oeient of the Phillips urve are
denoted by the parameters β and κ, respetively. The parameters α and χ measure
the degree of prie indexation in the NKPC (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) and habit persistene of the
household (0 ≤ χ ≤ 1). And τ is a parameter that refers to the intertemporal elas-
tiity of substitution of onsumption (τ ≥ 0). In the Taylor rule, φr determines the
degree of interest rate smoothing (0 ≤ φr ≤ 1). The other parameters φx and φπ are
the poliy oeients that measure the entral bank's reations to ontemporaneous
output and ination (φx, φπ ≥ 0).
The shoks εz,t are normally distributed with standard deviation σz (i.i.d. with
z = pi, x, r). Sine νπ,t and νx,t are autoregressive proesses, the persistene of the
ost-push and demand shoks are aptured by the parameters ρπ and ρx, respetively
(0 ≤ ρπ, ρx ≤ 1). In estimation, we do not take them together, but treat them as
being an independent ase in order to diretly disentangle the soures of ination
and output persistene in the model.
4
3
Note here that we use the gaps instead of the levels for interest rate and ination. Indeed,
many empirial studies provide evidene for a time-varying trend in ination and the natural rate of
interest; see Castelnuovo (2010), Cogley and Sbordone (2008), and Cogley et al. (2010). Moreover,
the seond moments are hosen to math the data when we estimate the model parameters. As
a result, if we would use the non-stationary data without making assumptions about the data
generating proess, it would ause substantial bias in parameter estimates of the strutural model.
4
In the urrent study, we do not onsider the presene of serially orrelated shoks in the
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For the sake of simpliity, we present the above strutural equations in anonial
form. We denote by yt and νt the vetor of three observable variables and the shoks
respetively: yt = (pit, xt, r̂t)
′
, νt = (νπ,t, νx,t, 0)
′
.
AEtyt+1 + Byt + Cyt−1 + νt = 0 (3.3)
νt = Nνt−1 + εt, εt ∼ N(0,Σε)
where the matries A, B, C, N are dened in appendix B.
To solve the system, we an express the derivation of the solution as the reursive
equation with matries Ω and Φ. First, we use the method of undetermined oe-
ients to obtain the unique solution of the system under determinay (i.e., φπ ≥ 1).
Seond, we apply the brute fore iteration method of Binder and Pesaran (1995) to
numerially evaluate the matrix Ω; see appendix B for some intermediate steps.
yt = Ωyt−1 + Φνt (3.4)
νt = Nνt−1 + εt
From the matries Ω and Φ, it follows that the ontemporaneous and lagged
autoovariane proess of the model an be omputed reursively using the Yule-
Walker equations; see hapter 2 of Lütkepohl (2005). On the whole, we adjust the
notation by hanging the dating of the shoks and rewrite Equation (3.4) as
[
yt
νt+1
]
=
[
Ω Φ
0 N
] [
yt−1
νt
]
+
[
0
I
]
εt+1 (3.5)
Moreover, we an transform Equation (3.5) into the law of motion of zt =
(y′t, ν
′
t+1)
′
. This an be more ompatly written as
zt = A1zt−1 + ut, ut ∼ N(0,Σu), Σu = DΣεD′ (3.6)
where the matrix A1 and the ovariane matrix Σu are funtions of the parameter
vetor θ. The shoks are mapped into the vetor of ut = D · εt+1 with D = (0 I)′.
The estimation methodologies will be disussed later.
realizations of interest rate. It is assumed here that the shok persistene parameter of interest
rate ρr is explained by its lagged term with the smoothing parameter φr. See also Carrillo et al.
(2007).
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3.2.2 Soures of persistene: bakward- and forward-looking be-
havior
In the study of the model omparison, we put an emphasis on two polar ases of
the behavior of eonomi agents. For example, when the prie indexation parameter
α is set to zero, it is assumed in the model that expetations are purely forward-
looking. In this ase, ination persistene is exlusively driven by the exogenous
shok proess and inherited persistene from the output gap (see Table 3.1). But
allowing it to be a free parameter, we assume that agents in the market an hoose
naive expetations. As a result, the NKPC is aeted by both expeted future and
lagged ination. This allows the model to have a degree of inertia in the dynamis,
whih an provide strutural insights on the omovement between ination and
output.
Table 3.1: Soures of persistene in the NKPC and the IS equation
persistene ination output
intrinsi indexing behavior (α) habit formation (χ)
extrinsi AR (1) of the shok (ρπ) AR (1) of the shok (ρx)
inherited slope of Phillips urve (κ) intertemporal substitution (τ)
In the same vein, Table 3.1 shows that we an distinguish between the bakward-
and forward-looking behavior in the IS equation. As long as eah household hooses
onsumption optimally (i.e., without habit formation χ = 0), the output dynamis
in the eonomy are only driven by the exogenous shok and the inherited persistene.
The latter is implied by rational-expetations equilibrium in the intertemporal al-
loation of onsumption. On the ontrary, if habit persistene is present in the
onsumption rule (i.e., χ is now a free parameter), then the output dynamis is en-
dogenously sustained by the optimizing behavior; the inlusion of habit formation
in onsumption an explain the dependene of the urrent expenditure on the past
level of expenditure. As a result, the NKPC also depends on the lagged term in the
IS equation.
In the urrent study, we aim to disentangle the soures of ination and output
persistene using lassial estimation methods. Espeially, we investigate the degree
of endogenous dynamis in the model with the lagged term. In other words, it
an be seen that the inlusion of the bakward-looking behavior in the NKPC and
the IS equation osets the eets of the extrinsi and inherited persistene while
strengthening the omovement between ination and output. Note here that we
pinpoint the soures of persistene by separately onsidering AR (1) of the shoks
for the prie indexing and onsumption behavior.
5
5
We also investigated the ase where two extrinsi persistene are allowed in the model at
the same time; i.e. ρpi, ρx 6= 0. But in this ase we found unreliable parameter values, and the
soures of persistene are not learly identied. For example, in ination persistene, the results
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3.3 Estimation methodologies and model seletion
In this setion, we explain our estimation methodologies, whih must be based on the
solution of the model: the method of moment and maximum likelihood estimation.
And we present a formal testing proedure suh that the empirial performane of
the models an be ompared.
3.3.1 Method of moment and model omparison: HMT (2012)
From the law of motion in Equation (3.6), it follows that a set of the seond mo-
ments of zt an be analytially omputed. Thus the ontemporaneous and lagged
autoovarianes of the rst-order vetor-autoregressive (VAR (1)) are given by:
Γ(h) := E(ztz
′
t−h) ∈ RK×K, K = 2n, h = 0, 1, 2, · · · (3.7)
where n is the dimension of the vetor of observable variables yt. Their omputation
proeeds in two steps. First, Γ(0) is obtained from the equation Γ(0) = A1Γ(0)A
′
1+
Σu, whih yields
veΓ(0) = (IK2 −A1 ⊗A1)−1veΣu (3.8)
where the symbol '⊗' denotes the Kroneker produt. The invertibility of the term
IK2 − A1 ⊗ A1 is guaranteed, beause A1 is learly a stable matrix; i.e. φπ ≥ 1.
Seond, the Yule-Walker equations are employed, from whih we an reursively
obtain the lagged autoovarianes as
Γ(h) = A1Γ(h− 1) (3.9)
This formula relates to a vetor autoregressive proess of the model. From Equa-
tion (3.9), we an ompute analyti seond moments of the model, whih will be
used to math the empirial ounterparts during the MM estimation.
For the purposes of omparison between two models (A and B), we must esti-
mate the model parameters by minimizing a weighted objetive funtion (the hosen
goodness-of-t measures):
of the model estimation indiate high degree of intrinsi persistene in the output dynamis (χ =
1.0). This eet will enter into the Phillips urve, and eventually have inuene on the ination
dynamis. If the model allows for extrinsi persistene in the supply shok (ρx 6= 0), then the eet
of intrinsi persistene from the output will be oset by extrinsi persistene, and will aet the
intrinsi persistene in ination. These make it inherently diult to provide a distint analysis
on the identiation of the soures of persistene in the model. Therefore we deide to separately
onsider the AR (1) shoks in ination and output.
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JI(θ) ≡ min
θI∈Θ
T (m̂T −mI(θI))′ W (m̂T −mI(θI)), I = A,B (3.10)
where mI is a vetor of moments, and m̂ is a onsistent and asymptotially normal
estimator of true moments m0.
6
To examine the maroeonomi eets of the expeted future and lagged term
on the NKPC and the IS equation, we use auto- and ross-ovarianes at lag 1 (15
moments) from the interest rate gap (r̂t), the output gap (xt), and the ination rate
gap (pit); see also appendix A. With referene to the alternative moment onditions,
we present a ase for the auto- and ross-ovarianes up to lag 4 (42 moments). The
empirial results of moment estimates and their robustness will be disussed later.
Note here that we use a set of the seond moments to evaluate the model's empirial
performane and apply a formal test to the model of purely forward-looking behavior
and its hybrid variant.
In order to onstrut the objetive funtion, we must estimate the weight matrix
W . Here we simply use the Newey-West estimator (Newey and West (1987)):
Σ̂m = Γ̂T (0) +
5∑
k=1
(
Γ̂T (k) + Γ̂T (k)
′
)
(3.11)
where Γ̂T (j) is
1
T
∑T
t=j+1(mt − m¯)(mt − m¯)′, and k is the number of lags.7 In
partiular, we ignore o-diagonal elements of the weight matrix and ompute the
inverse of Σ̂m; i.e. W = 1/Σ̂m,ii, i = 1, · · · , nm. The reason for this restrition is
two-fold: (i) when the sample size is small, the orrelation between the elements of
the weight matrix and the seond moments is likely to be high; e.g. see Altonji and
Segal (1996). (ii) If we onsider a large set of the moment onditions up to lag of
two or three years, the rows in the weight matrix are orrelated to some extent. To
avoid the dependene between the moments, we only use the diagonal omponents
of the variane-ovariane matrix.
Under the standard regularity onditions, the asymptoti distribution of the
parameter estimates is given by:
√
T (θ̂T − θ0) ∼ N(0,Λ) (3.12)
6
The objetive funtion in Equation (3.10) is multiplied by the sample size T , sine this gives
an asymptoti χ2 test statisti for testing the null hypothesis that the moment onditions hold;
i.e. the model misspeiation.
7
The lag order is hosen following a simple rule of thumb for sample size (∼ T 1/4). For the GI
and GM data, we have 78 and 99 quarterly observations respetively. Therefore k is set to 5.
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where we an numerially ompute the ovariane matrix Λ using the rst derivative
of the moments at optimum; i.e. Λ = [(DWD′)−1]D′WΣmWD[(DWD
′)−1]′.8 Note
here that D is a gradient vetor of moment funtions evaluated at the estimated
values:
D̂ =
∂m(θ;XT )
∂θ
∣∣∣∣
θ=θ̂T
(3.13)
Next, we onsider hypotheses omparing the goodness-of-t of the ompeting
models. The null hypothesis H0 is that two non-nested models t the data equally:
H0 :
∥∥W 1/2(m̂T −mA(θA))∥∥− ∥∥W 1/2(m̂T −mB(θB))∥∥ = 0 (3.14)
The rst alternative hypothesis is that model A performs better than model B when
H1 :
∥∥W 1/2(m̂T −mA(θA))∥∥− ∥∥W 1/2(m̂T −mB(θB))∥∥ < 0 (3.15)
The seond alternative hypothesis is that model B performs better than model A
when
H2 :
∥∥W 1/2(m̂T −mA(θA))∥∥− ∥∥W 1/2(m̂T −mB(θB))∥∥ > 0 (3.16)
To arry out the model omparison, we dene the quasi-likelihood-ratio (QLR)
statisti as
Q̂LR = JB(θ̂B)− JA(θ̂A) (3.17)
Aording to HMT, the relationship between two models (A and B) an be
dened in terms of the following terminologies: (i) nested, (ii) stritly non-nested
and (iii) overlapping models. Espeially, if the two models share moment onditions
for the data generating proess and neither model is nested within the other, we
assume that two models are overlapping; note here that the two models an not
8
If the weight matrix is hosen optimally (Ŵ = Σ−1m ), the estimated ovariane matrix Λ
beomes (DWD′)−1; see hapter 1 of Anatolyev and Gospodinov (2011) among others. However,
in our study, the estimated ondene bands beome wider, beause the weighting sheme in the
objetive funtion is not optimal.
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be idential, beause they an still generate dierent moment onditions by using
dierent numerial values for the parameters. Then we an ondut two sequential
proedures of the hypothesis testing á la Vuong (1989). To begin, we ompute
ritial values of the QLR distribution for the rst step of the model omparison.
9
The simulated QLR distribution is dened as the following χ2-type formula:
Z ′ Σ̂1/2m W (V
B − V A)W Σ̂1/2m Z, Z ∼ N(0, Enm) (3.18)
where Σ is a positive denite ovariane matrix of the moment estimates, and Z is
drawn from the multivariate (nm) normal distribution; appendix E denes the n
I
θ
by nIθ matrix V
I
with I = A, B in Equation (3.18). If Q̂LR exeeds the ritial
value from a 95% ondene interval, then the null hypothesis is rejeted. Next, the
seond step investigates whether or not the soure of the rejetion asymptotially
omes from the same goodness-of-t. The suggested test statisti has a standard
normal distribution (z):
w0 = 2 ·
√
(mB(θB)−mA(θA))′ W (mB(θB)−mA(θA)) (3.19)
The standard deviation w0 measures the unertainty of the Q̂LR estimates of
two models. Aordingly, the null of the equal ts an be rejeted when
√
T ·
QLR(θ̂B, θ̂A)/ŵ0 > z1−0.05/2 in whih ase A is the preferred model, or
√
T ·
QLR(θ̂B, θ̂A)/ŵ0 < −z1−0.05/2 in whih ase B is preferred.
3.3.2 Maximum likelihood and model seletion
Likelihood inferene has been widely used to estimate the parameters of DSGE
models over the last deade; see Ireland (2004), Lindé (2005) and others. We briey
summarize the eonometri steps for the ML estimation and model seletion. From
Equation (3.4), we may write that:
yt = Ωyt−1 + Φ · (N · νt−1 + εt) (3.20)
= (Ω +ΦNΦ−1)yt−1 − ΦNΦ−1Ωyt−2 + Φ · εt
where we dene the variable Φ·εt as ηt. Now we assume that ηt follows a multivariate
normal distribution.
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Appendix E presents intermediate steps for simulating the QLR distribution. The theoretial
QLR distribution is derived from the mean value expansion to a binding funtion (or moment
onditions).
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ηt ∼ N(0,Ση), Ση ≡ Φ · Σε · Φ′ (3.21)
Hene we an obtain the following onditional probability for the vetor of observable
variables yt:
yt|yt−1, yt−2 ∼ N((Ω + ΦNΦ−1)yt−1 − ΦNΦ−1Ωyt−2, Ση) (3.22)
Given the normality assumption of shoks and data set, the likelihood funtion an
be onstruted as:
L(θ) = −n · T
2
ln(2pi)− T
2
ln |Ση| − 1
2
T∑
t=2
η′t · Σ−1η · ηt (3.23)
where n is the dimension of yt. Finally, we arrive at the ML estimates for the
parameter θ by maximizing Equation (3.23):
θml = arg max
θ∈Θ
L(θ) (3.24)
Under standard regularity onditions, the ML estimation is onsistent and asymp-
totially normal:
√
T (θ̂ml − θ0) a∼ N(0, (Υ/T )−1) (3.25)
where Υ = E(∂2L(θ)/∂θ∂θ′) is the information matrix. In our study, Υ is numeri-
ally omputed using the Hessian matrix of the log likelihood funtion at optimum.
For the purposes of the formal test, we use the well-known approah to model se-
letion, the Akaike information riterion (AIC):
AIC = − 2
T
· lnL(θ) + 2 p
T
(3.26)
where p is the dimension of the parameter θ. Then, we hoose the model for whih
AIC is the smallest. As an alternative to the AIC, we also onsider the Bayesian
information riterion (BIC):
BIC = − 2
T
· lnL(θ) + p · lnT
T
(3.27)
where the seond term, p · lnT penalizes the model with additional parameters.
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3.4 Empirial appliation
In this setion, we present empirial results of the model using the US data. First,
we attempt to disentangle the soures of persistene in ination and output; we
examine the empirial performane of the model using the formal test of HMT.
Seond, the similarities and dissimilarities between the MM and ML estimations are
disussed. Finally, we investigate the validity of extra moment onditions based on
the model's empirial performane.
3.4.1 Data
The data we use in this study omprise the GDP prie deator, the real GDP and
the federal funds rate. The series are taken from the US model data sets by Ray C.
Fair; http://fairmodel.eon.yale.edu/main3.htm. The trend rates underlying
the gap formulation are treated as exogenously given. The trend from a Hodrik-
Presott (HP) lter is used with the smoothing parameter λ =1600. The data
set overs the period 1960-2007. Due to the strutural break beginning with the
appointment of Paul Volker as hairman of the U.S. Federal Reserve Board, we
split data into two sub-samples: the Great Ination (GI, 1960:Q1-1979:Q2) and the
Great Moderation (GM, 1982:Q4-2007:Q2). The data split in the US eonomy is
standard in most existing empirial works.
3.4.2 Basi results on method of moments estimation and model
omparison
In this setion, we apply the MM estimation to the model and disuss the im-
portane of the lagged dynamis for ination and output persistene. Auto- and
ross-ovarianes at lag 1 are used as hosen moment onditions. Next, the model
omparison method is used to provide a formal assessment of the performane of
ompeting speiations.
3.4.2.1 Assessing the t of the model to ination persistene: 15 mo-
ments
A set of seond moment onditions is used to assess the performane of the two
models to t ination persistene in the GI data. Table 3.2 shows the parameter
estimates for the model with forward-looking behavior and its hybrid variant. As
long as the prot maximizing rule without indexation to past ination (or purely
forward-looking) determines the total amount of output in the eonomy, the ination
dynamis are primarily aptured by inherited and extrinsi persistene. Indeed, from
the model with purely forward-looking behavior, we obtain muh higher estimated
values for the parameters κ and ρπ than its hybrid variant; i.e. κ̂ = 0.12 (forward)
> 0.05 (hybrid), ρ̂π = 0.51 (forward) > 0.0 (hybrid).
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Table 3.2: Parameter estimates for ination persistene with 15 moments
GI GM
hybrid forward hybrid forward
α 0.768 0.0 (xed) 0.105 0.0 (xed)
(0.007 - 1.000) ( - ) (0.000 - 1.000) ( - )
κ 0.047 0.123 0.052 0.058
(0.009 - 0.084) (0.000 - 0.318) (0.000 - 0.136) (0.008 - 0.107)
ρpi 0.000 0.506 0.000 0.086
( - ) (0.078 - 0.933) ( - ) (0.000 - 0.269)
σpi 0.679 0.778 0.638 0.644
(0.103 - 1.255) (0.603 - 0.952) (0.454 - 0.823) (0.491 - 0.798)
χ 1.000 0.999 0.774 0.802
( - ) (0.441 - 1.000) (0.497 - 1.000) (0.499 - 1.000)
τ 0.094 0.089 0.000 0.000
(0.015 - 0.174) (0.000 - 0.192) ( - ) ( - )
ρx 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed)
( - ) ( - ) ( - ) ( - )
σx 0.727 0.662 0.404 0.369
(0.547 - 0.907) (0.416 - 0.909) (0.118 - 0.691) (0.068 - 0.671)
φpi 1.659 1.744 1.798 1.943
(1.000 - 2.334) (1.084 - 2.404) (1.000 - 4.039) (1.000 - 4.465)
φx 0.378 0.181 0.729 0.652
(0.026 - 0.731) (0.000 - 0.452) (0.226 - 1.231) (0.087 - 1.217)
φr 0.544 0.463 0.841 0.849
(0.323 - 0.765) (0.248 - 0.678) (0.698 - 0.984) (0.707 - 0.991)
σr 0.786 0.662 0.391 0.384
(0.382 - 1.190) (0.155 - 1.169) (0.099 - 0.684) (0.080 - 0.688)
J(θ) 1.30 3.24 2.26 2.44
Note: The disount fator parameter β is alibrated to 0.99. The 95% asymptoti
ondene intervals are given in brakets.
Turning to the formal test, we lassify the two models into the nested ase.
Sine the hybrid variant of the model an generate riher dynamis due to the
lagged ination with the prie indexation parameter α, it nests the other model;
the model with the forward-looking expetations does not allow for the eets of
intrinsi persistene on the NKPC.
To test the null hypothesis that the two models have an equal t to the data,
we ompare the estimated loss funtion values (Ĵ(θ)). We nd QLR = 1.94. The
simulated 1% and 5% ritial values for the hypothesis testing are 2.42 and 1.31,
respetively; see the left panel of Figure 3 in appendix F. Therefore we rejet the
null hypothesis at 5% level; the bakward-looking behavior plays a signiant role
in approximating the ination persistene of the GI.
This nding is summarized in Table 3.3. The results show that the hybrid
variant of the model an approximate the ination dynamis better than the other.
The inlusion of the lagged term an almost provide perfet t to the omovements
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between interest rate, ination and output; e.g. see Cov(rt, xt−k), Cov(xt, pit−k),
Cov(pit, rt−k). However, this result does not indiate that the eets of the inherited
and extrinsi persistene alone annot explain the empirial regularities in the US
eonomy. This point should be lear, sine the evaluation of the t of the nested
model is not so bad; the estimated values of auto- and ross-ovarianes at lag 1
lie within the 95% ondene intervals of the empirial moments. Aording to the
formal test, we an only say that there is a signiant dierene between model-
generated moments of the two model, and the t of the hybrid variant to the data
is superior. Note here that we do not aim to math the auto- and ross-ovarianes
up to higher lags; this will be disussed later.
Table 3.3: Empirial and model-generated moments for ination persistene: 15 moment onditions
Label Emp. 95% CI hybrid forward Label Emp. 95% CI hybrid forward
Var(r̂t) 3.296 1.297-5.296 3.400 3.524 Cov(xt,x−1) 2.523 1.356-3.690 2.365 2.495
Cov(r̂t, r̂−1) 2.886 1.142-4.629 2.572 2.388 Cov(xt, p̂it) 0.069 -0.415-0.552 0.160 0.236
Cov(r̂t, xt) 0.232 -0.611-1.075 0.256 0.270 Cov(xt, p̂i−1) -0.350 -1.239-0.539 -0.342 -0.234
Cov(r̂t, x−1) 0.991 0.235-1.746 0.946 0.782 Cov(p̂it, r̂−1) 1.288 -0.021-2.597 1.067 0.846
Cov(r̂t, p̂it) 1.535 -0.026-3.097 1.854 2.155 Cov(p̂it, x−1) 0.588 0.199-0.977 0.527 0.442
Cov(xt, pi−1) 1.401 0.038-2.765 1.731 1.714 Var(pit) 1.989 0.615-3.364 1.713 1.921
Cov(xt, r̂−1) -0.450 -1.622-0.722 -0.490 -0.369 Cov(pit, pi−1) 0.893 -0.216-2.001 1.033 0.789
Var(xt) 3.001 1.728-4.275 3.191 3.176
Note: 95% CI means the 95% asymptoti ondene intervals for empirial moments. Bold fae gures emphasize
a better t of the hybrid model to the empirial moments.
Next, we onsider the same steps for the model omparison using the GM data.
However, most parameter estimates of the two models do not dier too muh. For
example, the estimated value for the prie indexation is lose to zero in the hybrid
variant of the model; i.e. α̂ = 0.105. Aordingly, the result of the formal test
shows that the two models t the data equally well. We nd that the estimated
QLR statisti is small: QLR = 0.17. The simulated 1% and 5% riteria for the
hypothesis testing are 0.51 and 0.27, respetively; see the right panel of Figure 3 in
appendix F. Therefore the null hypothesis annot be rejeted.
To save spae, we do not report the model-generated moments for GM. Indeed,
when we ompare trajetories of the model-generated moments (i.e. hybrid and
forward), the model ovariane proles overlap eah other. The two models provide
a good t to auto- and ross-ovaraines at the short lag. In other words, we
onlude that the two models are not signiantly dierent at 5% level. We disuss
the evaluation of the t of the model using alternative moment onditions later,
beause the model has a bad t to the sample autoovarianes up to relatively large
lags (two or three years).
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3.4.2.2 Assessing the t of the model to output persistene: 15 moments
Turning to the output dynamis in the IS equation, we estimate the eets of habit
persistene on the model. The estimated parameters for the model with or without
a habit formation are presented in Table 3.4; in the purely forward-looking behavior
χ is set to zero, whereas this parameter is subjet to the estimation in the hybrid
variant of the model. The MM estimates of the two models have similar values
exept for the degree of the supply shok σx, monetary poliy shok σr and the
Taylor rule oeient φπ.
Table 3.4: Parameter estimates for output persistene with 15 moments
GI GM
hybrid forward hybrid forward
α 0.517 0.740 0.039 0.036
(0.044 - 0.990) (0.204 - 1.000) (0.000 - 0.215) (0.000 - 0.205)
κ 0.061 0.066 0.064 0.057
(0.011 - 0.112) (0.004 - 0.128) (0.000 - 0.130) (0.000 - 0.117)
ρpi 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed)
( - ) ( - ) ( - ) ( - )
σpi 0.876 0.715 0.684 0.687
(0.576 - 1.175) (0.447 - 0.983) (0.545 - 0.824) (0.547 - 0.826)
χ 0.931 0.0 (xed) 0.585 0.0 (xed)
(0.000 - 1.000) ( - ) (0.000 - 1.000) ( - )
τ 0.441 0.422 0.480 0.506
(0.000 - 0.943) (0.000 - 0.995) (0.000 - 1.223) (0.000 - 1.315)
ρx 0.914 0.868 0.930 0.941
(0.756 - 1.000) (0.725 - 1.000) (0.864 - 0.996) (0.878 - 1.000)
σx 0.214 0.445 0.197 0.218
(0.039 - 0.390) (0.154 - 0.736) (0.000 - 0.452) (0.011 - 0.425)
φpi 1.857 2.256 1.109 1.354
(1.000 - 2.729) (1.000 - 3.661) (1.000 - 2.395) (1.000 - 2.905)
φx 0.838 0.797 1.526 1.438
(0.227 - 1.449) (0.244 - 1.349) (0.537 - 2.515) (0.464 - 2.412)
φr 0.725 0.835 0.863 0.898
(0.482 - 0.968) (0.681 - 0.989) (0.773 - 0.953) (0.804 - 0.993)
σr 0.695 0.240 0.294 0.215
(0.207 - 1.183) (0.000 - 1.326) (0.060 - 0.528) (0.000 - 0.612)
J(θ) 0.44 1.91 0.40 0.57
Note: The disount fator parameter β is alibrated to 0.99. The 95% asymptoti
ondene intervals are given in brakets.
It an be seen from the GI data that the estimated demand shok is two times
higher in an optimal onsumption behavior without habit persistene than the other
model (σ̂x = 0.45 (forward) > 0.21 (hybrid)). This result shows that the output
dynamis are more or less driven by the high level of the demand shoks when a
simple rule of thumb behavior is not allowed in the IS equation. As a result, the per-
sistene from the demand shoks also aets ination dynamis while osetting the
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eets of inherited persistene. This is indiated by a relatively moderate degree of
bakward-looking behavior; i.e. α̂ = 0.517 (hybrid) and 0.740 (forward). Moreover,
onerning the hybrid model speiation, whih allows a fration of onsumers to
have a rule of thumb behavior, the estimation results indiate a low value for the
monetary oeients on ination; i.e. φ̂π = 2.26 (forward) > 1.86 (hybrid). Put
dierently, entral banks reat weakly to shoks due to the fat that the transmis-
sion of the shoks endogenously aets the output persistene; sine the parameter
estimates are poorly determined with a large ondene interval, however, we might
raise doubts about appropriateness of this impliation espeially when the sample
size is small. The reliability of the parameter estimates will be investigated later
via a Monte Carlo study.
Now, we ompute the loss funtion values to apply a formal test to the two
speiations in the IS equation. In GI, these values are respetively 0.44 and 1.91
for the model with and without habit formation. The simulated 1% and 5% riteria
for the hypothesis testing are 1.89 and 1.08, respetively; see the left panel of Figure
4 in appendix F. Sine the estimated value for QLR exeeds the riterion at 5%
level, we rejet the null hypothesis that the two models are equivalent. This implies
that the output dynamis are better approximated by the onsumption behavior
in a rule of thumb manner. This nding is shown in Table 3.5. For example, the
hybrid variant of the model an almost provide perfet t to the ovariane proles
of (rt, xt−k), (xt, xt−k) and (pit, pit−k).
Table 3.5: Empirial and model-generated moments for output persistene: 15 moment onditions
Label Emp. 95% CI hybrid forward Label Emp. 95% CI hybrid forward
Var(r̂t) 3.296 1.297 ∼ 5.296 3.305 3.196 Cov(xt,x−1) 2.523 1.356 ∼ 3.690 2.468 2.187
Cov(r̂t, r̂−1) 2.886 1.142 ∼ 4.629 2.873 3.041 Cov(xt, pit) 0.069 -0.415 ∼ 0.552 0.094 0.073
Cov(r̂t, xt) 0.232 -0.611 ∼ 1.075 0.164 0.342 Cov(xt, pi−1) -0.350 -1.239 ∼ 0.539 -0.417 -0.368
Cov(r̂t, x−1) 0.991 0.235 ∼ 1.746 0.984 0.789 Cov(pit, r̂−1) 1.288 -0.021 ∼ 2.597 1.048 1.025
Cov(r̂t, pit) 1.535 -0.026 ∼ 3.097 1.657 1.525 Cov(pit, x−1) 0.588 0.199 ∼ 0.977 0.578 0.579
Cov(xt, pi−1) 1.401 0.038 ∼ 2.765 1.582 1.638 Var(p̂it) 1.989 0.615 ∼ 3.364 1.907 1.810
Cov(xt, r̂−1) -0.450 -1.622 ∼ 0.722 -0.252 -0.073 Cov(p̂it, p̂i−1) 0.893 -0.216 ∼ 2.001 0.934 1.109
Var(xt) 3.001 1.728 ∼ 4.275 3.067 3.331
Note: 95% CI means the 95% asymptoti ondene intervals for empirial moments. Bold fae gures emphasize a
better t of the hybrid model to the empirial moments.
In the period of GM, the parameter estimates for the two models are found to
be similar. The dierene in the loss funtion values is small (i.e., QLR = 0.17).
The simulated 1% and 5% riteria for the hypothesis testing are 7.58 and 12.37,
respetively; see the right panel of Figure 4 in appendix F. We annot rejet the
null hypothesis that the two models are equivalent. To save spae, we do not report
the model-generated moments for the GM period; the ovariane proles of the two
models overlap eah other.
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3.4.3 Basi results on maximum likelihood estimation
For omparison purposes, we present the empirial results of the ML estimation of
the NKM; it is known in empirial literature that likelihood inferene has satisfatory
asymptoti properties when the model is orretly speied. In addition, we will
examine the large sample properties and statistial eieny of the estimators in
terms of our hoie of moments via extensive Monte Carlo experiments later.
Table 3.6: ML estimates for ination and output persistene
ination persistene output persistene
GI GM GI GM
α 0.446 0.157 α 0.478 0.126
(0.241 - 0.652) (0.149 - 0.164) (0.230 - 0.726) (0.008 - 0.243)
κ 0.000 0.036 κ 0.018 0.046
( - ) (0.034 - 0.037) (0.000 - 0.099) (0.015 - 0.077)
ρpi 0.000 0.000 ρpi 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed)
( - ) ( - ) ( - ) ( - )
σpi 0.879 0.654 σpi 0.869 0.663
(0.740 - 1.019) (0.649 - 0.660) (0.737 - 1.002) (0.597 - 0.729)
χ 1.000 0.998 χ 0.281 0.254
( - ) (0.978 - 1.000) (0.245 - 0.316) (0.133 - 0.374)
τ 0.037 0.016 τ 0.081 0.027
(0.001 - 0.073) (0.014 - 0.019) (0.038 - 0.125) (0.014 - 0.040)
ρx 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed) ρx 0.808 0.763
( - ) ( - ) (0.735 - 0.880) (0.692 - 0.835)
σx 0.523 0.253 σx 0.211 0.098
(0.442 - 0.604) (0.252 - 0.255) (0.174 - 0.248) (0.093 - 0.104)
φpi 1.353 1.001 φpi 1.394 1.000
(1.000 - 2.760) (1.000 - 1.112) (1.000 - 2.661) ( - )
φx 1.180 1.275 φx 1.352 1.456
(0.295 - 2.064) (1.225 - 1.324) (0.710 - 1.995) (1.135 - 1.777)
φr 0.809 0.830 φr 0.803 0.843
(0.690 - 0.927) (0.827 - 0.833) (0.754 - 0.852) (0.828 - 0.857)
σr 0.734 0.477 σr 0.741 0.476
(0.618 - 0.850) (0.472 - 0.481) (0.622 - 0.859) (0.435 - 0.518)
L(θ) -308.86 -233.99 L(θ) -309.53 -231.84
Note: The disount fator parameter β is alibrated to 0.99. The 95% asymptoti
ondene intervals are given in brakets.
Table 3.6 shows that ML and MM give somewhat similar parameter estimates
to the hybrid variant of the model for ination persistene.
10
For example, the
10
We also investigated the likelihood ratio test between the model with purely forward-looking
behavior and its hybrid variant. However, we found that its likelihood value does not dier too
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parameter estimates for the prie indexation α are 0.45 and 0.16 for the GI and GM
data, respetively. The likelihood inferene also provides evidene of (moderate)
intrinsi ination persistene in the model. In other words, the bakward-looking
behavior in the priesetting rule aounts for ination persistene. Moreover, the
ML estimation gives a very small value for the slope of the Phillips urve (κ̂ = 0.0
(GI) and 0.04 (GM)); individual rms are likely to be less responsive to hanges in
eonomi ativity (i.e., the Phillips urve is at). Hene, ination dynamis in GI
are primarily driven by intrinsi (moderate) and extrinsi (strong) persistene; i.e.
α̂ = 0.446, σ̂π = 0.879.
As far as the output persistene is onerned, we nd a slight dierene between
the ML and MM estimation. For example, the omparison of the estimation results
between the two estimators shows that the former gives a muh lower value for the
habit formation parameter (χ=0.28 and 0.25 for the GI and GM data). Further
interesting observation from Table 3.6 is that the ML estimate for the intertemporal
elastiity of substitution is found to be muh lower (τ=0.08 and 0.03 for the GI
and GM data). This implies that output persistene is not best aptured by the
substitution eets from the Fisher equation.
Overall, the slight dierene in estimates an be attributed to the assumption
of normality of the shoks; if the model is orretly speied, the ML estimation
method is more aurate for estimating the NKM than the MM estimation. Sine
we onsider that the model is possibly misspeied to apture the reality (or the
true data generating proess is not known), however, MM is likely to be a relevant
hoie for evaluating the model's goodness-of-t to the data; the moment mathing
an provide a loser t to the sample autoovariane. The statistial eieny and
onsisteny of the parameter estimation adopted in this study will be investigated
via a Monte Carlo study later.
Another important point is that the high dimension of the parameter spae
an give rise to multiple loal optima in the likelihood funtion. However, in the
urrent study, we have a strong ondene in the identiation of the strutural
parameters, beause the onvergene of the optimization proedure is examined
using dierent starting values. We found that our empirial results onverge to a
global optimum and are veried by using a set of dierent optimization suh as
iterative minimization, Nelder-Mead simplex, and random searh method. In this
respet, the strutural estimation based on the analyti solution of the system is able
to ope with the parameter identiation problems in a small-sale hybrid NKM.
To make a more systemi investigation on our hoie of moments, the next setion
is devoted to examine the parameter estimation of the model using a large set of
moment onditions.
muh, beause the model with purely forward-looking behavior does not make a drasti hange
in the parameter estimates. In this ase, the formal test based on the likelihood funtion is not
eetive. We do not report these results to save spae.
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3.4.4 Validity of extra moment onditions
In this setion, we examine the sensitivity of the MM estimation to the hosen
moment onditions. From this investigation, we will nd that alternative moment
onditions do not indue qualitative hanges in the parameter estimation. To make
our hoie of moment onditions more reliable, we make a ase for the vetor autore-
gressive (VAR) model with lag 4 as a referene model; see appendix C for optimal
lag seletion riteria. Aordingly, we analyze the persistene of the maro data in
the U.S. eonomy using auto- and ross-ovarianes up to lag 4.
3.4.4.1 Assessing the t of the model to ination persistene: 42 mo-
ments
With a fous on alternative moment onditions of auto- and ross-ovarianes up
to lag 4 (42 moments), we now estimate two speiations of the NKM: forward-
looking (α = 0) and hybrid ase (i.e. α is a free parameter). In Table 3.7, we nd
evidene of strong bakward-looking behavior in the NKPC; α̂ = 1.0. Moreover,
the MM estimates with a small and large set of moments give qualitatively similar
values exept for the poliy shok parameter (σr=0.0).
11
For example, in the model
with purely forward-looking behavior, the inherited and extrinsi persistene have
a substantial inuene on the system, ompensating for the absene of intrinsi
persistene in the NKPC: κ = 0.155 (forward) > 0.044 (hybrid), ρπ = 0.675
(forward) > 0.0 (hybrid).
Next, we draw attention to the model omparison. In the GI data, we found
that the prie indexation parameter is a orner solution. Aordingly we treat α as
being exogenously xed at unity, beause it is assumed in HMT that the estimated
parameters are in the interior of the admissible region (see their assumption 2.5
(b)). Put dierently, sine we onsider the prie indexation parameter as being
exogenously set to dierent values, it an be seen that two models are now equally
aurate and idential in population. In this respet, we treat two models as being
overlapping and apply a two step sequential test for model omparison. On the
ontrary, the value for the estimated prie indexation parameter lies in the interior
of the parameter spae for tting the GM data (α = 0.525). In this ase, the hybrid
version of the model nests the one with the purely forward-looking expetations.
In the period of GI, the hybrid variant has a better goodness-of-t to the data
(J = 11.93) than the purely forward-looking version of the model (J = 42.77). As
it is disussed above, the estimated AR (1) oeient for the ost-push shok has
no inuene on the hybrid NKPC; ρ̂π = 0.0.
12
The results also show that inherited
persistene has a smaller impat on the output dynamis in the hybrid variant of
11
Indeed, likelihood inferene would avoid suh an estimate provided that there is a stohasti
singularity with zero poliy shok (i.e., the likelihood value beomes negative innity at this point).
12
The estimated value for the parameter σr hit the boundary. This makes the objetive fun-
tion ill-behaved and partial derivatives numerially unstable. We set it to zero and ompute the
numerial derivatives of the other parameters for the model omparison. See appendix D for the
matrix notation.
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the model (κ̂ = 0.044). This implies that the persistene is best aptured by the
bakward-looking behavior in the hybrid variant. As a result, we nd almost perfet
t to the omovements between ination and output from the hybrid NKM.
Table 3.7: Parameter estimates for ination persistene with 42 moments
GI GM
hybrid forward hybrid forward
α 1.0 0.0 (xed) 0.509 0.0 (xed)
( - ) ( - ) (0.126 - 0.924) ( - )
κ 0.044 0.155 0.037 0.102
(0.018 - 0.069) (0.000 - 0.395) (0.000 - 0.075) (0.017 - 0.187)
ρpi 0.000 0.675 0.000 0.596
( - ) (0.387 - 0.964) (0.000 - 0.813) (0.367 - 0.825)
σpi 0.470 0.518 0.364 0.231
(0.000 - 1.686) (0.233 - 0.790) (0.048 - 0.680) (0.093 - 0.369)
χ 1.0 1.0 0.770 0.915
( - ) ( - ) (0.515 - 1.000) (0.518 - 1.000)
τ 0.092 0.063 0.020 0.027
(0.045 - 0.140) (0.008 - 0.118) (0.000 - 0.055) (0.000 - 0.074)
ρx 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed)
( - ) ( - ) ( - ) ( - )
σx 0.716 0.600 0.547 0.468
(0.462 - 0.970) (0.348 - 0.853) (0.202 - 0.820) (0.185 - 0.751)
φpi 1.740 1.809 2.025 2.218
(1.255 - 2.225) (1.221 - 2.397) (1.000 - 2.870) (1.141 - 3.114)
φx 0.080 0.157 0.563 0.564
(0.000 - 0.542) (0.000 - 0.528) (0.216 - 1.059) (0.154 - 0.974)
φr 0.267 0.458 0.765 0.732
(0.000 - 0.905) (0.224 - 0.692) (0.619 - 0.881) (0.592 - 0.872)
σr 0.000 0.000 0.486 0.545
( - ) ( - ) (0.303 - 0.727) (0.351 - 0.739)
J(θ) 11.93 42.77 23.97 27.47
Note: The disount fator parameter β is alibrated to 0.99. The 95% asymptoti
ondene intervals are given in brakets.
In order to examine the signiant dierene of the t of the two models, we
subtrat the objetive funtion value of purely forward-looking NKM from its hybrid
variant; i.e. QLR = 30.83. Aording to the simulated test distribution, ritial
values for the 99% and 95% ondene intervals are 16.99 and 9.96, respetively
(see the left panel of Figure 5 in appendix F). Sine the test statisti exeeds the
ritial value at 5% level, we proeed to take the seond step of the hypothesis
testing, whih asymptotially evaluates the estimated moments of two models from
the empirial data.
In the seond step of the formal test, we examine the unertainty of the estimated
dierene between the two models for evaluating their t to the data. We ompute
the plug-in estimate of ŵ0 (2.54). Under the null hypothesis, the test stati follows
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Figure 3.1: Covariane proles for ination persistene in GI (dashed: empirial,
△: hybrid, *: forward)
Note: The empirial auto- and ross-ovarianes are omputed using an unrestrited
fourth-order vetor autoregression (VAR) model. The asymptoti 95% ondene
bands are onstruted following Coenen (2005).
a standard normal distribution; i.e.
√
T ·QLR(θA, θB) ∼ N(0, w20). The estimate of√
T · QLR/ŵ is 1.37, whih is smaller than a ritial value at the 5% signiane
level of the two-tailed test. Therefore the results show that both models have the
same goodness-of-t to the prole of the empirial moments, and the null hypothesis
annot be rejeted.
13
Figure 1 depits the model-generated moment onditions at
three years for GI and ontrasts them with the empirial ounterparts of the VAR
(4) model. Indeed, a visual inspetion of this gure indiates that the two models
have dierent moments, but their mathing to the empirial ounterparts is not
signiantly dierent.
In the period of GM (Table 3.7), it is shown that the hybrid variant ts the data
better (23.97). The estimation results provide evidene of the (strong) inherited and
13
This statistial inferene does not remain the same if the prie indexation parameter is allowed
to exeed unity. The onstraint on habit formation parameter (χ) is also removed. See Franke et
al. (2011) for details.
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Figure 3.2: Covariane proles for ination persistene in GM (dashed: empirial,
△: hybrid, *: forward)
Note: The empirial auto- and ross-ovarianes are omputed using an unrestrited
fourth-order vetor autoregression (VAR) model. The asymptoti 95% ondene
bands are onstruted following Coenen (2005).
extrinsi persistene in the model with purely forward-looking behavior, beause
these an oset the impat of inherited persistene on the output dynamis; i.e. κ̂ =
0.102 (forward) > 0.037 (hybrid), ρ̂π = 0.596 (forward) > 0.0 (hybrid). However,
the other parameter estimates are not dierent in both speiations.
These empirial ndings seem to strengthen the relevane of bakward-looking
behavior for the GM data. However, the dierene between the two models (3.49)
does not exeed the ritial value for the 95% ondene intervals in the formal
test; i.e., ritial values for 99% and 95% ondene intervals are 38.39 and 21.46,
respetively; also see the right panel of Figure 5 in appendix F. Put dierently,
the eets of intrinsi persistene on ination an be adequately replaed by the
inherited and extrinsi persistene. From this, we annot identify the soures of
the persistene in the system. Therefore we do not proeed to take the seond
step of the model omparison method and onlude that the null hypothesis annot
be rejeted. Figure 3.2 depits the model-generated moment onditions at three
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years for the GM data; the omparison between the model-generated and empirial
moments by a VAR (4) proess is displayed here.
3.4.4.2 Assessing the t of the model to output persistene: 42 moments
Table 3.8 reports the MM estimation for the output persistene using alternative
moment onditions. The results show that the output dynamis are strongly inu-
ened by the inherited persistene. Indeed, in the ase of the intertemporal elastiity
of substitution, we obtain high estimated values for the two models: e.g. in GI, τ̂ =
0.205 (hybrid), 0.676 (forward). In addition, we nd that all the estimated values
for ρx exeed 0.7. Espeially regarding the GI data, this value inreases substan-
tially in the model with purely forward-looking expetations, whih an over the
absene of intrinsi persistene in the IS equation; i.e. χ=0.0 (xed), τ̂ = 0.676.
Table 3.8: Parameter estimates for output persistene with 42 moments
GI GM
hybrid forward hybrid forward
α 1.0 0.998 0.186 0.203
( - ) ( - ) (0.000 - 0.396) (0.000 - 0.441)
κ 0.054 0.037 0.086 0.088
(0.005 - 0.102) (0.010 - 0.065) (0.037 - 0.134) (0.027 - 0.149)
ρpi 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed) 0.0 (xed)
( - ) ( - ) ( - ) ( - )
σpi 0.519 0.428 0.609 0.579
(0.099 - 0.939) (0.108 - 0.747) (0.461 - 0.757) (0.410 - 0.749)
χ 1.0 0.0 (xed) 0.991 0.0 (xed)
( - ) ( - ) ( - ) ( - )
τ 0.205 0.676 0.237 0.236
(0.000 - 0.436) (0.000 - 1.897) (0.000 - 0.547) (0.000 - 0.803)
ρx 0.707 0.890 0.854 0.790
(0.290 - 1.000) (0.743 - 1.000) (0.686 - 1.000) (0.583 - 0.997)
σx 0.213 0.519 0.140 0.340
(0.016 - 0.410) (0.169 - 0.869) (0.000 - 0.298) (0.037 - 0.642)
φpi 1.741 2.046 2.133 2.224
(1.154 - 2.327) (1.000 - 3.134) (1.000 - 3.279) (1.000 - 3.764)
φx 0.169 1.103 0.762 0.588
(0.000 - 0.584) (0.275 - 1.931) (0.189 - 1.335) (0.000 - 1.202)
φr 0.389 0.889 0.770 0.783
(0.000 - 0.853) (0.753 - 1.026) (0.640 - 0.900) (0.648 - 0.917)
σr 0.012 0.016 0.447 0.448
( - ) ( - ) (0.248 - 0.645) (0.212 - 0.685)
J(θ) 10.54 31.64 20.79 23.85
Note: The disount fator parameter β is alibrated to 0.99. The 95% asymptoti
ondene intervals are given in brakets.
Another point worthwhile mentioning here is that the estimation results of the
purely forward-looking model indiate high monetary poliy oeients on interest
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rate, ination and output in GI; i.e. φ̂π = 2.05, φ̂x = 1.10, φ̂r = 0.89. Moreover,
in the hybrid variant, the parameter χ is almost a orner solution for both the GI
and GM data, whih strengthens a rule of thumb behavior in onsumption. In other
words, the rule of thumb behavior reinfores the degree of endogenous persistene
in the output dynamis. However, as long as the model predits that the optimal
behavior of household is desribed by onsumption without a simple rule of thumb
behavior (χ = 0), the result indiates the strong degree of the demand shoks; the
estimated value is more than twie as high as the one of the hybrid model; i.e.
σ̂x=0.519 (forward) > 0.213 (hybrid) for GI, 0.340 (forward) > 0.140 (hybrid) for
GM.
Turning to the model omparison by using the GI data, we treat the two mod-
els as being overlapping, beause the habit formation parameter is now a orner
solution. In the rst step of the model omparison, we ompare the objetive fun-
tion values (QLR = 21.10). The simulated 5% and 1% riteria for the hypothesis
testing are 19.63 and 34.59, respetively (see the left panel of Figure 6 in appendix
F). Sine the estimated QLR exeeds the 5% riterion for the model omparison, we
support the hypothesis that two models have dierent moments. In the seond step,
we estimate
√
T · QLR/ŵ whih is 1.02. However, this value does not exeed the
riterion in the standard normal distribution. As a result, we onlude that there
is no signiant dierene between two models in mathing the empirial moments;
i.e. the two models have dierent moments, but an equivalent t to the empirial
moments. To save spae, we do not provide the model ovariane proles for the
output persistene. Note here that the result of the MM estimation with a large
set of moments provides a loser t to the sample auto- and ross-ovarianes up to
large lags.
Now we draw attention to the model omparison by using the GM data. To
begin, we treat the two models as being a nested ase, sine the estimated value for
the habit formation parameter lies at an interior point. The model without habit
persistene is nested within the other. Next, we ompute the dierene between the
objetive funtion values of the two models (QLR = 3.06). Then this value is used
to evaluate the null hypothesis of the equal t of the two models. Sine the 5% and
1% riteria for the hypothesis testing are 18.52 and 29.05, respetively (see the right
panel of Figure 6), the null hypothesis annot be rejeted. Therefore we onlude
that two models have an equal t to the empirial moments.
In sum, the MM estimation using a large set of moment onditions an provide
a stronger evidene for the bakward-looking behavior in the priesetting and on-
sumption rules ompared to ML and MM with 15 moment onditions. This result
is mainly attributed to the fat that the objetive funtion to minimize is now the
norm of additional sample seond moments. However, the result of the model om-
parison beomes inonlusive, beause the estimated values for the prie indexation
and habit persistene parameters were orner solutions; we used the two-step se-
quential hypothesis testing. We found that the null hypothesis annot be rejeted
when the sample size is small. An elaborate analysis of model seletion will be
disussed in the next setion.
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3.5 Attaining eieny from moment onditions
In this setion, rst, we study the nite sample properties of the estimators for
the NKM; in addition, we investigate the eet of model misspeiation on the
parameter estimation. Seond, we disuss the empirial performane of the formal
test of HMT along the lines of the Akaike's and the Bayesian information riterion.
3.5.1 Monte Carlo study
The Monte Carlo experiment attempts to learly demonstrate the statistial e-
ieny of the estimation methods, whih are used in the previous setion. In this
way, we aim to investigate the role of hoie of moments and its inuene on the
parameter estimation. To begin, we onsider the model speiation of ination
persistene as the true date generating proess; we simulate the artiial eonomy
by using the parameters near to the results of the MM estimation with 15 moments
(see Table 3.2): e.g. high degree of bakward-looking behavior (α=0.750), moder-
ate inherited persistene (κ=0.050) and no extrinsi persistene (ρπ=0.0). Next,
we generate 1,000 data sets eah onsisting of 550 observations. The rst 50 ob-
servations are removed as a transient period. Three sample sizes are onsidered:
100, 200 and 500. We use the Matlab R2010a for this study. In optimization, we
use the unonstrained minimization "fminion" with the algorithm 'interior-point';
maximum iteration and tolerane level are set to 500 and 10−6, respetively.
In the Monte Carlo experiments, we onsider two ases of model speiation;
i.e. orretly speied and misspeied. In the former, we disuss the nite sample
properties of the MM and ML estimation. Turning to the latter, we onsider the
model with purely forward-looking expetations and examine the degree of bias
in the parameter estimates; i.e. (1) to what extent the extrinsi persistene (ρπ) is
inated due to the misspeiation and (2) to what extent the model misspeiation
aets the estimates for the other strutural parameters.
The main ndings for the orretly speied ase in Table 3.9 an be summarized
as follows:
• The estimate of the prie indexation parameter α is downward-biased, whereas
the AR (1) oeient of ination shoks ρπ is estimated to be positive. Es-
peially, in ML, we found that the sum of the estimated values for the prie
indexation and extrinsi persistene parameters is lose to the true value of α:
i.e. α + ρπ ≈ 0.75.
• ML has slightly poorer nite sample properties than MM. If the sample size
is small, the onventional Gaussian asymptoti approximation to the sample
distribution is not as muh preise as MM.
• The asymptoti eieny of the ML estimation appears superior to MM, sine
the mean of standard errors over 1000 estimations shows that the ondene
intervals for the MM estimates are notieably narrow. However, the large
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sample size remarkably improves the asymptoti eieny of MM with 15 and
42 moments; e.g. T=500.
• It an be seen from the Monte Carlo results that the overall parameter uner-
tainty of MM with 42 moments is higher than ML and MM with 15 moments.
However, in this ase, MM with 42 moments an provide the most preise
estimate on the prie indexation parameter α. Note here that the auray
of statistial inferene for the behavior of eonomi agents (i.e. bakward- or
forward-looking) omes at the ost of allowing for large unertainty in the
estimates of other strutural parameters; in other words, inorporating more
seond moments in the objetive funtion improves the t of the model to the
persistene of ination dynamis, but redues eieny in the other strutural
parameters.
• The results using MM with 42 moments show that we obtain the large asymp-
toti error for the poliy shok parameter σr; i.e. S.E = 1.407 for T=100. This
is attributed to the fat that the estimated values sometimes hit the boundary
(i.e. σr = 0.0), whih makes the numerial derivative of the moments unstable.
This problem does not our when the large sample size is used (e.g. T=500).
Turning to the misspeied ase, the results show that there is high orrelation
between the prie indexation and AR (1) oeient of the supply shoks; see ap-
pendix G. Indeed, it is shown in Table 3.13 that the AR (1) oeient is strongly
upward-biased for both MM and ML. The parameter estimates oset the eets of
intrinsi persistene on the ination dynamis; e.g. ρπ = 0.616 (ML), 0.632 (MM
with 15 moments), 0.598 (MM with 42 moments) when the sample size is 100. The
large sample size does not orret the bias of this parameter. Fortunately, the other
strutural parameters are not inuened by the model misspeiation; i.e. we ob-
tain parameter estimates near to the true ones by using both MM and ML. They
onverge at some reasonable rate towards the true parameters as the sample size
gets larger (onsisteny).
Similarly, the degree of the ination shok σπ is more or less downward-biased.
In addition, the slope oeient of the Phillips urve is upward-biased in ML, and
the results of the MM estimation show very strong bias: κ̂ = 0.096 (ML), 0.176 (MM
with 15 moments), 0.205 (MM with 42 moments) when T=100. We an see that
(strong) extrinsi and (moderate) inherited persistene oset the absene of intrinsi
persistene from the model misspeiation. When this result is ontrasted by the
orretly speied ase, however, we obtain a relatively higher value for the estimated
objetive funtion: e.g. Ĵ = 2.36 (misspeifed) > 0.30 (orretly speied) for T =
100, MM with 15 moments. In other words, redireting the intrinsi persistene to
the inherited and extrinsi persistene is not satisfatory enough to provide a good
approximation to the data. This is in line with our empirial ndings in the previous
setion; the lagged terms in the NKPC and IS equation are empirially important.
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Table 3.9: The Monte Carlo results on the MM and ML estimates, ( ): root mean square error, S.E : mean of standard error
ML MM with 15 moments MM with 42 moments
θ0 T = 100 T = 200 T = 500 T = 100 T = 200 T = 500 T = 100 T = 200 T = 500
α 0.750 0.523 (0.375) 0.573 (0.322) 0.651 (0.228) 0.614 (0.256) 0.654 (0.196) 0.692 (0.121) 0.700 (0.245) 0.702 (0.205) 0.729 (0.118)
S.E : 0.162 S.E : 0.170 S.E : 0.175 S.E : 0.319 S.E : 0.222 S.E : 0.138 S.E : 0.281 S.E : 0.190 S.E : 0.113
κ 0.050 0.074 (0.076) 0.066 (0.081) 0.056 (0.014) 0.083 (0.057) 0.068 (0.030) 0.058 (0.015) 0.093 (0.075) 0.073 (0.042) 0.058 (0.018)
S.E : 0.054 S.E : 0.048 S.E : 0.041 S.E : 0.042 S.E : 0.025 S.E : 0.013 S.E : 0.050 S.E : 0.030 S.E : 0.014
ρpi 0.000 0.218 (0.330) 0.172 (0.284) 0.097 (0.198) 0.175 (0.255) 0.129 (0.194) 0.082 (0.124) 0.194 (0.299) 0.147 (0.241) 0.078 (0.144)
S.E : 0.112 S.E : 0.1000 S.E : 0.076 S.E : 0.327 S.E : 0.238 S.E : 0.152 S.E : 0.313 S.E : 0.230 S.E : 0.150
σpi 0.675 0.602 (0.330) 0.619 (0.125) 0.640 (0.073) 0.613 (0.113) 0.624 (0.085) 0.639 (0.056) 0.564 (0.1778) 0.584 (0.136) 0.618 (0.088)
S.E : 0.044 S.E : 0.047 S.E : 0.048 S.E : 0.143 S.E : 0.106 S.E : 0.068 S.E : 0.172 S.E : 0.130 S.E : 0.086
χ 1.000 0.935 (0.113) 0.949 (0.090) 0.967 (0.053) 0.932 (0.108) 0.948 (0.078) 0.962 (0.055) 0.941 (0.075) 0.956 (0.083) 0.966 (0.059)
S.E : 0.159 S.E : 0.183 S.E : 0.201 S.E : 0.173 S.E : 0.126 S.E : 0.082 S.E : 0.207 S.E : 0.151 S.E : 0.098
τ 0.090 0.089 (0.031) 0.088 (0.023) 0.087 (0.014) 0.101 (0.039) 0.095 (0.026) 0.091 (0.016) 0.105 (0.044) 0.097 (0.030) 0.092 (0.018)
S.E : 0.045 S.E : 0.047 S.E : 0.048 S.E : 0.040 S.E : 0.028 S.E : 0.017 S.E : 0.041 S.E : 0.029 S.E : 0.018
σx 0.700 0.695 (0.059) 0.697 (0.043) 0.699 (0.025) 0.743 (0.102) 0.735 (0.073) 0.724 (0.048) 0.738 (0.123) 0.729 (0.086) 0.721 (0.054)
S.E : 0.050 S.E : 0.052 S.E : 0.053 S.E : 0.086 S.E : 0.062 S.E : 0.039 S.E : 0.121 S.E : 0.089 S.E : 0.057
φpi 1.650 1.666 (0.183) 1.654 (0.118) 1.652 (0.074) 1.681 (0.194) 1.664 (0.123) 1.659 (0.076) 1.705 (0.229) 1.679 (0.145) 1.665 (0.088)
S.E : 0.345 S.E : 0.316 S.E : 0.274 S.E : 0.210 S.E : 0.147 S.E : 0.093 S.E : 0.214 S.E : 0.151 S.E : 0.098
φx 0.375 0.362 (0.124) 0.361 (0.083) 0.366 (0.052) 0.337 (0.148) 0.343 (0.100) 0.352 (0.063) 0.294 (0.191) 0.317 (0.129) 0.344 (0.082)
S.E : 0.227 S.E : 0.224 S.E : 0.228 S.E : 0.137 S.E : 0.097 S.E : 0.062 S.E : 0.156 S.E : 0.110 S.E : 0.071
φr 0.550 0.543 (0.048) 0.545 (0.034) 0.547 (0.021) 0.525 (0.063) 0.531 (0.045) 0.538 (0.027) 0.524 (0.080) 0.532 (0.056) 0.542 (0.034)
S.E : 0.068 S.E : 0.070 S.E : 0.077 S.E : 0.074 S.E : 0.052 S.E : 0.033 S.E : 0.086 S.E : 0.061 S.E : 0.039
σr 0.750 0.738 (0.056) 0.743 (0.038) 0.748 (0.024) 0.723 (0.087) 0.736 (0.057) 0.746 (0.034) 0.617 (0.269) 0.672 (0.173) 0.721 (0.053)
S.E : 0.053 S.E : 0.055 S.E : 0.056 S.E : 0.109 S.E : 0.076 S.E : 0.048 S.E : 1.407 S.E : 0.675 S.E : 0.087
L(θ) or J(θ) -385.76 -800.93 -2015.15 0.30 0.25 0.23 7.55 5.84 4.92
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3.5.2 Model seletion and disussion
From the empirial investigation using MM with a large set of moments, we found
that the statistial power of the model omparison test is weak and the result be-
omes inonlusive; in this ase, we treat two models as being overlapping. Note
here that we use the small sample to estimate the parameters of the NKM in whih
the asymptoti test of the model omparison is likely to make a Type II error; i.e.
we aept the null hypothesis when the equal t of moments is false.
14
Table 3.10: Model seletion using information riteria: ination persistene
GI (T=78) GM (T=99)
ML hybrid forward ML hybrid forward
L(θ)/T -3.96 -4.41 -4.82 -2.36 -2.69 -2.69
AIC 8.20 9.02 9.90 4.95 5.61 5.58
BIC 8.53 9.43 10.20 5.24 5.90 5.84
Ranking 1 2 3 1 3 2
Note: The bakward- and forward-looking behaviors are examined using the
MM estimation with auto- and ross-ovarianes at lag 1.
To make the formal test more elaborate, we rank the model aording to the
well-known information riteria. For this purpose, we suppose that the parameter
estimates using MM are to be a possible minimum point in the likelihood funtion.
Table 3.10 and 3.11 report the mean value for the log-likelihood and the model se-
letion riterion: the ases of ination and output persistene, respetively. Here we
present MM with a small set of the moment onditions (auto- and ross-ovarianes
at lag 1), beause MM with alternative moments (auto- and ross-ovarianes at lag
4) yields the zero poliy shok for the GI data.
Aording to AIC and BIC, by denition, we prefer the ML over the MM esti-
mation with 15 moments for both GI and GM data. If the assumption of normality
is not violated and the model is orretly speied, we an onlude that the ML
estimation is the most eient; this statistial inferene is veried by the Monte
Carlo study in the previous setion. Nevertheless, the AIC and BIC of the MM
estimation do not dier too muh from the ML estimation; mathing the auto- and
ross-ovarianes at lag 1 an provide more or less the same eieny as the like-
lihood inferene. Also the statistial inferene for the behavior of eonomi agents
does not hange; i.e. the hybrid variant an approximate the dynamis in ination
and output better than the model with purely forward-looking behavior when t-
ting the GI data: e.g. AIC = 9.02 (hybrid) < 9.90 (forward). On the other hand,
the inonlusive result using the GM data shows that the priesetting rule with-
out indexation to past ination (or purely forward-looking) is preferred due to its
parsimonious desription of the data: i.e. BIC = 5.90 (hybrid) > 5.84 (forward).
14
Marmer and Otsu (2012) disuss the general optimality of omparison of misspeied models
and propose a feasible approximation to the optimal test, whih is more powerful than Rivers and
Vuong (2002).
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Table 3.11: Model seletion using information riteria: output persistene
GI (T=78) GM (T=99)
ML hybrid forward ML hybrid forward
L(θ)/T -3.97 -4.62 -7.88 -2.34 -3.09 -4.22
AIC 8.22 9.51 16.01 4.91 6.41 8.64
BIC 8.55 9.85 16.31 5.19 6.69 8.90
Ranking 1 2 3 1 2 3
Note: The bakward- and forward-looking behaviors are examined using the
MM estimation with auto- and ross-ovarianes at lag 1.
In Table 3.11, we have found essentially similar results for the output persistene;
the results of the model omparison indiate that the bakward-looking behavior in
the IS equation is more appropriate for both GI and GM data. These exerises in-
diate that ML and MM have basially equivalent properties in statistial inferene;
they result in the same onlusion for the model omparison.
15
In other words, if
the hosen moment onditions are eient, we do not nd signiant dierene be-
tween the ML and MM estimations. Nonetheless, the formal test of HMT serves as
a onvenient tool for evaluating the performane of the ompeting models; sine the
data generating proess is omplex, we an attempt to nd signiant dierenes
between two models along the lines of hosen moment onditions.
In addition, we an see from our empirial appliation that the moment-mathing
method ahieves a high auray in taking the models to the data, but the parameter
estimation beomes more unertain than likelihood inferene; i.e. wide ondene
intervals. Indeed, these empirial ndings show the variations in the model seletion
for evaluating the eet of the lagged term on the NKPC and the IS equation.
Moreover, in our empirial appliation, if we inlude additional seond moments in
the objetive funtion, this improves the empirial performane of the two models,
but will make the omparison between them inonlusive. The take-home message
from this analysis is that the power of the test an derease with a partiular set of
moment onditions.
15
However, remember that aording to the formal test of HMT, the better t of the hybrid
variant is not signiantly superior to the other model when the GM data is used. In this sense,
the model omparison of HMT is more onerned with a diret omparison between the models
rather than the auray of the approximation to the underlying data generating proess.
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3.6 Conlusion
This hapter onsidered the strutural estimation of the NKM where we onduted
a formal omparison of the model with purely forward-looking behavior and its
hybrid variant. Espeially, we examined the importane of the future expeted and
lagged values in the ination and output dynamis using US data; i.e. forward-
and bakward-looking behavior in the NKPC and the IS equation. The models
are estimated by the lassial estimation methods of MM and ML. In the former,
we derived the analyti moments of the auto- and ross-ovarianes from a linear
system of the NKM; we estimated the the parameters by mathing the model-
generated moments with their empirial ounterparts. These empirial ndings are
ompared with the ML estimation while their sensitivity to the moment onditions
is also examined.
Aording to the estimated loss funtion values obtained by MM, we evaluated
two ompeting models using the formal test of HMT when they are overlapping or
one model is nested within another. The empirial results show that the inlusion
of a lagged term in the NKPC and the IS equation improves the model's empirial
performane. In other words, the bakward-looking behavior in the model plays
an important role in approximating the persistene of ination and output. This
result suggests intrinsi persistene as the main soure of the ination and output
dynamis in GI. However, in GM, we annot rejet the null hypothesis at 5% level,
beause the model with purely forward-looking expetations and its hybrid variant
have an equal t to the data. These empirial ndings are veried using the Monte
Carlo experiments; we investigated the statistial eieny of the estimators and
the impliations for the model seletion.
We lose this hapter by pointing out that (analyti) moment onditions provide
a relevant information about the data generating proess, whih an be used to
estimate strutural parameters in the model; from this, we an diretly ompare
the ompeting speiations in the NKM using the formal test. Moreover, if the
model does not have readily available expressions for moment onditions due to its
non-linear model struture, they an be replaed by an approximation based on
simulations. For example, the model of De Grauwe (2011) onnets the disrete
hoie theory to a monetary DSGE framework in whih agents' belief an display
endogenous waves of market optimism and pessimism. However, the non-linear
variant of the DSGE model does not have a simple losed-form expression for a
VAR (q) proess. If this is the ase, the simulated method of moments an oer an
empirial analysis of the model by approximating the non-linearity in the moment
onditions; e.g. see Jang and Saht (2012) regarding simulation based inferene
for the non-linear group dynamis. Another example would be a DSGE model with
reursive preferene and stohasti volatility; i.e. see also Caldara et al. (2012) for the
omparison of the solution methods. The non-linearity from reursive preferenes
and stohasti volatility an be simply simulated and estimated via the method
of moments adopted in this hapter. We leave it to future researh to empirially
examine this kind of non-linear models.
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Appendix
A: Choie of moments
A1: Auto- and ross-ovarianes at lag 1 (one quarter): 15 moment
onditions
This setion lists the moment onditions for the method of moment estimation. The
auto- and ross-ovarianes at lag 1 inlude the following 15 moment onditions
after removing double ounting of the interest gap (r̂t), the output gap (xt), and
the ination gap (pit).
1. m1: Var (r̂t) 9. m9: Cov (xt, xt−1)
2. m2: Cov (r̂t, r̂t−1) 10. m10: Cov (xt, pit)
3. m3: Cov (r̂t, xt) 11. m11: Cov (xt, pit−1)
4. m4: Cov (r̂t, xt−1) 12. m12: Cov (pit, xt−1)
5. m5: Cov (r̂t, pit) 13. m13: Cov (pit, r̂t−1)
6. m6: Cov (r̂t, pit−1) 14. m14: Var (pit)
7. m7: Cov (xt, r̂t−1) 15. m15: Cov (pit, pit−1)
8. m8: Var (xt)
A2: Auto- and ross-ovarianes at lag 4 (one year): 42 moment
onditions
In the same vein, there are nine proles of the sample ovariane funtions. Counting
all the ombination of three observable variables gives 42 moment onditions for the
auto- and ross-ovarianes at lag 4. To save spae, we abstrat its list here by using
the following notation:
Cov(ut, vt−h), u & v = r̂t, xt, pit (3.28)
where h denotes the lag length used in the auto- and ross-ovaraines (h = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4).
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B: Redued form of matrix and solution of the NKM
In this setion we give a desription of the matrix notation in Equation (3.3) and
the solution proedure for the system of the NKM. The matries of A, B, C and N
with yt = (pit, xt, r̂t)
′
are dened as follows.
A =

 0 0
β
1+αβ
0 11+χ τ
0 0 0

 , B =

 0 κ −1−τ −1 0
−1 (1− φr)φx (1− φr)φπ


C =

 0 0
α
1+αβ
0 χ1+χ 0
φr 0 0

 , N =

 0 0 ρπ0 ρx 0
0 0 0


Using Equation (3.4), we redene the vetor of observable variables yt as terms
of one-period-ahead.
yt+1 = Ωyt + Φνt+1
= Ω(Ωyt−1 + Φνt) + Φ(Nνt + εt+1)
= Ω2yt−1 + (ΩΦ + ΦN)νt + Φεt+1 (3.29)
Substitute Equations (3.29) and (3.4) into the anonial form of Equation (3.3).
Et
[
AΩ2yt−1 +A(ΩΦ + ΦN)νt +AΦεt+1 +BΩyt−1 +BΦνt +Cyt−1 + νt
]
= 0 (3.30)
Drop the expetation and rearrange things.
(AΩ2 + BΩ + C)yt−1 + (AΩΦ + AΦN + BΦ + In)νt = 0 (3.31)
where n=3. This implies that the following equations must hold for all yt−1 and νt.
AΩ2 + BΩ + C = 0 (3.32)
(AΩ + B)Φ + AΦN + In = 0
An iterative method an provide the solution of the matrix Ω. The matrix Φ
an be obtained by using some matrix algebra; i.e. the solution of the Lyapunov
equation.
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C: VAR lag order seletion
In our study, a VAR (q) model desribes the relationship between the empirial auto-
and ross-ovarianes of interest rate, ination and output. We employ the model
of a K-dimensional multiple times series yt := (y1t, · · · , yKt)′ following Lütkepohl
(2005):
yt = ν +A1yt−1 + · · ·+Aqyt−1 + ut (3.33)
where ν is a xed (K × 1) vetor of interept, and ut is a K-dimensional innovation
proess with E(ut) = 0, E(utu
′
t) = Σu. The matries Ai inlude xed (K × K)
oeients. The following lag order seletion riteria are onsidered in Table 3.12:
nal predition error (FPE), Akaike information riterion (AIC), Hannan-Quinn
information riterion (HQ), Bayesian information riterion (BIC). The hosen lag
order for both periods is one year (VAR (4)).
Table 3.12: VAR lag order seletion riteria
GI GM
Lag FPE AIC HQ BIC FPE AIC HQ BIC
0 14931.714 9.534 9.534 9.534 8926.601 9.036 9.036 9.036
1 194.525 5.309 5.302 5.466 205.437 5.554 5.558 5.699
2 106.200 4.822 4.805 5.137 112.227 4.843 4.851 5.136
3 24.202 3.462 3.435 3.936 26.806 3.505 3.515 3.945
4 1.136 0.522* 0.482* 1.156* 1.696 0.839* 0.851* 1.427*
5 1.058 0.569 0.515 1.365 1.759 0.970 0.983 1.708
6 0.944* 0.571 0.501 1.528 2.094 1.238 1.251 2.127
7 0.970 0.709 0.620 1.830 1.611 1.068 1.081 2.110
8 1.050 0.893 0.783 2.177 1.563* 1.129 1.139 2.324
Note: The star (*) indiates an optimal lag length.
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D: Matrix notation
This setion gives a matrix notation for the derivative of the moment onditions.
This notation is used to implement the proedures for the model omparison of
HMT; see appendix E. Let m(θ) be a mn by 1 vetor. The parameter vetor θ has a
dimension of nIθ. The gradient matrix
∂m(θ)
∂θ′ has dimension mmn × nIθ. The seond
derivative matrix
∂
∂θI′
ve
(∂mI (θI)
∂θI′
)
has dimension mmn · nIθ × nIθ
∂m(θ)
∂θ′
=


∂m1
∂θ1
∂m1
∂θ2
· · · ∂m1∂θ
nI
θ
∂m2
∂θ1
∂m2
∂θ2
· · · ∂m2∂θ
nI
θ
.
.
.
.
.
. · · · ...
∂mmn
∂θ1
∂mmn
∂θ2
· · · ∂mmn∂θ
nI
θ


.
∂
∂θI′
ve
(
∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
)
=


∂m1
∂θ1∂θ1
∂m1
∂θ1∂θ2
· · · ∂m1∂θ1∂θnI
θ
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
∂mmn
∂θ1∂θ1
∂mmn
∂θ1∂θ2
· · · ∂mmn∂θ1∂θnI
θ
∂m1
∂θ2∂θ1
∂m1
∂θ2∂θ2
· · · ∂m1∂θ2∂θnI
θ
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
∂mmn
∂θ2∂θ1
∂mmn
∂θ2∂θ2
· · · ∂mmn∂θ2∂θnI
θ
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
∂m1
∂θ
nI
θ
∂θ1
∂m1
∂θ
nI
θ
∂θ2
· · · ∂m1∂θ
nI
θ
∂θ
nI
θ
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
∂mmn
∂θ
nI
θ
∂θ1
∂mmn
∂θ
nI
θ
∂θ2
· · · ∂mmn∂θ
nI
θ
∂θ
nI
θ


.
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E: Tehnial note on the model omparison method
This setion reapitulates the equations for the model omparision method of HMT.
Assume that model B is nested within model A. The quantitative goodness-of-t of
models to data is evaluated using the method of moments in setion 3.1. The "full"
model is tested against the "restrited" model.
Let mT be a nm vetor of moments. m̂(θ) is the onsistent estimator of mT .
The unertainty of moment estimates is assessed by estimating a Newey-West type
weighted sum of autoovariane matries (Σ̂m). Given the assumption of normality,
we an onsistently estimate the ovariane matrix of moment onditions.
√
T (mT − m̂(θ)) −→
d
N(0, Σ̂m) (3.34)
The estimates θ̂I are obtained at the point where a weighted objetive funtion
is minimized:
J(θI) ≡ min
θI∈Θ
T ·
∥∥W 1/2(m̂T −mI(θ̂I))∥∥2, I = A,B (3.35)
‖W 1/2(m̂T −mI(θ̂I))‖ is dened as
√
(m̂T −mI(θ̂))′W (m̂T −mI(θ̂)). The weight
matrix W is set to the diagonal omponents of 1/Σˆm,ii (ii = 1, · · · , nm). The quasi-
likelihood ratio test statisti is onstruted as the dierene in ts between two
models:
QLR(θ̂B , θ̂A) = JB(θ̂B)− JA(θ̂A) (3.36)
JI (I = A,B) is a minimum value of the objetive funtion given parameter
estimates from Equation (3.35). It is assumed that the hosen moment funtions
in the models are twie ontinuously dierentiable in neighborhoods of θI ⊂ ΘnIθ .
Further, the matrix F and M are non-singluar in neighborhoods of θ.16:
F I =
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
W
∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
−M I (3.37)
M I = (EI ⊗ (m̂T −mI(θI))′W ) ∂
∂θI′
ve
(∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
)
, I = A,B (3.38)
EI is the identity matrix of whih dimension is n
I
θ × nIθ. Note here that the dimen-
16
We use the built-in proedures gradp and hessp in the GAUSS software pakage. The optimal
step size for the gradient vetor and the Hessian matrix is arefully adjusted, beause dierene
approximations is likely to be impreise provided that the rst derivative is small. See Gill et al.
(1981, Ch.4, pp. 127-133) for the hoie of the nite-dierene interval.
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sions of the matries
∂mI(θI )
∂θI′
and
∂
∂θI′
ve
(∂mI (θI)
∂θI′
)
are nm × nIθ and nm · nIθ × nIθ.
The dimension of F I and M I are nIθ by n
I
θ.
The theorem 3.1 in HMT states that the quasi-likelihood ratio test QLR on-
verges in distribution to Equation (3.18). The nIθ by n
I
θ matrix V
I
is dened as
V I = V I1 − V I2 − V I3 with I = A,B:
V I1 =
∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
(F I
′
)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
W
∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
(F I)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
V I2 =
∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
((F I
′
)−1 + (F I)−1)
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
V I3 =
∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
(F I
′
)−1(M I
′
+M I)(F I)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
However, it is sometimes observed that the estimated VˆB − VˆA is not a positive-
denite matrix where some negative values are drawn in simulations. We should not
disard the negative values of the test distribution when making statistial inferene
for the model omparison. The hypothesis test is assessed by ritial values at the 1%
and 5% ondene level (Q99, Q95) from the simulated asymptoti test distribution.
When one model is nested within another, one rejets the null hypothesis at 5%
level that two models are equivalent if QLR(θ̂A, θ̂B) > Q95.
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F: Simulated QLR distribution for model omparison
F1: Auto- and ross-ovarianes at lag 1: 15 moment onditions
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Figure 3.3: Test distribution for ination persistene: GI (left) and GM (right)
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Figure 3.4: Test distribution for output persistene: GI (left) and GM (right)
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F2: Auto- and ross-ovarianes at lag 4: 42 moment onditions
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Figure 3.5: Test distribution for ination persistene: GI (left) and GM (right)
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Figure 3.6: Test distribution for output persistene: GI (left) and GM (right)
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G: The Monte Carlo result of the misspeied ase
Table 3.13: Monte Carlo results on the MM and ML estimates of the misspeied model, ( ): root mean square error, S.E : mean of standard errors
ML MM with 15 moments MM with 42 moments
θ0 T = 100 T = 200 T = 500 T = 100 T = 200 T = 500 T = 100 T = 200 T = 500
κ 0.050 0.096 (0.186) 0.089 (0.212) 0.077 (0.031) 0.176 (0.140) 0.168 (0.125) 0.163 (0.118) 0.205 (0.175) 0.191 (0.152) 0.182 (0.136)
ρpi 0.000 0.616 (0.621) 0.618 (0.620) 0.617 (0.618) 0.632 (0.635) 0.646 (0.647) 0.653 (0.654) 0.598 (0.604) 0.614 (0.617) 0.623 (0.624)
σpi 0.675 0.491 (0.293) 0.487 (0.330) 0.474 (0.205) 0.560 (0.151) 0.543 (0.150) 0.531 (0.654) 0.661 (0.164) 0.633 (0.127) 0.612 (0.098)
χ 1.000 0.921 (0.132) 0.938 (0.100) 0.955 (0.066) 0.981 (0.053) 0.994 (0.020) 0.999 (0.015) 0.970 (0.083) 0.986 (0.047) 0.997 (0.014)
τ 0.090 0.085 (0.032) 0.085 (0.024) 0.085 (0.015) 0.089 (0.029) 0.086 (0.021) 0.084 (0.014) 0.088 (0.035) 0.083 (0.024) 0.080 (0.017)
σx 0.700 0.688 (0.064) 0.691 (0.046) 0.694 (0.026) 0.637 (0.123) 0.636 (0.103) 0.636 (0.082) 0.654 (0.132) 0.644 (0.106) 0.639 (0.083)
φpi 1.650 1.667 (0.182) 1.657 (0.118) 1.657 (0.075) 1.691 (0.182) 1.681 (0.117) 1.679 (0.075) 1.848 (0.291) 1.783 (0.203) 1.775 (0.156)
φx 0.375 0.352 (0.127) 0.352 (0.085) 0.356 (0.054) 0.227 (0.211) 0.227 (0.203) 0.226 (0.164) 0.315 (0.282) 0.238 (0.197) 0.237 (0.166)
φr 0.550 0.540 (0.049) 0.541 (0.035) 0.356 (0.054) 0.488 (0.086) 0.487 (0.077) 0.489 (0.067) 0.527 (0.070) 0.524 (0.053) 0.525 (0.038)
σr 0.750 0.738 (0.056) 0.743 (0.039) 0.748 (0.024) 0.733 (0.101) 0.744 (0.069) 0.756 (0.043) 0.597 (0.313) 0.616 (0.244) 0.649 (0.164)
L(θ) or J(θ) -398.38 -805.68 -2026.45 2.36 3.46 6.95 24.22 29.36 49.73
Note: The misspeied model does not inlude the parameter α in the NKPC. To save spae, we do not report the asymptoti standard errors for the parameter
estimates, beause these are not qualitatively dierent from the orretly speied ase.

4Identiation of Animal Spirits in
a Bounded Rationality Model
In this hapter we empirially examine a heterogenous bounded rationality version
of a hybrid New-Keynesian model. The model is estimated via the simulated method
of moments using Euro Area data from 1975Q1 to 2009Q4. It is generally assumed
that agents' beliefs display waves of optimism and pessimism - so alled animal
spirits - on future movements of the output and ination gap. Our main empirial
ndings show that a bounded rationality model with ognitive limitation provides
a reasonable t to auto- and ross-ovarianes of the data. This result is mainly
driven by a high degree of intrinsi persistene in the output and ination gap due
to the impat of animal spirits on eonomi dynamis. Further, over the whole time
interval the agents had expeted moderate deviations of the future output gap from
its steady state value with low unertainty. Finally, we nd strong evidene for an
autoregressive expetation formation proess regarding the ination gap.
4.1 Introdution
Rational expetations are a exible and natural way of modeling market behav-
ior in dynami stohasti general equilibrium (DSGE) models, whih are widely
used by maroeonomists. Sine the DSGE approah disposes a onvenient an-
alytial tratability under the assumption of rational expetations, this modeling
framework serves as an eient toolbox for analyzing monetary and sal poliy
measures. As Selten (2001) states, however, "modern mainstream eonomi theory
is largely based on an unrealisti piture of human deision theory" sine evidene
from experimental studies supports information proessing with limited ognitive
ability of agents rather than perfet information (see Hommes (2011) among oth-
ers). Indeed, a plethora of studies have been done on alternative forms of informa-
tion proessing mehanisms in maroeonomis; see e.g. the literature on learning
(Evans and Honkaphohja (2001)), rational inattention (Sims (2003)), stiky infor-
mation (Mankiw and Reis (2002)) or bounded rationality in general (Sargent (1994)
and Kahneman (2003)). Camerer (1998) also oers an informative overview of the
disussion on this topi in eonomis.
For the most part of the behavioral researh, we an treat the realization of
eonomi deisions as being a omplex and interative proess between dierent
types of agents. Keynes (1936) already attributed signiant irrationality to human
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nature and disussed the impats of waves of optimism and pessimism - so alled
animal spirits - on eonomi outome. Aording to Akerlof and Shiller (2009), the
emotional states are reeted in eonomi behavior - see also Franke (forthoming)
for his extensive disussion about market behavior and how expetation formation
should be treated in maroeonomi models.
In this hapter we attempt to empirially examine the hypothesis that the be-
havioral heterogeneity will have a marosopi impat on the eonomy. The point
of view taken here is that a behavioral model an provide a oneptual framework
for a ognitive ability as well as a substantial degree of inertia in the DSGE mod-
els. Aording to De Grauwe (2011), if agents are known to be either optimists
or pessimists, their ability (or better: limitation) to form their expetations aets
eonomi onditions, i.e. movements in employment, the output gap and ination,
more appropriately than standard rational expetation models. Indeed, it is shown
in the expetation formation proess under bounded rationality that we an ex-
pliitly model animal spirits by applying disrete hoie theory on group behavior.
Then the behavior of optimists and pessimists is onsidered to be a by-produt of the
swithing mehanisms based on the performane measure from agents' expetations
(see also e.g. Westerho (2008) as well as Lengnik and Wohltmann (forthoming)
among others).
To the best of our knowledge, however, an empirial evaluation of a bounded
rationality model of this type disussed above is missing in the literature so far.
We ll the existing gap between the use of the models and their empirial evalu-
ations in the literature by measuring the eets of psyhologial behavior on the
eonomy under onsideration of animal spirits. We show that the moment-based
estimation (Franke et al. (2011)) an be easily used to estimate a small-sale DSGE
model. Mainly, similarities and dissimilarities between two polar ases of expeta-
tion formation proesses will be examined: while the underlying model struture is
idential to a standard three-equations New-Keynesian model (NKM), we also allow
both for rational expetations and for endogenously-formed expetations using the
behavioral speiation by De Grauwe (2011). In partiular, we study his behavioral
eonomi framework and provide an empirial investigation of bounded rationality
on eonomi dynamis in the Euro Area from 1975Q1 to 2009Q4. Aordingly, an
important aspet of this hapter is to test the bounded rationality hypothesis in
order to oer reliable parameter values that an be used for alibration in more
realisti-grounded future work, e.g. studying monetary and sal poliy analysis in
a DSGE model without the assumption of rational expetations.
In our empirial appliation, we show that the NKM with rational expetations
or bounded rationality an generate auto- and ross-ovarianes of the output gap,
the ination gap and the interest gap, whih an mimi real data well. A quadrati
objetive funtion is used in the estimation to measure the distane between the
model-generated and empirial moments. As the usual proedure of the method of
moments, the global minimum of the objetive funtion provides onsistent parame-
ter estimates of the model. Then we evaluate the goodness-of-t of the model to the
data from the value of the quadrati objet funtion; i.e. the lower this value, the
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better the t of the model-generated moments to their empirial ounterparts. The
empirial appliation using the method of moment approah stays in line with the
work of Franke et al. (2011), who estimate a similar version of the NKM presented
here for two sub-samples, i.e. the Great Ination and Great Moderation period in
the US. They ome to the onlusion that ination dynamis are primarily driven
by intrinsi rather than extrinsi persistene - whih is the total opposite of the re-
sults when applying Bayesian estimation. This is reeted by a high degree of prie
indexation and a low degree of persistene in the assumed AR(1) ost-push shok.
In general, this kind of estimation tehnique is losely related to the approahes
of indiret inferene with the dierene that in our ase the strutural form of a
DSGE model is used instead of an auxiliary model like a SVAR (f. Smith (1993)
and Christiano et al. (2005) among others).
Main ndings an be summarized as follows. First, over the whole time interval
the agents had expeted moderate deviations of the future output gap from its
steady state value with low unertainty. Seond, we nd strong evidene for an
autoregressive expetation formation proess regarding the ination gap, whih is in
line with the sienti onsensus among experimental eonomists (Roos and Shmidt
(2012)).
The remainder of the hapter is strutured as follows. Setion 2 introdues a
small-sale NKM and disusses two model speiations, i.e. one with rational ex-
petations and the other under onsideration of the animal spirits. The estimation
methodology is presented in setion 3. Setion 4 then estimates two versions of the
model by the moment-based estimation and disusses their empirial results. After-
wards, the properties of the moment-based proedure for estimation are examined
through a Monte Carlo study and a sensitivity analysis in setion 5. Finally, setion
6 onludes. The appendix ollets all relevant tehnial details.
4.2 The model: rational expetations vs. bounded ratio-
nality
The New-Keynesian three-equations model reads as follows:
yt =
1
1 + χ
E˜jt yt+1 +
χ
1 + χ
yt−1 − τ(rˆt − E˜jt pˆit+1) + εy,t (4.1)
pˆit =
ν
1 + αν
E˜jt pˆit+1 +
α
1 + αν
pˆit−1 + κyt + επˆ,t (4.2)
rˆt = φrˆ(φπˆpˆit + φyyt) + (1− φrˆ)rˆt−1 + εrˆ,t (4.3)
where the supersript j = {RE, BR} refers to the rational expetation (RE) and
the bounded rationality (BR) model, whih we desribe below. The orresponding
expetations operator is E˜jt , whih has to be speied for both models. It goes
without saying that all variables are given in quarterly magnitudes. Equation (4.1)
desribes a hybrid dynami IS urve and results from the standard utility maximiza-
tion approah of a representative household. Here the urrent output gap depends
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negatively on the real interest rate, i.e. it is stemming from intertemporal optimiza-
tion of onsumption and saving resulting in onsumption smoothing. The parameter
τ ≥ 0 denotes the inverse intertemporal elastiity of substitution. Equation (4.2) is
known as the hybrid New-Keynesian Phillips Curve (NKPC) where the output gap
(yt) is the driving fore of ination due to monopolisti ompetition and the Calvo
prie-setting sheme. The slope of the Phillips Curve is given by the parameter
κ ≥ 0. The parameter ν denotes the disount fator (0 < ν < 1). Aording to
the Taylor rule with interest rate smoothing (4.3), the nominal interest gap is a
predetermined variable while the monetary authority reats diretly to movements
in the output (φy ≥ 0) and ination (φπˆ ≥ 0) gap. We aount for intrinsi persis-
tene in this stylized version of the well-known Smets and Wouters (2003, 2005 and
2007) model due to the assumption of bakward-looking behavior indiated by the
parameters for habit formation χ, prie indexation α and interest rate smoothing
φrˆ, respetively (0 ≤ χ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, 0 ≤ φrˆ ≤ 1). We assume that the ex-
ogenous driving fores in the model variables follow idiosynrati shoks εz,t, whih
are drawn from multivariate normal distributions around mean zero and variane
σ2z with variables z = {y, pˆi, rˆ}.
Note here that we onsider the gaps instead of the levels and therefore aount
expliitly for a time-varying trend in ination and the natural rate of interest. The
orresponding gaps are simply given by taking the dierene of the atual value for
output, ination and the interest rate from their trends (i.e. time-varying steady
state values) respetively where the latter is omputed by applying the Hodrik-
Presott lter with a standard value of the orresponding smoothing parameter of
1600. Aordingly, the set of equations is used to desribe the dynamis in the
output gap yt, the ination gap pˆit and the nominal interest rate gap rˆt, where xˆt
with x = {pi, r} denotes the deviations in both variables from the time-varying trend
expliitly.
The results of many studies show that assuming a onstant trend, like a zero-
ination steady state, leads to misleading results. For example, Asari and Ropele
(2009) observe that the dynami properties (i.e. mainly the stability of the system)
depend on the variation in trend ination. Cogley and Sbordone (2008) also provide
evidene for the explanation of ination persistene by onsidering a time-varying
trend in ination. In the same vein, we an abandon the assumption of a onstant
natural rate of interest as being empirially unrealisti. In this hapter, we follow the
empirial approahes proposed by Cogley et al. (2010), Castelnuovo (2010), Franke
et al. (2011) among others, who also onsider gap speiations for ination (and
the nominal interest rate). Furthermore, ination and money growth are likely to
be non-stationary in the Euro Area data. If that is the ase, the estimation method-
ology suh as the method of moments approah presented here (or the generalized
method of moments in general) will lead to biased estimates.
1
Taken this into a-
ount, in the urrent study we onsider the gaps rather than the levels in order to
1
See also Russel and Banerjee (2008) as well as Aussenmaher-Weshe and Gerlah (2008)
among others for methodologial issues related to non-stationary ination in the US and the Euro
Area.
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ensure the stationary of the times series.
To make the desription of the expetation formation proesses more expliit,
rst we examine two polar ases in the theoretial model framework of the NKM.
First, under rational expetations, the forward-looking terms, whih are the expe-
tations of the output gap and ination gap at time t+1 in equations (4.1) and (4.2),
are just given by
E˜REt yt+1 = Etyt+1 (4.4)
E˜REt pˆit+1 = Etpˆit+1 (4.5)
where Et denotes the expetations operator onditional on information given at time
t. Seond, as regards the other speiation, we depart from rational expetations
by onsidering a behaviorial model of De Grauwe (2011). It is generally assumed
that agents will be either optimists or pessimists (in the following indiated by the
supersripts O and P , respetively) who form expetations based on their beliefs
regarding movements in the future output gap:
EOt yt+1 = dt (4.6)
EPt yt+1 = −dt (4.7)
where
dt =
1
2
· [β + δσ(yt)] (4.8)
"an be interpreted as the divergene in beliefs among agents about the output gap"
(De Grauwe (2011, p. 427)). In ontrast to the RE model, both types of agents are
unertain about the future dynamis of the output gap and therefore predit a
xed value of yt+1 denoted by β ≥ 0. We an interpret the latter as the predited
subjetive mean value of yt. However, this kind of subjetive foreast is generally
biased and therefore depends on the volatility in the output gap; i.e. given by the
unonditional standard deviation σ(yt) ≥ 0. In this respet, the parameter δ ≥ 0
measures the degree of divergene in the movement of eonomi ativity. Note that
due to the symmetry in the divergene in beliefs, optimists expet that the output
gap will dier positively from the steady state value (whih for onsisteny is set to
zero) while pessimists will expet a negative deviation by the same amount. The
value of δ remains the same aross both types of agents.
The expression for the market foreast regarding the output gap in the bounded
rationality model is given by
E˜BRt yt+1 = α
O
y,t ·EOt yt+1 + αPy,t ·EPt yt+1 = (αOy,t − αPy,t) · dt (4.9)
where αOy + α
P
y = 1. A spei foreasting rule hosen by agents, i.e. (4.6) or (4.7),
is indiated by the probability of αOy,t and α
P
y,t, respetively. In partiular, α
O
y (or
αPy ) an also be interpreted as the probability being an optimist (or pessimist). In
the following, we show expliitly how these probabilities are omputed. Indeed, the
seletion of the foreasting rules (4.6) or (4.7) depends on the foreast performanes
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of optimists and pessimists Ukt given by the mean squared foreasting error, whih
an be simply updated in every period as
Ukt = ρU
k
t−1 − (1− ρ)(Ekt−1yt − yt)2 (4.10)
where k = O, P and the parameter ρ denotes the measure of the memory of agents
(0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1). Here ρ = 0 means that agents have no memory of past observations
while ρ = 1 means that they have innite memory instead. By applying disrete
hoie theory under onsideration of the foreast performanes, agents revise their
expetations in whih dierent performane measures will be utilized for αOy,t and
αPy,t:
2
αOy,t =
exp(γUOt )
exp(γUOt ) + exp(γU
P
t )
(4.11)
αPy,t =
exp(γUPt )
exp(γUOt ) + exp(γU
P
t )
= 1− αOy,t (4.12)
where the parameter γ ≥ 0 denotes the intensity of hoie: if γ = 0, the self-seleting
mehanism is purely stohasti (αOy,t = α
P
y,t = 1/2), whereas if γ = ∞, it is fully
deterministi (αOy,t = 0, α
P
y,t = 1 or vie versa; see De Grauwe (2011), p. 429). For
lariation, if γ = 0 agents are indierent in being optimist or pessimist while if γ =
∞ their expetation formation proess is independent of their emotional state, i.e.
they reat quite sensitively to innitesimal hanges in their foreast performanes.
We explain this revision proess as follows. Given the past value of the foreast
performane (Ukt−1), the lower the dierene between the expeted value of the
output gap (taken from the previous period, i.e. Ekt−1yt = |dt−1|) and its realization
in period t, the higher the orresponding foreast performane Ukt will be. In other
words, if e.g. the optimists predit future movements in yt more aurately ompared
to the pessimists, then this results in UOt > U
P
t . Hene, the pessimists revise their
expetations by swithing to the foreasting rule used by the optimists, whih we
an express as EOt yt+1 = dt. Finally, this foreasting rule beomes dominant and the
share of pessimisti group in the market dereases. Based on the equations (4.10) to
(4.12), we an rationalize equation (4.9) by using simple substitution. This results
in a higher degree of volatility in the expetation formation proess regarding the
output gap when ompared to the outome in the RE model (we refer to setion 4.2
for a lariation).
The same logi an be applied for the ination gap expetations. Following the
behavioral heterogeneity approah proposed by De Grauwe (2011, pp. 436), we as-
sume that agents will be either so alled ination targeters (tar) or extrapolators
(ext).3 In the former ase, the entral bank anhors expetations by announing
2
See also Westerho (2008, p. 199) and Lengnik and Wohltmann (forthoming) among others
for an appliation of disrete hoie theory to models in nane and maroeonomis.
3
This onept of behavioral heterogeneity has been widely used in nanial market models, see
e.g. Chiarella and He (2002) as well as Hommes (2006) among others.
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a target for the ination gap
¯ˆpi. From the view of the ination targeters, we on-
sider this pre-ommitment strategy to be fully redible. Hene the orresponding
foreasting rule beomes
Etart pˆit+1 =
¯ˆpi (4.13)
where we assume
¯ˆpi = 0.4 The extrapolators form their expetations in a stati
way and will expet that the future value of the ination gap equals simply its past
value, i.e.
Eextt pˆit+1 = pˆit−1. (4.14)
This results in the market foreast for the ination gap similar to (4.9):
E˜BRt pˆit+1 = α
tar
πˆ,tE
tar
t pˆit+1 + α
ext
πˆ,tE
ext
t pˆit+1 = α
tar
πˆ,t
¯ˆpi + αextπˆ,t pˆit−1. (4.15)
The foreast performanes of ination targeters and extrapolators are given by the
mean squared foreasting error written as
U st = ρU
s
t−1 − (1− ρ)(Est−1pˆit − pˆit)2 (4.16)
where s = (tar, ext), and nally we may write:
αtarπˆ,t =
exp(γU tart )
exp(γU tart ) + exp(γU
ext
t )
(4.17)
αextπˆ,t =
exp(γU extt )
exp(γU tart ) + exp(γU
ext
t )
= 1− αtarπˆ,t . (4.18)
Here αtarπˆ,t denotes the probability to be an ination targeter, whih is the ase if
the foreast performane using the announed ination gap target is superior to the
extrapolation of the ination gap expetations and vie versa. Note here that the
memory (ρ) as well as the intensive of hoie parameter (γ) do not dier aross
the expetation formation proesses in terms of the output and ination gap. In
the end, the bounded rationality model turns out to be purely bakward-looking
(f. equations (4.10) and (4.16)) while the forward- and bakward-looking behavior
is ontained in the rational expetation model. The solution to both systems an
be omputed by bakward-indution and the method of undetermined oeients
respetively, whih are shown in appendix A.
Finally, one may argue that the presented model is not suitable for e.g. poliy
analysis sine it is not based ompletely on miro-foundations. In partiular, the
expetation mehanisms are imposed ex post on a system of strutural equations
whih themselves have been derived from maximizing behavior under the assumption
of rational expetations. However, evidene from experimental eonomis an help
us to motivate the assumption of the divergene in beliefs (reets guessing) and
the existene of the extrapolators (whih might be seen as pattern-based time-series
4
In this respet (based on a optimal monetary poliy strategy), an ination gap target of zero
perent implies that the European Central Bank seeks to minimize the deviation of its (realized)
target rate of ination from the orresponding time-varying steady state value, where in the opti-
mum this deviation should be zero.
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foreasting) done by De Grauwe (2011) and adopted in our study. Roos and Shmidt
(2012) nd evidene for a bakward-looking behavior in forming expetations by
non-professionals in eonomi theory and poliy. In their experimental study, they
show that the projetions of the future realizations in the output gap and ination
are based either on historial patterns of the time series or - in the ase of no available
information - on simple guessing.
From a theoretial point of view, Branh and MGough (2009) introdue hetero-
geneous expetations into a New Keynesian framework where the forward looking
expressions in the IS urve and NKPC are onvex ombinations of bakward- and
forward-looking behavior. The authors show that a miro-founded NKM under
bounded rationality an be derived if spei axioms are onsidered within the opti-
mizing behavior of households and rms. These axioms ensure the ability of agents
to foreast future realization of the output gap and ination on the miro level as
well as the aggregation of this behavior on the maro level. In omparison, De
Grauwe (2010) allows for a swithing mehanism based on disrete hoie theory. It
is an open question if the latter fullls the axioms imposed by Branh and MGough
(2009) whih may help to overome the (negleted) problem of mis-speiation. To
sum up, there is no doubt that an extensive elaboration on the mirofoundation of
expetations formation is needed, even though up to now it is a fat that among
neurosientists the evidene on information proessing in the human brain is am-
biguous.
4.3 The estimation methodology
Over the last deade the Bayesian estimation beame the most popular method for
the estimation of DSGE models while pushing lassial estimation methods aside
suh as the generalized method of moments and the pure maximum likelihood ap-
proah. Indeed, the Bayesian approah ertainly has the advantage over the others:
on the one hand, the distributions of the parameters in a system of equations frame-
work an be easily omputed from user friendly software like e.g. Dynare. On the
other hand, however, there are two major disadvantages when we apply Bayesian
tehniques to our empirial study.
First, the Bayesian approah to the DSGE model requires the hoie of appro-
priate prior distributions assoiated with the underlying eonomi interpretation of
the strutural parameters. It is still an open question what riteria are suited best in
order to identify the most aurate prior information. For instane, Lombardi and
Nioletti (2011) disuss the sensitivity of posterior estimation results to the hoie
of dierent expressions of the prior knowledge; Del Negro and Shorfheide (2008)
also provide an expliit method for onstruting prior distributions based on the
beliefs regarding maroeonomi indiators. However, so far the existing knowledge
by neurosientists does not allow for pinning down a general miro-founded model
on information proessing (De Grauwe (2011)). In addition, the Bayesian estima-
tion must be designed to ope with the shape of the prior distribution, whih is
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often unspeied, i.e. 'uninformative' priors; as a result, the estimated posterior be-
omes quite similar to the prior distribution. In this respet, the Bayesian analysis
is not a panaea for the BR model, sine prior information is not available at least
for the behavioral parameters β, δ and ρ. Seond, due to the fat that a logisti
funtion is applied on the parameters of the BR model (as a result of applying the
disrete hoie theory), a researher must use a Bayesian full-information analysis
suh as a partile lter. Espeially, as long as this lter method is applied for evalu-
ating the likelihood funtion, the estimation an be subjeted to e.g. an inrease in
approximation errors of the non-linear model (DeJong and Dave (2007), Chap. 11).
To avoid these disadvantages of the Bayesian approah, in this hapter we seek to
math the model-generated autoovarianes of the interest gap, the output gap and
ination gap with their empirial ounterparts. We minimize the distane between
these model-generated and empirial moments under onsideration of a quadrati
funtion, whih summarizes the harateristis of empirial data. This method is
alled simply moment mathing (f. Franke et al. (2011)). Main advantage of this
eonometri method is that we an hek transparently the goodness-of-t of the
model to data, sine the empirial omparison (graphially) between the math of
the estimated and simulated autoovarianes is diret.
The method of moment approah omprises distributional properties of empirial
data Xt, t = 1, · · · , T . The sample ovariane matrix at lag k is dened by
mt(k) =
1
T
T−k∑
t=1
(Xt − X¯)(Xt+k − X¯)′ (4.19)
where X¯ = (1/T )
∑T
t=1Xt is the vetor of the sample mean. The sample average of
disrepany between the model-generated and the empirial moments is denoted as
g(θ;Xt) ≡ m∗t −mt (4.20)
where m∗t is the empirial moment funtion and mt the model-generated moment
funtion (f. equation (4.19)). θ is a l × 1 vetor of unknown strutural parameters
with a parameter spae Θ. Given that the length of the business yles lies between
(roughly) one and eight years in the Euro Area. A reasonable ompromise is a length
of two years. Therefore we will use auto- and ross-ovarianes of the interest rate
gap, the output gap and the ination gap at a lag k, where k = 0, · · · , 8. We have
a p-dimensional vetor of moment onditions (p = 78) by avoiding double ounting
at the zero lags in the ross relationships.
5
We obtain the parameter estimates from the following quadrati objetive fun-
tion (or loss funtion) as a result of the minimization proess:
5
The Delta method is used to ompute the ondene bands in the auto- and ross-ovariane
moment estimation (see appendix B for details).
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Q(θ) = arg min
θ∈Θ
g(θ;Xt)
′ Ŵ g(θ;Xt) (4.21)
with the weight matrix Ŵ estimated onsistently in several ways (see Andrews
(1991)). Here we use the heterosedastiity and autoorrelation onsistent (HAC)
ovariane matrix estimator suggested by Newey and West (1987). The kernel esti-
mator has the following general form with the ovariane matrix of the appropriately
standardized moment onditions:
Γ̂T (j) =
1
T
T∑
t=j+1
(mt − m¯)(mt−j − m¯)′ (4.22)
where m¯ one again denotes the sample mean. Following an automati seletion for
the lag length, we use a popular hoie of j ∼ T 1/3 leading to j = 5 when estimating
the ovariane matrix (Newey and West (1994)):
Ω̂NW = Γ̂T (0) +
5∑
j=1
(
Γ̂T (j) + Γ̂T (j)
′
)
. (4.23)
The weight matrix Ŵ is omputed from the inverse of the estimated ovari-
ane matrix. However, a high orrelation between the moment onditions that we
onsider makes the estimated ovariane matrix nearly singular. In addition, the
moment onditions and the elements of the weight matrix are highly orrelated
when the small sample size is used (Altonji and Segal (1996)). Therefore, we use
the diagonal matrix entries as the weighting sheme, i.e. we ignore the o-diagonal
omponents of the matrix Ŵ = Ω̂−1ii . The estimated ondene bands, then, be-
ome wider sine the sandwih elements in the ovariane of parameter estimates
annot anel out with this weighting sheme (see also Anatolyev and Gospodinov
(2011)).
Under ertain regularity onditions, one an derive the following asymptoti
distribution of the method of moments estimation of the parameters:
√
T (θ̂T − θ0) ∼ N(0,Λ) (4.24)
where Λ = [(DWD′)−1]D′WΩWD[(DWD′)−1]′, and D is the gradient vetor of
moment funtions evaluated around the point estimates:
D̂ =
∂m(θ;XT )
∂θ
∣∣∣∣
θ=θ̂T
. (4.25)
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Under RE, we an obtain the simple analyti moment onditions of the model.
However, for the BR model, the analyti expressions for the moment onditions are
not readily available due to the non-linear disrete hoie framework. To irumvent
this problem, we use the simulated method of moments to estimate the behavioral
parameters in the BR model. The simulated method of moments is partiularly
suited to a situation where the model is easily simulated by replaing theoretial
moments. Then the model-generated moments in Equation (5.21) are replaed by
their simulated ounterparts:
mt =
1
S · T
S·T∑
t=1
m˜t. (4.26)
We an simulate the data from the model and ompute the moment onditions
(m˜t) in order to approximate the theoretial moments (mt). The simulation size is
denoted by S. The asymptoti normality of the simulated method of moments holds
under ertain regularity onditions (Due and Singleton (1993), Lee and Ingram
(1991)):
√
T (θ̂SMM − θ0) ∼ N(0,ΛSMM ) (4.27)
where ΛSMM = (B
′WB)−1B′W (1+ 1/S) Ω WB(B′WB)−1
′
, i.e. a ovariane ma-
trix of the SMM estimates. A gradient vetor of the moment funtion is dened
as B ≡ E
[
∂mt
∂θ
∣∣∣
θ=θ̂
]
. Sine the ovariane matrix beomes less aurate than the
estimation where the analyti moments are used, the model estimation is now sub-
jeted to simulation errors. To redue the simulation error, we set the simulation
size to a reasonably large value 100.
Finally, we use the J test to evaluate ompatibilities of the moment onditions:
J ≡ T ·Q(θ̂) d→ χ2p−l (4.28)
where the J-statisti is asymptotially χ2 distributed with (p− l) degrees of freedom
(over-identiation).
6
A striking feature of the method of moments approah is its
transpareny. In partiular, it is easy to hek the goodness-of-t of the model from
the moment onditions of interest, i.e. the dynami properties of the model an be
tested by evaluating graphially the math of the estimated and model-generated
moments.
6
However, if the o-diagonal omponents in the estimated Newey andWest matrix are disarded,
the the distribution in the J-statisti is likely to have a larger dispersion than the χ2-distribution
with degrees of freedom of p− l. Indeed, when the weight matrix is not optimal or some moment
onditions are not valid, the J-statisti is no longer χ2 distributed. We hek the validity of the
weight matrix with our hosen moment onditions via a Monte Carlo study.
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4.4 Empirial appliation to the Euro area
In this setion, we rst present the data for our empirial appliation. Then we
disuss our empirial results of the strutural and behavioral parameters. Finally,
we examine the nite sample properties of the moment-based estimator via a Monte
Carlo study and investigate three-dimensional parameter spae of the BR model.
4.4.1 Data
The data soure for the New Keynesian model is the 10th update of the Area-wide
Model quarterly database desribed in Fagan et al. (2001). The output gap and
interest rate gap are omputed from real GDP and nominal short-term interest rate
respetively using the Hodrik-Presott lter with a standard smoothing parameter
of 1600. The ination measure is the quarterly log-dierene of the Harmonized
Index of Consumer Pries (HICP) instead of the GDP deator. The ination gap
is also omputed using the Hodrik-Presott lter.
7
The sample for this data set
is available from 1970:Q1 onwards. As we use the data over ve years in a rolling
window analysis to estimate the pereived volatility of the output gap σ(yt), the
data applied in this study over the period from 1975:Q1 to 2009:Q4.
4.4.2 Basi results
We rst estimate the RE and BR model parameters using the moment-based estima-
tion presented in the previous setion. Afterwards we make a omparison between
the two models and examine the eets of divergene in beliefs on the ination and
output gap dynamis. As it is ommon in a persuasive amount of empirial studies,
the disount parameter ν is alibrated to 0.99. We also x γ to unity, whih is
in line with De Grauwe (2011, p. 439) and aounts for a moderate degree in the
intensity of hoie.
8
By xing those parameters in the nal estimation, we an re-
due problems in high-dimensional parameter spae and ope with the unertainty
of the estimates. Given these assumptions, we an separately obtain the estimates
for remaining parameters from the rational and bounded rationality model via the
moment-based estimation. They are presented in Table 1.
7
We resort to the HICP instead of the oneptually more appropriate impliit GDP-deator
whih is ommon in the literature, sine the former is more in line with miro data evidene.
For instane, Forsells and Kenny (2004) show that ination expetations an be approximated by
miro-level data like onsumer surveys (i.e. in the European Commission survey indiators). Also
see Ahrens and Saht (2011, pp. 1011) for a more detailed disussion on using the HICP instead
of the GDP-deator in maroeonomi studies.
8
Goldbaum and Mizrah (2008) estimated the intensity of hoie parameter in the dynami
model for mutual fund alloation deision. In our appliation, the system with many parameters
is likely to have a likelihood with multiple peaks, some of whih are loated in uninteresting or
implausible regions of the parameter spae. By xing the intensity of hoie parameter, it makes
it easier to onentrate on our objetive of empirial appliation, i.e. the interpretation of the role
of bounded rationality in the NKM.
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Table 4.1: Estimates of the RE and BR model
Label RE BR
α 0.765 0.203
(0.481 - 1.000) (0.000 - 0.912)
χ 1.000 0.950
- (0.000 - 1.000)
τ 0.079 0.387
(0.000 - 0.222) (0.000 - 0.927)
κ 0.035 0.219
(0.011 - 0.058) (0.075 - 0.362)
φy 0.497 0.673
(0.058 - 0.936) (0.404 - 0.942)
φpˆi 1.288 1.073
(1.000 - 1.944) (1.000 - 1.775)
φrˆ 0.604 0.673
(0.411 - 0.797) (0.523 - 0.824)
σy 0.561 0.827
(0.354 - 0.768) (0.463 - 1.190)
σpˆi 0.275 0.743
(0.097 - 0.453) (0.449 - 1.046)
σrˆ 0.421 0.244
(0.140 - 0.701) (0.000 - 0.624)
β - 2.221
(0.000 - 9.747)
δ - 0.665
(0.000 - 7.877)
ρ - 0.003
(0.000 - 1.000)
J 56.30 40.30
p-value 0.8436 0.9931
5% rit. of χ2 dist. 88.25 84.82
Note: The data over the period spanning 1975:Q1 - 2009:Q4 (T=140 observations).
The parameters ν and γ are set to 0.99 and unity, respetively. We use the rolling
window of 5 years (20 observations) to ompute the pereived volatility of the output
gap, i.e. the unonditional standard deviation of yt is denoted by σ(yt). The 95%
asymptoti ondene intervals are given in brakets.
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Several observations are worth mentioning. The parameter estimate of the degree
of prie indexation α is muh higher in the RE (0.765) than the BR (0.203) model.
It follows that the expressions, whih are in front of the forward- and bakward-
looking terms in the Phillips Curve, indiate a higher weight on future ination
E˜jt pˆit+1 (i.e.
ν
1+αν >
α
1+αν ); the result is more pronouned for the BR (0.82 > 0.18)
ompared to the RE model (0.56 > 0.43). For the latter, this indiates that there is
strong evidene for a hybrid struture of the NKPC. The empirial appliations of
the BR model show that the dynamis of the ination gap are primarily driven by
the expetations (i.e. the evaluation of the foreast performane) for the ination
gap if ognitive limitation of agents is assumed. This is not neessarily true under
rational expetations. In other words, we nd strong evidene for an autoregressive
expetation formation proess, sine the estimated value for α is high; one group
assumes a entral bank ination target of zero perent (equation (13)), while the
other group of the agents form their expetations in a purely stati way (equation
(14)). Regarding the dynami IS equation, the output gap is inuened by the
forward- and bakward-looking terms at the same proportion, sine the empirial
estimates show that χ = 1 and χ = 0.950 hold for the RE and the BR models,
respetively. In partiular, this degree of habit persistene suggests that past obser-
vations strongly matter for the dynamis of the output gap. Finally, the parameter
estimate for the degree of interest rate smoothing shows that there is a moderate
degree of persistene (φrˆ,t) in the nominal interest rate gap for both models.
Furthermore, while the empirial estimates for κ and τ in the RE model indiate
a small degree of inherited persistene due to hanges in the real interest rate gap and
the output gap respetively, this does not hold for the BRmodel. Here the hanges in
the output gap have a strong impat (κ = 0.219) on movements in the ination gap
relative to the RE ase (κ = 0.035). For the output gap, inherited persistene plays
a fundamental role in shaping the dynamis of this eonomi indiator, whih an
be seen through the high values of inverse intertemporal elastiity of substitution.
For the BR model, this value (τ = 0.387) is muh larger than the one for the RE
model (τ = 0.079). This implies that the tendeny towards risk aversion in the BR
is stronger than the RE model. To sum up, our results show that in the BR model
ross-movements in the output and ination gap aount for persistene in both
variables (under onsideration of perfet habit formation χ = 1) rather than prie
indexation alone. This an be seen through the high values of κ and τ ompared to
α. For the RE model, the opposite holds.
The output and ination gap shoks, whose magnitudes are estimated to be
σy = 0.827 and σπˆ = 0.743 respetively, are larger for the BR than those of the
RE model. The results reveal that the volatilities of the output and ination gap
are strengthened by the eets of behavioral heterogeneity on the onsumption and
priesetting rules. For instane, the waves of optimism and pessimism at as a
persistent fore in the output gap utuations with peaks and troughs. Figure 1
illustrates that the peak of the utuation in the simulated output gap (middle-left
panel) orresponds to the market optimism (lower-left panel) and vie versa. The
qualitative interpretation remains almost the same for the ination gap dynamis
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(middle- and lower-right panel respetively) - but the dynamis of extrapolators
are highly volatile reeting the large seond moment of the empirial ination
gap (upper-right panel). The goodness-of-t of the models ould not be diretly
ompared by illustrating the simulated time series (middle-panels), but we an see
that the series resemble qualitatively their empirial ounterparts (upper-panels).
Finally, the nominal interest rate shoks σrˆ in the RE model are estimated to be
roughly twie as large as in the BR model.
The remaining parameter estimates onrm the known results from the literature
where the monetary poliy oeient on the output gap is low while the opposite
holds for the oeient on the ination gap. The latter indiates that the Taylor
priniple holds over the whole sample period. Nevertheless, the results for the BR
model indiate a stronger onern in the output gap movements relative to the
dynamis in the ination gap. Again, the opposite is true for the RE model. It is
worth mentioning that the estimation results indiate a monetary poliy oeient
on the output gap φy of 0.673, whih is in line with the observations of De Grauwe
(2011, pp. 443-445). His simulations show that exible ination targeting an redue
both output gap and ination (gap) variability at a minimum level if φy lies in the
range of 0.6 to 0.8.
The interpretation of this observation is two-fold. First, onsider the ase of
strit ination targeting, where the entral bank does not aount for the volatility
in the output gap. As a result, the foreast performane of the optimists and
pessimists are not aeted sine the (real) interest rate gap in the dynami IS urve
does not response diretly to monetary poliy. However, there is still an indiret
eet (even highly volatile movements in yt are not dampened by the poliy makers)
indiated by κ in the NKPC. Hene, due to the high degree of inherited persistene
the strit ination targeting an fail to ontrol strong utuations in the output and
ination gap. Seond, in the ase of strong output gap stabilization (relative to the
ination gap) the entral bank dampens its pre-ommitment to an ination target.
The ampliation eets of this kind of poliy on the foreast performanes of the
ination extrapolators will then result in higher ination variability. We onlude
that our empirial ndings aount for neither the rst nor the seond extreme ase,
but for a optimal exible ination targeting in the Euro Area over the observed time
interval instead.
As already noted, the present study fouses on the estimation of the bounded
rationality parameters. First, we ome to the onlusion that over the whole sample
period, the optimisti agents have expeted a xed divergene of belief of β = 2.221.
Roughly speaking, the optimists have been really optimisti that the future output
gap will dier positively by slightly above one perent on average from its steady
state value.
9
Due to the symmetri struture of the divergene in beliefs, over the
same sample period pessimisti agents were moderately pessimisti instead, sine
from their point of view the future output gap was expeted to be around one
9
Note that expeted future value of the output gap is given by Eityt+1 = |dt| = 12β on average
with i = {O, P}.
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Figure 4.1: Dynamis in the output gap and the ination gap.
Note: Upper and middle panels plot empirial and simulated values for the output
gap (left) and the ination gap (right), while lower panels plot the orresponding
fration of market optimists (left) and extrapolators (right). The simulated time
series are omputed using the parameter estimates for both models given in Table 1.
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Figure 4.2: Model ovariane (Cov) proles in the Euro Area.
Note: The dashed line results from the empirial ovariane estimates. The shaded
area is the 95% ondene bands around the empirial moments. The triangle (BR)
and star (RE) lines indiate the model generated ones. The ondene bands are
omputed via the Delta method (see Appendix B).
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perent on average below its steady state value. Furthermore, both types of agents
felt safely about their expetations due to the fat that the estimate for the variable
omponent in the divergene of pessimisti beliefs is very low (δ = 0.665) - this
implies that there is a low degree of unertainty onneted to the expeted future
value of yt. In line with the results for (and assumptions of) the parameters, whih
indiate endogenous and inherited persistene (α, χ, κ and τ), the highly subjetive
expeted mean value of the output gap β - in onjuntion with the dynamis indued
by the self-seleting mehanisms (see the orresponding frations in the lower-panels
in Figure 1) - explains the high volatility of the output gap. Based on disrete hoie
theory, this strengthens the optimisti agents' belief about the future output gap
to diverge in the data, sine they an over(or under)-reat to underlying shoks
that our aross the Euro Area. The same observation holds for the ination gap
dynamis. The proportion of the extrapolators in the eonomy orresponds to the
ination gap movements (f. lower right vs. upper-right panels in Figure 1): the
higher the fration of extrapolators is, the more volatile the ination gap dynamis
will be. Finally, ρ is estimated to be zero, i.e. past errors are not taken into aount
(f. equations (4.10) and (4.16)). This leads to the onlusion that strit forgetfulness
or ognitive limitation holds, whih is a requirement for observing animal spirits (f.
De Grauwe (2011, p. 440)).
Indeed, visual inspetion shows a fairly remarkable goodness-of-t of the models
to data (see Figure 2). The math both models ahieve looks learly good over the
rst few lags and still fairly good over the higher lags until the lag 8. In any ase,
all of the moments are now inside the ondene intervals of the empirial moments.
This even holds true for some ovarianes up to lag 20. This is also onrmed by
the values of the loss funtion J for the RE (56.30) and BR (40.30) model given
in the last row of Table 1. The asymptoti χ2 distributions for the J-test have the
degrees of freedom of 68 and 65 for the RE and BR model, respetively. Sine the
ritial values at 5% level are 85.25 and 84.82 respetively, and the estimated loss
funtion values are smaller than these riteria, we do not rejet the null hypothesis
that these models are valid. Moreover, the piture shows a remarkable t of the BR
model, whih leads to some ondene in the estimation proedure. We onlude
that a bounded rationality model with ognitive limitation provides good ts for
auto- and ross-ovarianes of the data.
Note here that the signiant dierenes between two models have to be tested
by a formal model omparison method, sine the models do not have any diulties
to t the empirial moments at the 5% signiant interval (see also Jang (2012)
among others). In other words, the J-test only evaluate the validity of the model
along the lines of the hosen moment onditions. Therefore we annot provide a
diret omparison between the ts of the two models. More rigorous test will be a
priority for future researh.
Finally, our empirial results indiate that the empirial test of bounded ratio-
nality (viz. the assumption of the divergene in beliefs) has to be treated arefully,
beause all parameters (espeially the behavioral ones) within the non-linear mod-
eling approah are generally poorly determined, i.e. wide ondene bands our.
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We delve into this problem by examining the nite size properties of the moment-
based proedure through a Monte Carlo study and a sensitivity analysis presented
in the next setion. Our results from these exerises will ahieve ondene in the
parameter estimates given in Table 1.
4.4.3 Comparison with other studies
There exists a plethora of studies on the estimation of (small, medium or large)
NKM with rational expetations using Euro Area data. However, to the best of
our knowledge these studies are dierent to our ontribution in several dimensions.
While we apply a moment-based estimation on the Euro Area data over a spei
time interval up to the end of 2009, most of the investigations are based on the
generalized method of moments and Bayesian estimations using data just to the
beginning of the 21st entury instead. Furthermore, we onsider gap speiations
of pˆit and rˆt expliitly while in the literature the majority of time series are not
detrended. Hene, a omparison of our results with those from the literature has to
be done with some aution.
More generally, one of the representative studies in this eld is the empirial
appliation of Smets and Wouters (2003). Here the sample period aptures the
period from 1980:Q2 to 1999:Q4. In their hapter, they apply Bayesian estimation
on a medium sale model for the Euro Area. Compared to the ases of the RE and
BR presented here, they found dierent values for the parameters τ and φπˆt , whih
are estimated to be higher (0.739 and 1.684). In ontrast, the estimated values for
κ and φy are relatively small (0.01 and 0.10). Finally, φrˆ = 0.673 is slightly lower
than in Smets and Wouters (2003, φr = 0.956).
Moons et al. (2007) give a good overview on the results stemming from dierent
studies using dierent tehniques exept for the Bayesian one. Most of the parameter
estimates are in line with those reported in olumn 1 of our Table 1, i.e. in ase of
the RE model. Aording to Table 1 in Moons et al. (2007, p. 888) τ and κ vary
in a range of (0.03, 0.08) and (0.02, 0.17), while we nd τ = 0.079 and κ = 0.035.
The results for the poliy parameters φyˆ = 0.604, φπˆ = 1.288 and φrˆ = 0.497 are
slightly below the estimates reported in Moons et al. (2007) where φy = (0.77, 0.90),
φπ = (0.87, 2.02) and φr = (1, 3.2). For the latter, note one again that the level
and not the gap of the orresponding time series is onsidered. The omposite
parameter, whih indiate bakward-looking behavior in the dynami IS urve and
the NKPC, an be denoted by ψ1 =
χ
1+χ and ψ2 =
α
1+αν . It an be stated that our
results for the RE model, ψ1 = 0.5 and ψ2 = 0.43, mimi roughly those found in
the literature, i.e. ψ1 = (0.22, 0.97) and ψ2 = (0.13, 0.54).
Comparing the results disussed in the previous paragraph with those presented
in olumn 2 of Table 1, it an be seen that in the ase of the BR model these results
dier substantially from the those reported in the literature. Not surprisingly, this
stems from the fat that the behavioral model of De Grauwe exhibits a dierent kind
of expetation hannel whih an substitute the absene of rational expetations
for the model dynamis. Nevertheless, Moons et al. (2007) estimate a small sale
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NKM of an open-eonomy under onsideration of a sal poliy rule (in the spirit of
the European Stability and Growth Pat) with Bayesian tehniques and found the
parameter estimates, whih are similar with our results. In partiular, τ is estimated
to be high (0.24) whih is in line with the BR model (0.387). The authors also nd
that a high value of the monetary poliy oeient onerning the output gap is
estimated to be φy = 0.75, while we nd a value of 0.673.
4.5 Robustness heks
In this setion, we report the variation of the parameter estimates under both the
RE and BR model. First, we study the nite size properties of the moment-based
estimation using the Monte Carlo study. The result shows that we an redue the
estimation unertainty presented here with a large sample size. Compared to the
RE model, however, the parameter estimates of the BR model have wide ondene
intervals, beause the non-linearity of the model gives rise to additional parameter
unertainty during the estimation. This aets the orresponding values of the
bounded rationality parameters β, δ and the memory parameter ρ in the foreasting
heuristis (4.11) and (4.12) as well as (4.17) and (4.18). Seond, we investigate the
sensitivity of these behavioral parameters in the objetive funtion by investigating
three-dimensional parameter spae. We vary these parameters in a reasonable range
to nd the lowest value of the loss funtion (4.21).
4.5.1 Monte Carlo study
To analyze the nite sample properties in the maro data, we use three sampling
periods in the data generating proess (T=100, 200, 500). The experimental true
parameters are drawn from the parameter estimates in the previous setion. Af-
ter 550 observations are simulated, we disard the rst 50 observations to trim a
transient period. In the RE model, we ompute the empirial moment onditions
and its Newey-West weight matrix of eah artiial time series, and estimate the
parameters using the method of moment estimator over 500 repliations. The same
proedure is arried out to estimate the parameters of the BR model. However, this
makes the omputation expensive for the simulated method of moment estimator.
We redue the omputational ost by setting the simulation size to S = 10.10
Table 4.2 summarizes the results from the MC experiment for the RE model.
We report the mean, the root mean square error (RMSE) and the standard error
(S.E). The true values of the parameters are stated in the seond olumn. The
results show that the method of moment estimation of the RE model has good
nite sample properties; see the RMSE sensitivity to variations in sample size. The
large sample size remarkably improves the asymptoti eieny of the method of
10
The implementation of the MC study on the model with a large simulation size (i.e. S=100)
does not have a drasti hange in parameter estimates; see appendix C. The approximation error
rates of analyti moments are 10% and 1% for the simulation sizes S = 10 and 100, respetively.
The omputation beomes expensive when the large simulation size is used.
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Table 4.2: Monte Carlo study for the RE model
T=100 T=200 T=500
Label True (θ0) Mean RMSE Mean RMSE Mean RMSE
α 0.750 0.802 0.174 0.778 0.125 0.763 0.079
S.E: 0.155 S.E: 0.112 S.E: 0.073
χ 1.000 0.943 0.128 0.939 0.127 0.946 0.103
S.E: 0.365 S.E: 0.293 S.E: 0.202
τ 0.085 0.100 0.062 0.088 0.043 0.083 0.029
S.E: 0.079 S.E: 0.061 S.E: 0.041
κ 0.035 0.047 0.026 0.042 0.016 0.039 0.009
S.E: 0.016 S.E: 0.011 S.E: 0.071
φy 0.500 0.518 0.267 0.487 0.167 0.487 0.107
S.E: 0.236 S.E: 0.162 S.E: 0.104
φpˆi 1.250 1.350 0.309 1.322 0.217 1.296 0.146
S.E: 0.343 S.E: 0.222 S.E: 0.144
φrˆ 0.600 0.623 0.111 0.615 0.076 0.611 0.046
S.E: 0.094 S.E: 0.069 S.E: 0.045
σy 0.600 0.632 0.127 0.627 0.090 0.623 0.059
S.E: 0.125 S.E: 0.095 S.E: 0.062
σpˆi 0.275 0.249 0.075 0.263 0.049 0.270 0.030
S.E: 0.062 S.E: 0.046 S.E: 0.031
σrˆ 0.400 0.234 0.240 0.289 0.181 0.345 0.105
S.E: 7.487 S.E: 1.456 S.E: 1.026
J 30.58 24.12 20.10
# of rejetions 4 6 0
Note: ν is set to the value of 0.99. The reported statistis are based on 500 repli-
ations. RMSE is the root mean square error. S.E denotes the mean of standard
error.
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moments estimator, sine the mean of standard error for the estimates beomes the
smallest. However, the estimated value for the poliy shok parameter σr often hit
the boundary (i.e. σr = 0.0) and makes the numerial derivative of the moment
onditions unstable. This leads to the large asymptoti error for this parameter.
11
The J-statisti is used to evaluate the validity of the two models when tting
the artiial data. On average, the null hypothesis that the model is the true one is
not rejeted aording to the over-identiation test for both the RE and BR model;
e.g. for the sample size of T=100, the J test rejets the validity of the RE and BR
model for 4 and 16 times, respetively. The number of rejetion is very small, sine
the simulated repliations are 500. And we do not nd any rejetion of both models
when a large sample size is used (T=500). In addition, it an be seen from the J
test that the BR model ts the data slightly better than the RE model on average.
Nevertheless, the diret diagnosti omparison between two models must be made
with aution, beause the BR model has more parameters than the RE model, i.e.
their χ2-distributions are dierent.
In omparison with the results of the RE model, we found that the simulated
method of moments regarding the BR model has more or less poor nite sample
properties when inspeting the parameters α, τ , β, and δ (see Table 4.3). However,
the large unertainty for the parameter estimates an be mitigated by more observa-
tions in the data. On the other side, note here that we an onsistently reover the
true values for the other parameter estimates. Put dierently, the parameter esti-
mates almost onverge to the true ones as the sample size inreases (i.e. T=500). In
this ase the RMSE gets smaller. The large sample allows us to make more aurate
inferene about the group behavior in the market expetation formation proesses.
Indeed, as market behavior is unobservable in most ases, we need a large sample
size to onsistently estimate the behavioral parameters. Nevertheless, the estimated
results for the behavioral parameters an be seen as ondent starting values used
for alibration exerises like for e.g. (optimal) monetary and sal poliy analysis.
4.5.2 Sensitivity of the behavioral parameters
In this sensitivity analysis we investigate the region of the objetive funtion with
respet to dierent values of β, δ and ρ. The ndings from the MC study indiate
that the RMSE values for these behavioral parameters in the disrete hoie theory
are higher than those for the other strutural parameters even for a large sample
size. We disuss the poor nite sample properties of these ruial parameters in the
BR model by evaluating the loss funtion under onsideration of dierent pairs for
β, δ and ρ. The remaining parameters are xed on their estimated values taken
from the seond olumn of Table 1. It is our aim to pin down those values from the
11
Note here that we use the optimization tool (Matlab version R2010a) with the fminon solver.
Espeially the interior-point algorithm has a number of advantages over other algorithms (i.e.,
ative-set, trust-region-reetive, and sqp). For example, the implementation of the interior-point
algorithm for large-sale linear programming is onsiderably simpler than for the other algorithms.
Furthermore, it an handle nonlinear non-onvex optimization problems of the BR model.
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Table 4.3: Monte Carlo study for the BR model
T=100 T=200 T=500
Label True (θ0) Mean RMSE Mean RMSE Mean RMSE
α 0.200 0.326 0.286 0.383 0.278 0.285 0.187
S.E: 0.312 S.E: 0.232 S.E: 0.142
χ 1.000 0.666 0.724 0.798 0.679 0.850 0.655
S.E: 1.802 S.E: 1.614 S.E: 1.470
τ 0.385 1.075 0.837 0.620 0.370 0.550 0.292
S.E: 0.810 S.E: 0.341 S.E: 0.216
κ 0.215 0.246 0.153 0.223 0.142 0.225 0.139
S.E: 0.076 S.E: 0.051 S.E: 0.035
φy 0.675 0.757 0.458 0.697 0.435 0.694 0.430
S.E: 0.248 S.E: 0.116 S.E: 0.065
φpˆi 1.100 1.090 0.703 1.069 0.699 1.089 0.699
S.E: 0.326 S.E: 0.174 S.E: 0.106
φrˆ 0.670 0.681 0.427 0.675 0.425 0.681 0.424
S.E: 0.073 S.E: 0.046 S.E: 0.028
σy 0.825 0.872 0.549 0.888 0.533 0.874 0.527
S.E: 0.290 S.E: 0.182 S.E: 0.133
σpˆi 0.740 0.606 0.496 0.647 0.477 0.699 0.470
S.E: 0.090 S.E: 0.053 S.E: 0.034
σrˆ 0.240 0.165 0.182 0.180 0.176 0.165 0.180
S.E: 0.169 S.E: 0.140 S.E: 0.113
β 2.250 2.831 1.867 2.440 1.608 2.330 1.543
S.E: 5.638 S.E: 4.149 S.E: 3.670
δ 0.650 1.293 1.021 0.925 0.750 0.862 0.663
S.E: 4.000 S.E: 3.596 S.E: 3.223
ρ 0.000 0.213 0.218 0.104 0.134 0.093 0.122
S.E: 0.422 S.E: 0.386 S.E: 0.335
J 29.34 22.30 20.74
# of rejetions 16 1 0
Note: ν is set to the value of 0.99. The reported statistis are based on 500 repli-
ations. RMSE is the root mean square error. S.E denotes the mean of standard
error.
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parameter spae, whih are assoiated with the lowest value of the loss funtion.
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Figure 4.3: 3-D ontour plot of the parameter spae with β and δ
Note: The value of the quadrati objetive funtion J is given on the vertial axis.
Figures 3 to 5 illustrate three ontour plots, from whih we an examine the
region of the loss funtion J under onsideration of the pairwise variation in all three
parameters over a reasonable range. We see from Figure 3 that the minimum value
of the loss funtion is entered around (δ, β) = (0.6, 2.2). This observation is in line
with our results given in Table 1, and indiates that applying the method of moment
approah leads to onsistent parameter estimates. However, our result emphasizes
that the shape of the ontour plot is moderately at for spei ombinations of δ
and β, i.e. whih still indiates the existene of wide ondene bands. Note that
the value of the loss funtion inreases dramatially if δ and β deviate strongly from
their estimated values. In this ase a trade-o arises: a highly predited subjetive
mean value β requires a low degree of divergene δ in order to ensure a minimum
value of J .
Figure 4 and 5 show that the minimum of the loss funtion is given by a value of
the memory parameter ρ equal to zero in onjunture with the estimated values of β
and δ around 2.2 and 0.6, respetively. This result onrms the estimate of ρ given
in Table 1 and strengthens our argumentation in setion 4 sine strit forgetfulness
holds as a requirement for observing animal spirits.
In sum, this simulation results show that for a small sample size, the results from
a MC study and a sensitive analysis onrm the absene of statistial auray of
these behavioral parameters (i.e. the ase of wide ondene bands) when applying
the method of moment approah.
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Figure 4.4: 3-D ontour plot of the parameter spae with β and ρ
Note: The value of the quadrati objetive funtion J is given on the vertial axis.
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Figure 4.5: 3-D ontour plot of the parameter spae with δ and ρ
Note: The value of the quadrati objetive funtion J is given on the vertial axis.
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4.6 Conlusion
In this hapter, we attempt to provide empirial evidene for the behavioral as-
sumption in the model of De Grauwe (2011). The validity of the model assumption
on the ognitive limitation (e.g. beause of dierent individual emotional states)
is empirially tested using historial Euro Area data. We attempt to identify the
so-alled behavioral parameters, whih aount for animal spirits in the Euro Area;
i.e. we hypothesize that historial movements of maro dynamis are inuened by
waves of optimism and pessimism.
To examine the eets of the group behavior on the output and ination gap,
we follow the behavioral approah of De Grauwe (2011), who assumes divergene in
beliefs about the future value of both variables. The orresponding deision rules
for market optimism and pessimism are given by the foreast performane of the
agents from the disrete hoie theory. To see this, we ontrast a standard hybrid
version of the three-equations New-Keynesian model of rational expetations with
a version of the same model where we assume bounded rationality in expetation
formation proesses using the moment-based estimation.
Our main empirial ndings show that a bounded rationality model with ogni-
tive limitation provides a reasonable t to auto- and ross-ovarianes of the Euro
Area data. Therefore our empirial results of the BR model oer some new in-
sights into expetation formation proesses for the Euro Area. First, over the whole
time interval the agents had expeted moderate deviations of the output gap from
its steady state value with low unertainty. Seond, in the absene of rational be-
havior we nd strong evidene for an autoregressive expetation formation proess
regarding the ination gap. Both observations explain a high degree of persistene
in the output gap and the ination gap. Based on the disrete hoie theory and
the self-seletion proess of the agents, we found that animal spirits strengthen the
optimisti's belief about the future output gap to diverge in the historial Euro Area
data.
To the best of our knowledge, suh kind of empirial studies have not been
extensively investigated before in the literature. However, the empirial test of
bounded rationality (viz. the assumption of the divergene in beliefs) has to be
treated arefully, beause the parameters (espeially the behavioral ones) within
the non-linear modeling approah are poorly determined, i.e. wide ondene bands
our. We delve into this problem by examining the nite size properties of the
moment-based proedure through a Monte Carlo study and a sensitivity analysis.
In the end, we provide empirial evidene in support of De Grauwe (2011, fn. 4)
for understanding the group's over- and under-reation to the eonomy. In order to
identify the eets of individual expetation formation proesses on the eonomy,
in further researh, the deision rules i.e. the transition rules from one state of the
eonomy to another an be alulated based on survey data (for example see Lux
(2009)). Thus these probabilities are then treated as exogenous and (in ontrast to
the De Grauwe model) are omputed under onsideration of the underlying time
series using the disrete hoie theory. Finally and only if the estimation of small-
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sale models is onsidered to be satisfatory, one an further ontinue the model
estimation with muh riher models like e.g. the medium-sale version developed by
the Smets and Wouters (2005, 2007). We leave these issues to future researh.
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Appendix
A: Solution of the NKM
In general, all model speiations are desribed by the following system in anonial
form:
AXt +BXt−1 + CXt+1 + εt = 0 (4.29)
where
Xt =

 ytpˆit
rˆt


, Xt−1 =

 yt−1pˆit−1
rˆt−1


, Xt+1 =

 E˜
j
t yt+1
E˜jt pˆit+1
E˜jt rˆt+1

 , εt =

 εy,tεπˆ,t
εrˆ,t

 .
The orresponding system matries are given by:
A =

 1 0 τ−λ 1 0
−φrˆφy −φrˆφπ 1


, B =

 −
χ
1+χ 0 0
0 − α1+αν 0
0 0 −(1− φrˆ)

 (4.30)
and
C =

 −
1
1+χ −τ 0
0 − ν1+αν 0
0 0 0

 . (4.31)
Reall that for the rational expetations model we assume
E˜REt yt+1 = Etyt+1
E˜REt pˆit+1 = Etpˆit+1
and for the bounded rationality model we assume
E˜BRt yt+1 = (α
O
y,t − αPy,t)dt
E˜BRt pˆit+1 = α
tar
πˆ,t
¯ˆpi + αextπˆ,t pˆit−1
where we also onsider equations (4.10) to (4.18) with
¯ˆpi = 0. In the following, we
solve for the dynamis of the system (4.29). In ase of the BR model, the solution
is given by
Xt = −A−1[BXt−1 + CXt+1 + εt] (4.32)
where the matrix A is of full rank, i.e. its determinant is not equal to zero, given the
parameter estimates in setion 4. Under onsideration of the heuristis for the fore-
asts regarding the output and ination gap expetations, the forward looking term
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Xt+1 is substituted by the equivalent expressions for the disrete hoie mehanism
given in setion 2. It follows that the model beomes purely bakward-looking and
thus (4.32) an be solved by bakward-indution.
In ontrast, the RE model is both bakward- and forward-looking. Therefore we
apply the method of undetermined oeients in order to solve the model. The law
of motion whih desribes the analytial solution is given by
Xt = ΩXt−1 +Φεt (4.33)
where Ω ∈ R3×3 and Φ ∈ R3×3 are the solution matries. The former is a stable
matrix as long as (similar to the matrix A in the BR ase) its determinant is not
equal to zero, whih ensures the invertibility of Ω. Again, this is onrmed given
the estimation results in setion 4. We substitute (4.33) into (4.29) whih yields
A(ΩXt−1 +Φεt) +BXt−1 + C(ΩXt +ΦEtεt+1) + εt = 0.
This is equivalent to
A(ΩXt−1 +Φεt) +BXt−1 + C(Ω
2Xt−1 +ΩΦεt +ΦEtεt+1) + εt = 0.
Hene, the redued form an be rewritten as
(CΩ2 +AΩ+B)Xt−1 + (AΦ +CΩΦ+ I)εt = 0 (4.34)
with I being the identity matrix. Note that εt ∼ N(0, σ2z ) with z = {y, pˆi, rˆ} and
thus Etεt+1 = 0. In order to solve equation (4.34), all the terms in brakets must
be zero.
12
Thus the solution matries an be uniquely determined. We may write
that as
CΩ2 +AΩ+B = 0⇒ Ω = −(CΩ+A)−1B. (4.35)
In order to solve the quadrati matrix equation (4.35) numerially, we employ the
brute fore iteration proedure mentioned in Binder and Pesaran (1995, p. 155, fn
26). Hene an equivalent reursive relation of (4.35) is given by
Ωn = −(CΩn−1 +A)−1B (4.36)
with an arbitrary number of iteration steps N where n = {1, 2, ..., N}. We dene
Ω0 = ξI with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1. The iteration proess (4.36) proeeds until ||Ωn−Ωn−1|| < ξ
where ξ is an arbitrarily small number. Given the solution of Ω, the omputation
of Φ is straightforward:
AΦ+ CΩnΦ+ I = 0⇒ Φ = −(A+ CΩn)−1. (4.37)
12
Obviously the trivial solution Xt−1 = Γt = εt = 0 is disarded.
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B: Delta method and ondene interval for auto- and ross-ovarianes
The Delta method is a ommon tehnique for providing the rst-order approxima-
tions to the variane of a transformed parameter; see hapter 5 of Davidson and
Makinnon (2004) among others. In the study, we use the Delta method when om-
puting the standard errors of the estimated auto- and ross-ovarianes of the data.
The ovariane is dened as follows:
γij(h) = E[(Xi,t − µi)(Xj,t+h − µj)′], t = 1, · · · , T (4.38)
where γij is the auto-ovariane funtion when i = j. Otherwise γij denotes the
ross-ovariane between Xi,t and Xj,t+h. h denotes the lag in data and µi(or µj)
is the sample mean of the variable Xi(or Xj). The ovariane funtion in Equa-
tion (4.38) proeeds with a simple multipliation:
γij(h) = E[Xi,t ·X ′j,t+h]− µi ·E[X ′j,t+h] = µij − µi · µj
where µij denotes E[Xi,t ·X ′j,t+h]. Now we see that γij(h) is a transformed funtion
of the population moments µi, µj and µij . Denote the vetor µ as the olletion
of the moments: µ = [µi µj µij]. We dierentiate the ovariane funtion with
respet to the vetor µ:
D =
∂γij(h)
∂µ
=


∂γij(h)
∂µi
∂γij(h)
∂µj
∂γij(h)
∂µij

 =


−µj
−µi
1

 (4.39)
Therefore the Delta method provides the asymptoti distribution of the estimate γ̂ij
by mathing the sample moments of the data.
√
T (γij − γ̂ij) ∼ N(0,D′SD). (4.40)
For some suitable lag length q, we use a ommon HAC estimator of Newey and West
(1994) when estimating the ovariane matrix of sample moments. Speially, we
follow the advie in Davidson and MaKinnon (2004, p.364) and sale q with T 1/3.
Aordingly we may set q = 5 for the Euro area data.
Σ̂µ = Ĉ(0) +
q∑
k=1
(
1− k
q + 1
)
[Ĉ(k) + Ĉ(k)′] (4.41)
Ĉ(k) =
1
T
T∑
t=k+1
[f(zt)− µ̂][f(zt−h)− µ̂]′
where f(zt) = [Xi, Xj , Xi · Xj ]. We use the optimal weight matrix S = Σ̂−1µ in
estimating the ovariane matrix of moments. Let sγ be
√
D′SD. Then the 95%
asymptoti ondene intervals for auto- and ross-ovariane estimates beome:
[γij − 1.96 · sγ , γij + 1.96 · sγ ]. (4.42)
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C: Large-sale simulation study for the BR model
We report the results of a simulation study for the BR model when a large simulation
size is used; S=100. At present, we see that the model estimates using a large
simulation size have slightly smaller values for the RMSEs than ones from a small
simulation size in the setion 4.3.
Table 4.4: Monte Carlo Study for the BR Model
T=100
Label True (θ0) Mean RMSE
α 0.200 0.249 0.262
S.E: 0.314
χ 1.000 0.693 0.716
S.E: 2.653
τ 0.385 0.884 0.818
S.E: 0.699
κ 0.215 0.236 0.154
S.E: 0.0800
φy 0.675 0.728 0.454
S.E: 0.181
φpˆi 1.100 1.105 0.701
S.E: 0.701
φrˆ 0.670 0.677 0.427
S.E: 0.066
σy 0.825 0.913 0.561
S.E: 0.302
σpˆi 0.740 0.689 0.479
S.E: 0.081
σrˆ 0.240 0.165 0.198
S.E: 0.246
β 2.250 2.585 1.812
S.E: 9.275
δ 0.650 1.139 0.992
S.E: 7.656
ρ 0.000 0.224 0.239
S.E: 0.547
J 28.53
# of rejetions 9
Note: ν is set to the value of 0.99. The reported statistis are based on 500 replia-
tions. RMSE is the root mean square error. S.E denotes the mean of standard error.
Sine the simulation studies beome omputationally expensive with a large sample
size, we only report the ase of T = 100.
PART II. Finanial Market Models
5The Role of Behavioral
Heterogeneity in Asset Priing
Models
In this hapter we empirially examine alternative models of behavioral heterogene-
ity in nanial markets via moment-based estimation: the adaptive belief system
(ABS) and a strutural stohasti volatility (SSV) model. First, we disuss the
empirial performane of ABS with two types of noise speiation (i.e. additive
and multipliative) using S&P 500. In partiular, we evaluate the validity of two
model speiations from the simulated test distribution. Seond, we onsider two
trading mehanisms of SSV and ompare their empirial performane on the return
volatility. The result of the formal test shows that the herding mehanism ts the
data better than the model where the wealth mehanism is used, but the two models
are not signiantly dierent at 5% level.
5.1 Introdution
Agent-based models (ABM) are often used to aount for behavioral heterogeneity
and soial interations between investors. For example, De Long et al. (1990) as
well as Brok and Hommes (1997, 1998) develop a framework for the asset priing
model in whih prie movements are endogenously determined by heterogeneous
expetations. Similarly, several variants of behavioral heterogeneity in ABMs have
been proposed during the last deade, whih an desribe the interative trading
proesses observed in nanial markets; see Gaunersdorfer (2000), Chiarella and He
(2002), De Grauwe and Grimaldi (2006) and others. It has been shown that the
model of behavioral heterogeneity is apable of depiting the relationship between
prie movements and trading mehanism.
It is generally assumed in the asset priing model that the investor is aware of
his or her investment objetive: i.e. prot maximization by alloating the money to
risky or risk-free assets. However, the main dierene between ABMs and the tradi-
tional portfolio model lies in the fat that in the former market demand is primarily
driven by a weighted average of dierent types of traders. Espeially, the behavioral
heterogeneity an be developed by applying the disrete hoie theory to the trading
behavior in the asset priing models; also see Anderson et al. (1992). For example,
the nonlinear dynamis of the adaptive belief system (ABS) are haraterized by
the behavioral rules of fundamentalist and hartist as well as their interations;
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the fundamentalist stiks to his or her belief on the market fundamental whereas
the hartist takes up an adaptive position and seeks for opportunity from the prie
trend. In most ases, a simple deision rule, whih is used in ABS, prevents the
prie series from being direted to an ever-inreasing trajetory (or bubble). A-
ordingly, the interative proess of simple swithing between the two investors an
provide a potential explanation for the empirial regularities in nanial data suh
as volatility lustering and fat-tailed distribution.
However, the non-linear mapping between the model struture and the redued
parameters hinders an empirial investigation of ABMs. For example, we annot
prove the global identiation onditions for the parameters of ABMs, and their
intratability does not allow us to investigate the onvexity of the objetive funtion.
As a result, the empirial analyses of the ABMs pay attention to some restrited
parameter spae and delve into the modeling problems; Amilon (2008) used an
auxiliary model to estimate a variant of ABS and found that the model with a
realisti modeling of noise speiation an not provide a good approximation to
nanial data; e.g. long range dependene in return volatility. Franke (2010) also
disussed the importane of the noise term for the model dynamis; i.e. the original
version of ABS annot explain stylized fats known in nanial literature.
1
In this hapter, rst we review two asset priing models with behavioral het-
erogeneity: ABS and a strutural stohasti volatility (SSV) model. In the former,
we disuss the importane of two types of noise speiation for evaluating the em-
pirial performane; i.e. additive and multipliative. In the latter, we examine the
role of trading mehanisms in the model dynamis (see also Franke and Westerho
(2011a, 2012)[FW hereafter℄). To see this, we ompare the empirial performane
of two trading mehanisms: namely, the investors an either (1) ontinue with a
protable strategy based on their past performane (wealth) or (2) follow the opin-
ion of suessful peer groups (herding). Seond, we propose the simulated method
of moments to estimate the parameters of ABS and SSV with the data of S&P
500 index. Sine behavioral heterogeneity has a highly non-linear impat on the
marosopi variable, e.g. the market prie, we an not nd a simple losed form
solution for these models. Therefore we annot derive analytial moment equations
of the system, but must approximate them based on simulations; see also Gilli and
Winker (2003). Conerning the moment onditions in our empirial appliations, we
utilize four features of stylized fats known in nanial literature following Franke
and Westerho (2012): the absene of autoorrelations in the raw returns, fat-tailed
distribution, volatility lustering, and long memory.
Sine the non-linear mapping from the parameters of ABS to the objetive fun-
tion gives rise to multiple loal minima during the estimation, we restrit our em-
1
To ope with identiation problems in the non-linear and stohasti models, we an x some
of the model parameters and evaluate the empirial performane based on the stylized fats known
in empirial literature; e.g. model validation. Moreover, we an alibrate some of key parameters by
means of additional (miro-level) data sets, whih are widely aepted by aademis or researhers;
see also the validation methodology by Winker et al. (2007) and the speial issue of Computational
Eonomis (2007) edited by Fagiolo et al. (2007) regarding empirial appliations of ABMs.
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pirial analysis to the parameters, whih are investigated by Gaunersdorfer and
Hommes (2007)[GH hereafter℄. Therefore this study does not provide an elaborate
analysis of the parameter estimation, but examines the eets of the noise term on
the model dynamis. The results of the empirial appliation show that the baseline
model of ABS annot reprodue all stylized fats of nanial data; i.e. the absene of
long range dependene in absolute returns. Aordingly, the model with multiplia-
tive noise has a poor performane on the nanial data while the other model with
additive noise is sensitive to the noise level for mathing the empirial moments.
Moreover, we disuss the importane of the nite size eets for analyzing the dei-
sion rules of ABS. The simulation results show that the stohasti extension of the
swithing rules allows for a possible mispereption of investors in the deterministi
dynamis.
Conerning the role of the trading mehanism in the prie dynamis, we exam-
ine the empirial performane of SSV using a formal test. For instane, Franke and
Westerho (2011b) investigate the t of several variants of SSV and rank them based
on their ability to math the hosen moment onditions using simulations (i.e. joint
moment overage ratio). In order to make the model omparison more expliit, we
evaluate the t of two ompeting speiations in SSV aording to the simulated
test distribution. In partiular, we apply the formal test of Hnatkovska, Marmer and
Tang (2012) [HMT hereafter℄ and examine a signiant dierene between the two
trading mehanisms in tting the data. We nd that the herding mehanism has a
better goodness-of-t to the data than the model dynamis where the wealth meh-
anism is used, but the results reveal no statistially signiant dierene between
them at 5% level.
The hapter proeeds as follows. Setion 2 disusses the basi dynami prop-
erties of the asset priing model with behavioral heterogeneity; the eets of noise
speiation are investigated in ABS while the role of trading mehanisms is empir-
ially examined in SSV. Setion 3 explains the estimation methodology, and setion
4 presents the empirial results as well as the formal test of SSV. Finally, setion 5
onludes. Appendix ollets all relevant details of this study.
5.2 The asset priing models with behavioral hetero-
geneity
This setion reviews a theoretial framework for the asset priing model with behav-
ioral heterogeneity. First, we disuss the role of heterogeneous trading rules in the
prie dynamis of ABS and examine the eets of noise speiation on the prie
movements: additive and multipliative shoks. Seond, we investigate the eet of
behavioral heterogeneity in terms of two trading mehanisms of SSV: herding and
wealth.
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5.2.1 The adaptive belief system
We examine the portfolio hoie problem for the investor who manages the risk in-
volved in asset markets using mean variane optimization. Note here that the model
with the traditional portfolio theory has been extended allowing for heterogeneous
expetations. There are two types of investment strategy in nanial markets; i.e.
fundamentalism and hartism. These strategies follow simple behavioral rules:
E1,t[pt+1] ≡ pe1,t+1 = p∗ + ν(pt−1 − p∗), 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1 (5.1)
E2,t[pt+1] ≡ pe2,t+1 = p∗ + g(pt−1 − pt−2), g ≥ 0 (5.2)
The fundamentalists (type 1) believe that tomorrow
′
s prie will move to the
fundamental prie p∗ by the adjustment speed of ν; if pt−1 < p
∗
, for example,
then the fundamentalists expet that this dierene will be overed by the market
learing, but with a time lag of the adjustment speed in the market.
2
On the other
side, the hartists (type 2) make use of information about the observed prie trend
and ontinuously update this investment opportunity with the adjustment speed of
g.
In this model, we assume that the investors alloate their wealth in two ways,
namely either to keep their money in a risk-free asset or to invest it into a risky
asset. Beause of this simpliation, the total wealth of two traders (type h=1, 2)
in period t + 1 an be expressed as the urrent wealth and the expeted prots of
the investment:
Wh,t+1 = (1 + r)Wh,t + {pt+1 + y − (1 + r)pt} · zh,t (5.3)
where the state variable zh,t refers to the market demand for the risky asset from
a trader type h. The variables y and r denote a onstant dividend and interest
rate. For the sake of simpliity, we use the notations R and Rt+1 for 1 + r and
pt+1 + y − (1 + r)pt, respetively.
It is assumed here that investors maximize the expeted return, but minimize
the risks from their investment. This statement of the problem an be formulated
as:
Φ ≡ max
zh,t
Eh,t(Wh,t+1)− a
2
· Vh,t(Wh,t+1), h = 1, 2 (5.4)
2
Without loss of generality, we assume that the fundamental prie is onstant over time. This
implies that the deviation of market prie from the fundamentals is important to generate return
volatility in this model.
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where the parameter a measures risk aversion (a > 0). The optimality ondition of
Equation (5.4) an be expressed as its rst derivative. We set it equal to zero with
respet to the market demand:
∂Φ
∂zh,t
= Eh,t(Rt+1) − a · V ar(Rt+1)zh,t != 0 (5.5)
One the market demand and supply are leared, we an arrive at the myopi
mean variane optimization for heterogeneous agents:
zh,t =
Eh,t(Rt+1)
a · Vh,t(Rt+1) (5.6)
For the sake of simpliity, we assume that investors have a onstant belief of
variane (Vh,t ≡ σ2). Sine the trading strategies inuene the wealth dynamis
through Equation (5.3), we an simply indiate the evolutionary tness measure by
using aumulation of the prots:
Uh,t = (1 + r)zh,t−1 + η Uh,t−1
=
R
aσ2
· {peh,t + y − (1 + r)pt−1} + η Uh,t−1, h = 1, 2
(5.7)
where η is the memory parameter measuring how fast the past tness is disounted
with the seleted market strategies.
Note here that the investors update their utility and evaluate the hosen trading
strategy until the expeted prots do not dier from the market realization. In
other words, the investors assess their preferenes ordering between the two trading
strategies, whih are determined by the utility funtion of their tness values. Espe-
ially the intermediate dynamis of ABS are assoiated with the swithing proess
between two investors; i.e. the disrete hoie theory. In this framework, it an
be seen that the observed hoie between fundamentalism and hartism is made
aording to the relative advantage of utility from the tness measure.
3
nh,t =
exp(βUh,t−1)
exp(βU1,t−1) + exp(βU2,t−1)
, h = 1, 2 (5.8)
3
The disrete hoie framework for the group dynamis is ommonly assoiated with Gibbs
distribution when the innite number of agents is assumed in the system. See also Manski and
MFadden (1981) for details.
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where the parameter β denotes the intensity of hoie. The resulting evolutionary
tness and the hoie probability shape the trajetory of the prie dynamis. This
implies that the prie movements an be onsidered as being a diret result of the
interative adjustment proesses between the fundamentalists and the hartists.
4
We omplete the updating sheme by assuming that the fration of traders evolve
aording to the following rule:
n2,t = n2,t ·
[
exp
{−(pt−1 − p∗)2
α
}]
(5.9)
It an be seen in Equation (5.9) that the updating apaity of the hartist is on-
trolled by the parameter α, whih measures the sensitivity to the observed deviation
from the fundamentals. Finally, we arrive at the prie equation in the model with
the heterogeneous market demand: the interative proess gives rise to market prie
movements. Therefore the equilibrium prie is reeted in the demand of the het-
erogeneous traders after adjusting their market shares:
p̂t :=
1
R
{n1,t · E1,t(pt+1 + y) + n2,t · E2,t(pt+1 + y)} (5.10)
In sum, the four lagged pries (pt−j, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4) and two lagged tnesses
(Uh,t−1, Uh,t−2) aet the urrent prie in the model. Conerning the omputation
of the model, we an simulate the model by using the initial four prie values.
Then the model an sequentially generate the prie series from Equation (5.10).
During the intermediate steps, the heterogeneous trading rules have a diret impat
on their realized prots. The performane of strategy espeially has inuene on
the evolutionary part of the model in whih the prie dynamis are endogenously
governed by the market frations of heterogeneous traders.
Table 5.1: Parameter values for simulation
ν g α β r a σ η ρ y P ∗
1 1.9 1800 2 0.001 1 1 0.99 10 1 1000
Aordingly, the model dynamis an reprodue a periodi ups and downs in
the prie path; i.e., see the limit yle in Figure 5.1. Note here that the simulated
series are generated using the parameter values in Table 5.1. Indeed, whenever the
hartists are dominant in the market, the model predits that the prie will be devi-
ated from the fundamentals. Sine the behavior of hartists will be inuened by this
4
However, the model dynamis beome unstable when this parameter of the swithing rules
inreases more than two (β > 2); e.g. see Gaunersdorfer (2000) and Gaunersdorfer et al. (2008) for
the role of this intensity of hoie parameter in the system bifuration as well as Goldbaum and
Mizrah (2008) for estimation.
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Figure 5.1: Deterministi struture of ABS
observed deviation (penalty term), however, this will suppress the market ativity of
the hartists (e.g. to what extent the prie an be deviated from the fundamentals,
exp
{
−(pt−1−p∗)2
α
}
). This ensures that the updating proess an plae a limit on the
deviation from the fundamentals. On the other hand, if the hartist strategy is not
protable anymore, then the investors are likely to take up the opposite position
(fundamentalism). Overall, it an be seen that the prie utuations in the model
are onsidered results of the interative proesses between the investors.
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Noise speiation in ABS
In the urrent study, we onsider two types of the noise term for simulating the
prie equation of ABS: additive and multipliative. The eet of noise speiation
has been extensively studied in the eld of stohasti dierential equations; also
see Longtin (2003) for the use of noise term in Langevin equations. The market
equilibrium prie with additive noise an be dened as:
pt = p̂t + εt, εt ∼ N(0, ρ1) (5.11)
where ρ1 measures the magnitude of additive noise over time. p̂ denotes the deter-
ministi part of the prie dynamis in ABS.
However, we observe a high noise-to-prie ratio in the model dynamis when the
simulated prie level is moderately low; if pt = 50 and ρ = 10, then the noise-to-prie
ratio (
εt
pt
) beomes 20%. When the noise drastially hange the system, for example,
it an be seen that the model allows for multiple equilibria in the prie trajetory.
The intermittent swithing proesses are sensitive to the initial prie values used in
simulations. As an alternative route to randomness in the model dynamis, we an
propose the market prie equation with multipliative noise, where the noise term
and the lagged prie have the multipliative eets on the urrent prie level; see
Amilon (2008) and Franke (2010).
pt = p̂t + pt−1 · εt, εt ∼ N(0, ρ2) (5.12)
where ρ2 measures the magnitude of multipliative noise over time.
The parameter values in Table 5.1 are used for simulating return series; e.g.
additive (ρ = 10) and multipliative (ρ = 0.01) shoks in Equation (5.11) and (5.12),
respetively. Figure 5.2 illustrates that the returns with the multipliative shoks
(right panel) show less dependene in volatility than the other one (left panel).
Moreover, it an be seen that the model with additive noise annot predit the
volatility lustering in nanial data, beause the simulated data exhibit strong time
dependene without having a distint impat of hartism on the model dynamis
(see the period between 3,500 and 4,500 in the left panel).
Note here that we an easily simulate the deision rules of two investors, but
the system an undergo a bifuration with some parameter ombinations. This an
allow for a negative prie trajetory in simulations; i.e. pt < 0. Beause of this, we
do not attempt to estimate all parameters in the model, but analyze the relevane
of noise speiation in the model dynamis; i.e. to what extent the speiation of
the noise term aets the model dynamis in tting real data. It will be disussed
later in detail.
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Figure 5.2: Return series of ABS with additive (left) and multipliative (right) noise.
We use the parameter values of Table 5.2 for simulations. The values for the noise term ρ are 10 (additive) and 0.01 (multipliative) respetively.
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5.2.2 A strutural stohasti volatility model: herding versus wealth
In this setion we disuss the herding and wealth mehanism of the SSV model. At
the beginning, we distinguish two types of investors: fundamentalists and hartists.
Their trading behaviors of the mean reversion and the trend following strategy serve
a market demand for risky assets. The behavioral heterogeneity developed in this
model is similar with ABS, but the main dierene lies in the speiation of demand
shoks for the two investors:
dft = φ(p
∗ − pt) + εft , εft ∼ N(0, σ2f ) (5.13)
dct = χ(pt − pt−1) + εct , εct ∼ N(0, σ2c ) (5.14)
where the state variables dft and d
c
t denote the demand of average fundamental-
ists and hartists. The parameters φ and χ measure the response to prie hanges
from the fundamentals (p∗) and the previous prie (pt−1), respetively. The de-
mand shoks are represented as two independent and normally distributed random
variables εft and ε
c
t for the two investors.
Conerning the system size in the model, we assume that the market is populated
by the total number of 2N fundamentalists (nft ) and hartists (n
c
t). Note here that
we regard the majority index of the fundamentalists as a proxy for the market
regimes: fundamentalism ("x = +1") or hartism ("x = −1").
xt :=
nft − nct
2N
(5.15)
Aordingly, the prie dynamis are driven by the market demands from two
types of investors. Indeed, it an be seen that the interative market proesses
prevail when the market is in disequilibrium. The adjustment equation for the prie
at period t+ 1 an be set up from Equations (5.13) to (5.15) as follows:
pt+1 = pt +
µ
2
· [(1 + xt) · φ · (p∗ − pt) + (1− xt) · χ · (pt − pt−1) + εt]
εt ∼ N(0, σ2t ), σ2t =
(1 + xt)
2σ2f + (1− xt)2σ2c
2
(5.16)
As a rule, the exess demand an be adjusted by a market maker, who an inrease
or derease the market prie with a onstant proportionality fator µ > 0. Under
these irumstanes, the total demand shoks an be summarized by two normal
random distribution with mean zero and two single varianes. Hene, the model
predits that the prie volatility is driven by market struture in the eonomy, and
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the noise term σ2t in Equation (5.16) hanges aording to heterogeneous demand
shoks. Espeially one obtains the urrent demand shok from the time-varying
share of the fundamentalists (1 + xt) · σf and the hartists (1− xt) · σc.5
Now we disuss the dynamis of SSV in terms of behavioral heterogeneity. In
the same way of ABS, the swithing mehanism based on the disrete hoie theory
provides a desription of the group dynamis in SSV. Then the market shares are
solely explained by the following equation:
nst =
exp(βust−1)
exp(βuft−1) + exp(βu
c
t−1)
, s = f, c (5.17)
where β denotes the intensity of hoie parameter. To be more spei, we divide
Equation (5.17) by the observed market utility of the fundamentalists exp(βuft−1).
Therefore the equation of the market share an be transformed into ompat form,
from whih we easily examine the share of fundamentalists regarding their utility
advantage over the hartists:
nft =
1
1 + exp{−β(uft−1 − uct−1)}
nct = 1− nft
(5.18)
For the sake of simpliity, we redene the disrepany between utilities for two
groups (i.e. uft−1−uct−1) as an attrative index at−1. Sine the past apital gains give
rise to the payo dierene between the fundamentalists (uf ) and the hartists (uc),
the observed utility advantage, whih is denoted by the previous attrative index,
has inuene on the realization of the group dynamis. Turning to the speiation
for the attrative index, we examine the variants of the trading behavior, i.e. the
herding and wealth mehanism.
• Disrete hoie with herding mehanism
In order to establish a onnetion between the group behavior and return volatil-
ity, we dene the attrative index at as a payo equation with the trading strategy
of mean reversion and the majority index (Equation (5.19)). By inorporating in-
formation about the market sentiment (i.e. xt) into the urrent payo of investors,
the herding mehanism predits the prie dynamis in terms of the soio-eonomi
onguration of the market.
5
The transformation of the majority index by adding/subtrating unity results in the relative
share of fundamentalists/hartists in eah group; i.e. 1 + xt =
n
f
t
N
, 1− xt = n
c
t
N
.
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at(xt, pt) := α0 + αxxt + αd(pt − p∗)2 (5.19)
where the oeient α0 measures a predisposition of traders to the fundamentals.
The parameters αx and αd denote a group pressure and the inuene of misalign-
ment, respetively (αx, αd > 0).
• Disrete hoie with wealth mehanism
In the wealth mehanism, we assume that investors ompare their prots with
the other group; this payo dierene will have inuene on their investment strat-
egy. The primary dierene between the herding and wealth mehanism lies in the
speiation of the attrative index; the observed disrepany of apital gains be-
tween the two investors ontrols an endogenous swithing proess in the model of
the wealth mehanism.
gst = [exp(pt)− exp(pt−1)] · dst−2
wst = ηw
s
t−1 + (1− η)gst , s = f, c
at(xt, pt) := αw(w
f
t − wct )
(5.20)
where we express the urrent wealth as a weighted sum of the previous wealth (wt−1)
and urrent prots (gt). The oeient η measures their memory on the previous
prie (0 ≤ η ≤ 1), while the parameter αw denotes the adjustment speed of the
pay-o strategies in the swithing proess (αw > 0).
5.3 The estimation methodology
In this study, we estimate the parameters of ABS and SSV via the simulated method
of moments (SMM) estimator. Sine the deision rules from the disrete hoie
theory make these models highly non-linear, we annot easily obtain the analytial
moment equations of a system. In this ase, the SMM estimation an replae the
moment onditions by approximations based on simulations. We an obtain the
parameter estimates by minimizing the distane between the model-generated and
empirial moments in the objetive funtion. For the omparison of two ompeting
models, the objetive funtion an be dened as:
JI(θ) = min
θI∈Θ
[m̂T −mI(θI)]′ Ŵ [m̂T −mI(θI)], I = A, B (5.21)
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where we distinguish the estimated objetive funtion values of the two models using
the notation I; i.e. I = A, B. mI denotes a vetor of the model-generated moments
while m̂ is an estimate of the true moments m0. In partiular, the t of the two
model speiations to the data is ompared using the formal test of HMT.
As it is disussed above, the swithing proess based on the disrete hoie theory
aets the dynamis of ABS and SSV in a non-linear way. Therefore we approximate
the moment onditions of these models by simulations; i.e. mI(θI) = 1ψT
∑ψT
t=1mt.
We denote by ψ a simulation size, whih is set to 100.
The weight matrix is onstruted using the moving blok bootstrap method. We
denote by mb a vetor of the bootstrapped sample moments. B is the number of
blok bootstrap sampling. m¯ is the mean value of the bootstrapped moments.
Ω̂BB := V ar(m
b) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
(mb − m¯)(mb − m¯)′ (5.22)
As a result, we an ompute the weight matrix by taking the inverse of the variane-
ovariane matrix from 1,000 moving blok bootstrapped sample: Ŵ = Ω̂−1BB.
Turning to the blok length, we use a xed window of 250 days.
6
To make the
test proedure of HMT (Hnatkovska, Marmer, Tang (2011)) [HMT-sup heneforth℄
operational, we estimate the variations in the moment estimates and their ovariane
struture by using the double blok bootstrap method; see appendix D.
Under the standard regularity onditions,
√
T (θT −θ0) onverges in distribution
as T →∞ to a normal random vetor with mean zero and ovariane Λψ (Lee and
Ingram (1991), Due and Singleton (1993)):
Λψ = [(DψWD
′
ψ)
−1]D′ψW (1 + 1/ψ)ΩWDψ [(DψWD
′
ψ)
−1]′ (5.23)
where Dψ is an expeted partial derivative matrix of the moments with respet to
simulations used in the model. This an be numerially omputed at optimum of
the parameter estimates (Dψ ≡ E
[
∂m(θ)
∂θ
]
).
6
If researhers believe in long range dependene in their data, then they an inrease the window
length for estimating the ovariane struture of the moments in the bootstrap method. See
also a performane omparison of several double bloks-of-bloks proedures by Bühlmann (2002),
Horowitz et al. (2006), Lee and Lai (2009) and others. In our study we use the one-year window,
beause we annot nd any signiantly positive autoorrelation in S&P 500 index after one year;
see also Winker and Jeleskovi (2007).
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5.4 Empirial appliation
In this setion we rst present the data and hoie of moment onditions for our
empirial appliation. Seond, we disuss the parameter estimates of both ABS and
SSV. Finally, we ondut a formal test to deide whether the t of the two trading
mehanisms of SSV is signiantly dierent.
5.4.1 Data and hoie of moments
For the empirial appliation, we use the historial data of S&P 500 index. The
daily data range from Jan.02.1980 to Sep.29.2006. The sample size of returns is
6750. We use the 10 moment onditions, whih are haraterized by four features
of stylized fats known in nanial literature. For example, Pagan (1996) studied
a set of stylized fats on nanial data, while Winker and Jeleskovi (2006, 2007)
disussed the unonditional and time-dependent properties of foreign exhange rate
series.
Table 5.2: Empirial and bootstrapped moment estimates of S&P 500 index
label empriial moving BB
m1 mean 0.0427 0.0421
m2 variane 1.0628 1.0706
m3 orr(rt, rt+1) 0.0196 0.0191
m4 orr(|rt|, |rt+1|) 0.1825 0.1746
m5 orr(|rt|, |rt+5|) 0.2131 0.2041
m6 orr(|rt|, |rt+10|) 0.1531 0.1455
m7 orr(|rt|, |rt+20|) 0.1264 0.1138
m8 orr(|rt|, |rt+50|) 0.1070 0.0850
m9 orr(|rt|, |rt+100|) 0.0703 0.0406
m10 5-10% right tail of Hill estimator 3.2722 3.2981
test riterion 95%: 19.07 99%: 25.44
Note: Moving BB means the moving blok bootstrapped data. The summary
statistis are omputed using 1,000 bootstrapped resampling.
Table 5.2 presents the empirial and blok bootstrapped moment estimates of
the S&P 500 index. The mean (m1) and variane (m2) apture the general shape of
distribution of the data. The 1st lag of autoorrelation of raw returns (m3) is hosen
to ope with the empirial fat that returns are not serially orrelated; if the 1st
lag appears to have no orrelation, we are ondent that raw returns do not show
signiant dependene over the subsequent lags. The autoorrelations of absolute
returns (m4, m5, m6, m7, m8, m9) measure the short- and long-term dependene
of volatility in returns. Finally, the Hill estimator (m10) estimates the degree of the
fat-tailed distribution in the data.
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Figure 5.3 depits a kernel estimate on the distribution of the objetive funtion,
whih is obtained from 1,000 bootstrapped samples. The 95% and 95% riteria of
this distribution are 19.07 and 25.44, respetively. These threshold values will be
used as test statistis for evaluating the misspeiation of the model in SMM; if the
objetive funtion value exeeds this riterion, we onlude that the model annot
math the data along the hosen moment onditions in this study.
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the bootstrapped objetive funtion values
5.4.2 Estimation results of ABS
In ABS, we fous on the stable region of the model dynamis for the parameter
estimation; sine the non-linear dynamis allow for a bifuration in the system with
respet to the model parameters (espeially β), it an be seen that the mapping
between the parameters θ and the model-generated moments m(θ) is highly non-
linear. Aordingly, the objetive funtion J(θ) does not have a unique minimum
during the estimation.
7
Therefore we restrit our analysis to the region in parameter
spae where the model dynamis are stable; i.e. we onstrain the parameter estimates
near the values, whih are reported in GH for the model simulation. In addition,
we implement the random searh method to nd a best minimum value for the
parameters of ABS.
To ope with identiation problems in the non-linear dynamis, we alibrate
some parameters in the model; this an redue the bias of parameter estimates.
First, the parameter ν is set to unity where we an examine the ase of the strong
volatility lustering region for 'Eient Market Hypothesis' believers; sine all mar-
ket information is already inorporated into the prie, the fundamentalists expet
7
In this ase, eonometri analysis should ope with multiple loal minima in the objetive
funtion. As long as the dynamis of ABS depend on non-linear representation, the moment-based
estimation ould get trapped in loal minima during the optimization proess.
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that the future prie will follow the lagged one (pe1,t+1 = pt−1). Seond, we set
the risk aversion and the onstant belief on the variane to unity, respetively; i.e.
a = 1, σ = 1. The other behavioral parameters in the disrete hoie framework are
alibrated following the previous simulation results of GH: α = 1800, β = 2. Hene,
we have now three parameters to be estimated in the model: adjustment speed of
hartists g, memory parameter η, noise term ρ.
Table 5.3: Parameter estimates for ABS
label additive multipliative
g 5.498 (1.287) 6.488 (1.491)
η 0.981 (0.254) 0.378 (0.154)
ρ 8.500 (0.431) 0.008 (0.001)
J(θ) 107.07 133.24
The other parameters are alibrated: ν = 1, a = 1,
σ = 1, α = 1800, β = 2. ( ): standard error.
Table 5.3 reports the estimates of two speiations in the model.
8
Indeed, the
estimated values for g do not dier too muh between the models with additive
and multipliative noise. Espeially, this empirial result shows that the t of the
model relates to the return volatility; the higher the parameter value for g, the
more volatile the prie movements. However, the model with the additive noise
attains a higher value for memory parameter than the other (η: 0.98 (additive) >
0.38 (multipliative)). Sine the role of noise term in the two models is not same,
we annot make a diret omparison between the estimated values for the shoks.
However, it an be seen that the magnitude of the shoks for both models is similar;
sine the fundamental prie is set to 1,000 for the model simulation, we an arrive
at ρ¯ = ρp∗ = 8.5/1000 = 0.0085.
Table 5.4: Simulated moments of ABS with additive and multipliative noise
Label additive multipliative Label additive multipliative
m1 -0.0004 -0.0002 m6 0.0444 0.0112
m2 1.0255 1.0938 m7 0.0401 0.0042
m3 0.0473 0.0810 m8 0.0414 0.0024
m4 0.1017 0.0790 m9 0.0342 0.0008
m5 0.0465 0.0157 m10 3.8535 3.7292
8
Sine the model estimation is obtained using a random searh method, the point estimates of
the model do not indiate the smoothed minimum value in the objetive funtion. Therefore we do
not apply the asymptoti normality of the parameter estimates from Equation (5.23). Alternatively
we ompute the standard error of the parameter estimates by using 100 repliations of SMM with
dierent random seeds.
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More generally, the empirial results an be summarized as follows:
• From this empirial appliation, we found that the model dynamis of ABS
are misspeied, sine the objetive funtion values of the two models exeed
the simulated test riterion (Ĵ(θ): 107.07, 133.24 > 25.44).
• Conerning the minimum values of the objetive funtion, we do not have
muh ondene in the uniqueness of the parameter estimates, beause dif-
ferent parameter estimates are often found when we hange starting values
in optimization. This violates the assumption 2.4 of HMT, espeially the
uniqueness of parameter estimates. Therefore we do not ompare the t of
two models of ABS using the formal test.
Alternatively we ompare the t of the two models from the model-generated
moments. Table 5.4 shows the simulated moment onditions from the two spe-
iations. For example, they do not have any diulty to math the mean and
variane of the data (m1,m2). But these models fail to approximate the hara-
teristis of the data, espeially the time dependene of return volatility; e.g. see
m4, m5, m6, m7, m8. The empirial performane for mathing these moments in
the model with multipliative noise is worse than the other model. By applying
the Hill estimator, we found that the model-generated moments ontain slightly less
extreme values than the empirial ones; i.e. 3.85 (additive), 3.73 (multipliative) >
3.27 (empirial).
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Figure 5.4: The eet of noise speiation on objetive funtion: additive (left)
and multipliative (right).
To examine to what extent the level of the noise term plays a role in approxi-
mating the data, we investigate the urvature of the objetive funtion with respet
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to the sale of the shok. For this omputation, we set the other parameters (g and
η) to the values in Table 5.3, and hange the degree of the noise term. Then we
alulate the objetive funtion based on the noise level and depit their variations.
In Figure 5.4, the left panel draws the objetive funtion of the model with additive
noise while the right panel aounts of the ase with multipliative noise. Espe-
ially, when the sale of the additive noise inreases, we obtain a muh higher value
for the objetive funtion, i.e. a bad t of the model to the data. This graphial
omparison between the two models shows that the model with additive noise is
more sensitive to the level of noise assumed in the model than the other. Overall,
the results indiate that the noise level is empirially important for simulating the
dynamis of ABS.
5.4.3 Estimation results of SSV and model omparison
In this setion, we disuss the empirial results of SSV and ondut a formal model
omparison between two trading mehanisms. The level parameters of SSV are
alibrated; i.e. the adjustment parameter for fundamentalists φ and hartists χ, the
proportionality fator of market maker µ. In addition, we set the intensity of hoie
parameter β to unity. In the ase of the herding mehanism, these parameters are
set to the following values: (β, φ, χ, µ) = (1.0, 0.12, 1.5, 0.01). For the ase of
the wealth mehanism, they are set to the following values: (β, φ, χ, µ) = (1.0,
1.0, 1.0, 0.01).
9
We use SMM to estimate the parameters of the two ompeting speiations in
SSV. The parameter estimates are reported in Table 5.5. The single omparison
of these parameter estimates is not muh informative, beause the two models use
dierent speiations for the attrative index. But the estimated values for the
demand shoks are noteworthy to mention here. For example, the estimation result
of the herding mehanism indiates that the demand shok of the hartist is muh
higher than the wealth mehanism (σ̂c: 2.98 (herding) > 1.96 (wealth)), while the
estimated demand shok of the fundamentalists shows a slight dierene between
the two models (σ̂f : 0.79 (herding), 0.68 (wealth)). This implies that the model
approximation of the herding to the data depends largely on the demand shok
of the hartists, whereas the dynamis of the wealth mehanism are more or less
driven by the adjustment proess implied by the observed disrepany between the
two investors (α̂w).
9
The level parameters are hosen aording to FW. If we hange these parameters, SMM would
arrive at some inferior values of the objetive funtion. Note here that this hapter demonstrates
how the formal test an be applied to this model, but not an elaborate estimation.
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Table 5.5: Parameter estimates of herding and wealth
label herding wealth
α̂0 -0.417 -
(-0.640 ∼ -0.195)
α̂x 1.773 -
(1.280 ∼ 2.267)
α̂d 19.022 -
(11.128 ∼ 26.916)
α̂w/100 - 21.248
(0.000 ∼ 99.129 )
η̂ - 0.986
(0.981 ∼ 0.992)
σ̂f 0.788 0.684
(0.706 ∼ 0.870) (0.609 ∼ 0.759)
σ̂c 2.983 1.957
(2.414 ∼ 3.551) (1.522 ∼ 2.391)
Ĵ(θ) 26.11 49.85
Note. The brakets ( ) indiate the 95% ondene intervals
of the parameter estimates.
Now we evaluate the empirial performane of the two models by using a formal
test. Aording to Vuong (1989), two models are overlapping if (i) they have ommon
moment onditions and (ii) neither model is nested in the other. The SSV model
with wealth and herding mehanism has the same underlying struture exept for the
speiation of the attrative index. That is the main reason why we an onsider
the two speiations as being an overlapping ase.
10
Following HMT, we use two step sequential test. First, we ompare the mini-
mum value of objetive funtion for the two models, whih is obtained using SMM;
i.e. herding: 26.11, wealth: 49.85, respetively. Then we measure the signiant dif-
ferene between the two models by subtrating these values (i.e. 23.74); see hapter
two and three regarding the formal framework for the model omparison.
The ritial value for the model omparison is 141.21 at 5% level; see the om-
putational details for the simulated distribution in appendix C as well as Figure 5.8
in appendix E. The estimated dierene between two objetive funtion values does
10
To make this lassiation more spei, we denote by θh = (α0, αx, αd)
′
and θw = (η, αw)
′
the parameter set of the herding and wealth mehanisms, respetively. First, the two models
are not stritly non-nested, beause from some ombinations of the parameters (namely, θh = 0
and θw = 0), we an nd that they have same moment onditions, i.e. mA(θh) = mB(θw). In
other words, the ability of the two models to math the harateristis of the data is potentially
equivalent; i.e. the t of two models to the true data generating proess are equally aurate.
Seond, one model is not nested in the other, beause the trading mehanism will have dierent
inuene on the swithing mehanisms and produe the dierent moment onditions. This means
that we have mA(θh) 6= mB(θw) asymptotially if θh 6= 0 and θw 6= 0. Therefore we treat the two
models as being an overlapping ase.
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Figure 5.5: Returns (upper) and fration of hartists (lower) from herding
not exeed the simulated ritial value (i.e., 49.85 - 26.11 = 23.74). Therefore we
annot rejet the null hypothesis that the two models have an equal t to the data;
we do not proeed to the seond step of the model omparison.
Table 5.6: Simulated moments of herding and wealth mehanisms
label herding wealth label herding wealth
m1 0.0000 0.0000 m6 0.2076 0.1978
m2 1.3061 1.3506 m7 0.1715 0.1660
m3 0.0077 0.0068 m8 0.1051 0.1036
m4 0.2394 0.2413 m9 0.0563 0.0487
m5 0.2261 0.2154 m10 2.9115 3.2849
To judge the validity of our omparison results in detail, we investigate a sum-
mary statisti of the individual moment onditions generated by eah model. It an
be seen in Tables 5.2 and 5.6 that the moment mathing from both herding and
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Figure 5.6: Returns (upper) and fration of hartists (lower) from wealth
wealth is fairly good. Moreover, the numerial values for the estimated objetive
funtion indiate that the model-generated moments are not signiantly dierent
from the empirial ones. Indeed, the historial return volatility of S&P 500 an
be explained by both of them; see Figure 5.5 and 5.6. We also point out that the
inonlusive omparison results would be related to a sampling variane and the pa-
rameter unertainty from the swithing mehanism. In other words, the formal test
of dierent trading mehanisms is sensitive to the amount of observations, i.e. the
data set that ontains a large number of extreme returns. Overall, the results show
that the SSV model is moderately robust to the dierent swithing mehanisms
when mathing the empirial features of the data. Put dierently, the variations of
the market fration play a major role in approximating the stylized fats of nanial
volatility; the higher fration of hartists, the higher volatility in returns.
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5.5 Conlusion
In this hapter, we disussed the asset priing models of behavioral heterogeneity
and evaluated the empirial performane of ABS and SSV. In ABS, we examined the
eets of noise speiation on the model dynamis by omparing two types of the
noise term. Sine the empirial appliation of ABS violates standard assumptions in
moment-based estimation (e.g. nding a unique solution in the objetive funtion),
we instead foused on the stable region of the model dynamis and used random
searh method for minimizing the objetive funtion during the estimation. The
empirial results show that the t of the model with multipliative noise is worse
than the model with additive noise. Moreover, we found that ABS an not math
the hosen moment onditions regardless of the noise speiation. Therefore they
fail to explain the empirial regularities of the S&P 500 index.
Conerning the empirial onnetion between the trading behavior and the prie
dynamis, we investigated the eets of two trading mehanisms in SSV and om-
pared their empirial performane. To examine to what extent behavioral hetero-
geneity aets the model dynamis, we tested the two types of trading rules using
the formal model omparison. We found that the herding mehanism provides a
better t to the volatility of nanial data than does the wealth. However, the null
hypothesis of an equal t of the two models annot be rejeted at 5% level. The
variations of the market fration between heterogeneous investors at as a main driv-
ing fore behind the non-linear dynamis of SSV. This result shows that the model
dynamis of SSV is moderately robust to dierent speiations for analyzing the
trading mehanism.
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Appendix A: Stohasti interpretation of swithing rule
in ABS
In this setion, the model dynamis of ABS are extended allowing for a nite number
of investors. To examine the nite size eets on the market prie volatility, we pro-
pose a stohasti guideline to the disrete hoie theory; we rene the approximation
of the model to the group behavior from the stohasti proess.
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Figure 5.7: Deterministi model dynamis with a nite number of agents
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We denote by Nc the stohasti realization of the frations of hartists from the
nite-size system:
Nc ∼ B(N,n2,t) (5.24)
where the variable N denotes the total number of agents used in simulations. B(· , ·)
denotes the binomial distribution speied by the parameters N and n2,t. Figure
5.7 illustrates the nite size eets of ABS on the prie dynamis. Note here that
the model dynamis with the nite number of agents are ontrasted with the innite
benhmark in Equation (5.9); see also Figure 5.1.
It an be seen that irregular jumps in returns are inuened by the mispereption
of investors: e.g. the random realization of being a hartist in the nite size system.
In Figure 5.7 we observe the variation in the return dynamis when a small number
of agents is employed in this artiial eonomy; i.e., N = 2, 4, 10. The support of a
probability distribution is learly disrete in this ase. For N = 2, we an plae its
probability into three points (0.0, 0.5, and 1.0). The ase of N = 10 allows for the
support of the probability: a set of {0.0, 0.1, · · · , 0.9, 1.0}. If the number of agents
used in simulations inreases up to N = 30, the prie movements follow the periodi
limit yle where the innite interating agents are assumed in the model. Overall
the mispereption of investors is likely to our when we keep a small number of
agents in the system.
B: Seletion matrix
The entries of a seletion matrix CW used in the simulated test distribution onsist
of zeros and unities; see appendix C. For example, we an onsider a simple 3 × 3
positive denite matrix as follows:
M =

 e11 e12 e13e12 e22 e23
e13 e23 e33

 .
The matrixM has six unique elements. Then the elements of the matrix has the
following relationship (see also the matrix notation of ve(W ) = CW · ξ̂ in appendix
C):
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

e11
e12
e13
e12
e22
e23
e13
e23
e33


=


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1




e11
e12
e13
e22
e23
e33


.
We an easily apply the same proedure to the 10 × 10 weight matrix in the
SMM. The weight matrix used in this study has 55 unique elements. We leave it as
a trivial exerise for the reader.
C: Tehnial note on the model omparison method with
a random weight matrix
This setion summarizes the matrix notations used in the test distribution of the
formal test. The starting point of HMT is that the model is misspeied where a
random weight matrix annot be optimal. Sine the use of the weight matrix an
inuene the asymptoti variane matrix of the method of moments, it is neessary to
take into aount the orrelation between the moment onditions and the onsistent
weight matrix. That is the main motivation of the HMT's supplementary paper
whih speies additional matrix formula for simulating the test distribution.
In this study, we onsider a symmetri ovariane matrix as the weight matrix
(or random weight matrix). The moment estimates and the unique elements of
a random weight matrix are asymptotially normally distributed under standard
assumptions in HMT-sup
11
:
√
T
(
(mT − m̂(θ))′, (ξT − ξ̂)
)′
−→
d
N(0, Σ̂0) (5.25)
where ξ is the unique elements ofW . The unique elements of the weight matrix refer
to the sampling variability in the moment estimates. For example, the variation in
the rst moment an be explained by the seond moment, while the variation in
the variane is represented by the fourth moment (kurtosis). Remember that we
an estimate the variation in the unique elements using the double blok bootstrap
method. The intermediate steps will be disussed in the next setion.
11
In this study, the terminology of "random" implies that we use a full weight matrix without
imposing any restrition on its elements. If this matrix is estimated from the data, we an regard
it as a data-dependent matrix.
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In our study we set the weight matrix to W = Ω̂−1BB . To proeed to the next
step of matrix omputation, we alulate the seletion matrix CW from its simple
multipliation of ve(W ) = CW ξ̂. The matrix CW has dimension n
2
m × d where d
denotes the number of unique elements of W . As it is disussed above, we use the
blok bootstrap method to onsistently estimate the variane-ovariane matrix Σ̂0
of whih dimension is (nm + d) × (nm + d). It is assumed here that the matries
D, F, M are non-singular in neighborhoods of θ:
DI =
(
W EI ⊗ (m̂T −mI(θI))′CW
)
F I =
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
W
∂mI(θI)
∂θI
′ −M I (5.26)
M I = (EI ⊗ (m̂T −mI(θI))′W ) ∂
∂θI
′ ve
(∂mI(θI)
∂θI
′
)
, I = A,B
EI is the identity matrix of whih dimension is n
I
θ × nIθ. Note here that the
dimensions of the matries
∂mI(θI )
∂θI′
and
∂
∂θI′
ve
(∂mI (θI )
∂θI′
)
are (nm + d) × nIθ and
(nm + d) · nIθ × nIθ. The dimension of F I and M I are nIθ by nIθ.
The theorem S.4 of HMT-sup states that the QLR test distribution onverges
in distribution to z′Σ̂
1/2
0 (U
B − UA)Σ̂1/20 z, where z ∼ N(0, Enm+d). The nIθ + d by
nIθ + d matrix U
I
is dened as U I = U I1 − U I2 − U I3 − U I4 with I = A, B:12
U I1 = D
I′ ∂m
I(θI)
∂θI′
(F I
′
)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
W
∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
(F I)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
DI
U I2 =
(
W 0
)∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
(F I)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
DI +DI
′ ∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
(F I
′
)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
(
W 0
)
U I3 = D
I′ ∂m
I(θI)
∂θI′
(F I
′
)−1(M I
′
+M I)(F I)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
DI
U I4 =
(
0 EI ⊗ (m̂T −mI(θI))′CW
)′∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
(F I)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
DI
+ DI
′ ∂mI(θI)
∂θI′
(F I
′
)−1
∂mI(θI)′
∂θI
(
0 EI ⊗ (m̂T −mI(θI))′CW
)
When two models are overlapping, we an use a sequential testing proedure
following Vuong (1989). The rst step of the model omparison is to test the null
hypothesis that the t of the models to the empirial moments is equivalent. If the
null hypothesis (H0) is rejeted, then the seond step is to ompute the asymptoti
distribution of the QLR statisti (see theorem S.5 in HMT-sup). Sine the H0
annot be rejeted in the rst step, we do not proeed to the seond step in our
study.
12
The matrix notation (W 0) means that the nIθ × d zero matrix is staked into the nIθ × nIθ
weight matrix. The dimension of (W 0) is nIθ × (nIθ + d).
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D: Double moving blok bootstrap method
This setion reviews the moving bootstrap method, whih is used in this hapter to
estimate the ovariane matrix; also see Lahiri (2003) for the details. In order to
estimate the variations of the moment onditions and unique elements of the weight
matrix, we also onsider the double blok bootstrap method.
We assume that random variables of X1,X2, · · · ,XN are weakly dependent and
stationary. We denote by χn and l the sample and an integer for the sub-sample;
i.e. χn = {X1, · · · ,X2}, l ≡ ln ∈ [1, n]. Then we an reate the sub-bloked sample
of Bi = (Xi, · · · ,Xi+l−1) with the blok of length l for Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The
intermediate steps are taken as follows:
C1: Generate a bootstrap sample of size T by sampling the data using a
xed blok length with replaement. Denote by B∗ the resampled data; i.e.
B∗ = {B∗1 , · · · , B∗k}, where the elements in B∗i onsist of (X∗(i−1)l+1, · · · ,X∗il),
i = 1, · · · , k.
C2: Reshue B∗ again using random interval point and generate a double
bootstrapped sample of size T . Denote by B∗∗ the double resampled data; i.e.
B∗∗ = {B∗∗1 , · · · , B∗∗k }, where the elements in B∗∗i are (X∗∗(i−1)l+1, · · · ,X∗∗il ),
i = 1, · · · , k.
C3: Compute the variane-ovariane matrix of B∗∗; i.e. Σ̂0. This matrix will
be inserted into the simulated test distribution for the model omparison (see
Equation (5.25) in appendix
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E: Simulated QLR distribution for model omparison
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Figure 5.8: QLR distribution of SSV
6Soial Interation Eets in
Finanial Data
In this hapter we estimate a stohasti agent based model (ABM) of an artiial
nanial market with soial interations among market partiipants. Assuming
that fundamentals are desribed by a Brownian motion, rst, we study the dynami
properties of a simple interating agent model; i.e. the onnetion between news
innovation and soial interations. Seond, we use simulation based inferene to
identify the eets of the behavior of noise traders on prie movements by mathing
empirial moments of returns (as losely as possible). The results show that the
mimeti ontagion of investors is an important fator to explain historial pries in
ve major FX markets. As a result, historial volatility of returns under srutiny
an be robustly deomposed into news innovation (45-55%) and soial interation
eets (45-55%).
6.1 Introdution
Finanial markets are populated by heterogeneous investors. Their motivations and
preferenes for investments give rise to omplex dynamis in asset markets. How-
ever, despite the diversity of expetations and nanial objetives, most investors
an be ategorized as either hartists or fundamentalists.
1
Motivated by an empir-
ial evidene of heterogeneous expetations and trading strategies, a large number
of asset priing models have been proposed allowing for heterogeneity of traders,
boundedly rational expetation formation as well as aspets of soial interations;
reviews of this literature inlude Hommes (2006), Lux (2009), Chen et al. (2009)
among others.
To name only a few, the adaptive belief system desribes an interative proess
between dierent types of traders, who seek for protable investment strategies; see
Brok and Hommes (1997), Gaunersdorfer (2000), Hommes (2001), Chiarella and
He (2002), Chiarella et al. (2006), Gaunersdorfer and Hommes (2007). In the model
of De Grauwe et al. (1993), a haoti market fore drives prie movements in the
foreign exhange market; see also De Grauwe and Grimaldi (2006). Their frame-
work for analyzing the behavior of fundamentalists and hartists losely resembles
an earlier work of Frankel and Froot (1990). As regards a stohasti approah to
1
The distintion between hartists and fundamental traders has a long history. In partiular,
early ontributions inlude Baumol (1957), Zeeman (1974), Day and Huang (1990).
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group behavior, Kirman (1991, 1993) proposed a simple swithing mehanism that
mimis the behavior of ants. Lux (1995, 1997) generalized the swithing dynam-
is of the herd behavior implied by a jump Markov proess. In another model,
Westerho (2009) as well as Franke and Westerho (2009) examined the eet of
heterogeneous demand shoks on the eonomy and explored the dynamis of return
volatility aording to the strutural swithing mehanism.
It is assumed in this hapter that behavioral heterogeneity aets prie move-
ments in the nanial markets. As a possible explanation for heterogeneity, we
propose a stohasti model of soial interations and examine, by empirially vali-
dating the model, what eet suh a non-rational group behavior will have on the
market; see Föllmer et al. (2005), Horst and Rothe (2008) among others for a prob-
abilisti approah on the herd behavior in nanial markets. Note here that returns
would be onsidered results of an opinion formation proess among investors. Then
the model and framework in this experimental study show that the behavioral het-
erogeneity is one of the main driving fores behind prie movements. This has some
similarities with approahes of other interation-based models, but a key dierene
in our approah is our reognition that investment deisions and the ommuniations
among agents are endogenously driven by soial interations.
It is shown in Alfarano and Lux (2007) that a simple model of soial interations
between optimisti and pessimisti investors an reprodue several salient features
about nanial time series: volatility lustering, long range dependene and lep-
tokurti distribution. One diulty with this approah is, however, that the prie
dynamis indued by a omplex Markov hain of the soial interation do not mimi
real data. For example, the simulated prie bears little resemblane to real pries
due to a bi-stable distribution of the opinion formation proess in the model; also
see Pollard (2006). Moreover, the dynamis of ABMs sometimes rely on unrealis-
ti noise level; e.g. see Lux (2006), Amilon (2008). Suh a disonnetion between
ABMs and the empirial fats an be explained by the model omplexity; the mod-
eling approah to ABMs is intuitively appealing (e.g. bottom-up approah), but
losed-form expressions of non-linear or stohasti systems are not readily available
for the model estimation. Aordingly, the omplexity of ABMs beomes a burden
for evaluating their empirial performane.
To irumvent this problem, Winker et al. (2007) propose a model validation
method using heuristi optimization tehniques, whih an deal with nononvex
parameter spae for estimating ABMs.
2
Following their study, we demonstrate
how to apply the simulated method of moments estimator to empirially validate a
simple interating agent model. To begin with, we use simulation based inferene
with the blok bootstrap method, whih deodes a time-dependent struture in
nanial data; see also Gilli and Winker (2003). Next, we attempt to estimate the
model parameters as a diret result of mathing the empirial moments of returns
(as losely as possible). For that purpose, we propose several moment onditions as
stylized fats of nanial data; we use them to analyze the time-dependent struture
2
They also found that time series models show a better empirial performane than ABMs.
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of data using the blok bootstrap method, whih an allow for an eient estimation
and statistial inferene in the ontext of model misspeiation.
The empirial ndings of this market mirosimulation model show that a mimeti
ontagion of investors is an important fator to explain the daily return volatility of
various foreign exhange (FX) markets. For instane, it is assumed in our artiial
eonomy that the soial interation eets among investors are reeted in a bullish
or bearish market sentiment. Espeially, a "fragile" (or neutral) market sentiment
oinides with errati prie movements in the historial FX market data. This
implies that investors relate news arrivals to the future earning of the asset. With a
quik update on market information, the noise trader interats with his or her peers.
As a result, the groups of the noise trader are busy to ommuniate with eah other
as long as there is muh unertainty about fundamentals in nanial markets. Note
here that when the FX rallies on bullish (or bearish) sentiment, assets are likely to be
overvalued (or undervalued) against the fundamentals. Overall, prie utuations
observed in nanial markets an be a diret result of soial interations among
market partiipants.
The remainder of this hapter proeeds as follows. Setion 2 reviews a simple
model of the opinion dynamis and disusses the properties of an artiial nanial
market with soial interations. To set the stage for our subsequent empirial anal-
ysis about the trading behavior from various FX markets, setion 3 disusses the
simulated method of moments, the blok bootstrap method, and identiation prob-
lems in deteting group behavior of the model. Setion 4 presents main results of a
model validation and empirial estimates obtained from the data. Finally, setion 5
onludes. Appendix ollets all relevant details.
6.2 The model framework
6.2.1 The behavior of noise traders
In this setion, we disuss the basi properties of group behavior in a simple inter-
ating model. To begin, the sentiment of the market is represented as being in an
opinion formation proess among N agents; i.e. the redenition of a binary opin-
ion variable, say +1 (optimisti) and -1 (pessimisti) stands for the opinion of eah
agent. The variables NO,t and NP,t denote the number of optimisti and pessimisti
agents at date t, respetively. Next, the state of the system is dened as the market
sentiment (opinion index):
xt =
NO,t −NP,t
N
(6.1)
Eah agent revisits and possibly hanges his or her opinion aording to a Poisson
proess with intensity ν. The probability for the opposite opinion is assumed to be
proportional to the urrent fration of agents maintaining the opposite view of the
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market. Agents eventually reonsider their opinion and evaluate the urrent market
sentiment, whih is reeted in the opinion index. Then a pessimisti agent deides
to join the optimisti group with a onditional probability ω(NO + 1, NP − 1 | · ),
whereas the reverse move is obtained with ω(NO − 1, NP +1 | · ). In a ontinuous-
time framework, the state onguration of the market during an innitely small
time interval ∆t is governed by the following transition probabilities:
ω(NO + 1, NP − 1, t+∆t | NO, NP , t) = ν∆tNP NO
N
ω(NO − 1, NP + 1, t+∆t | NO, NP , t) = ν∆tNONP
N
ω(NO, NP , t+∆t | NO, NP , t) = 1− 2ν∆tNONP
N
where the parameter ν might now be seen as a ombined onstant for Poisson lok
and the proportionality fator for the strength of soial interations. The state of
the system evolves over time as agents swith between groups.
To make the proess more expliit, we denote by X and Y the random variables
of a binomial distribution:
X ∼ B(NO,t, w)
Y ∼ B(NP,t, w)
(6.2)
where X and Y are independent repliations from the transition probability. Note
here that a binomial random variable an be most easily simulated by the sum of
N independent Bernoulli random variables. Hene it holds that
NO,∆t = NO,t − X + Y (6.3)
NP,∆t = N − NO,∆t
This implies that a binary hoie at individual level explains marosopi be-
havior in this artiial eonomy. To prevent the simple Markov hain proess from
being absorbed at the boundaries of x = ±1, the following reeting rules are added:
If NP (t) = 0, then P{NP (t+∆t) = 1} = 1
If NO(t) = 0, then P{NO(t+∆t) = 1} = 1
(6.4)
This rule makes the extreme states of the opinion index (x = ±1) transient, but
leads to a distribution that has its peaks at the boundaries (U-shaped distribution).
Aordingly, the model has a unique equilibrium in the path of opinion dynamis;
see Alfarano and Lux (2007).
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Figure 6.1: The opinion index and its frequeny histogram
Note: The upper, middle and lower panels are simulated using a small (N=25), large
(N=100), and extremely large (N=1,000) system size.
The model takes as input binary deision proesses that speify the development
of group dynamis with respet to the system size used in the eonomy. Conerning
the model estimation, we use a large number of agents N to maintain an appropriate
level of soial interations. Indeed, Alfarano and Lux (2007) proved the existene
of the unique equilibrium distribution of an opinion formation proess, of whih
funtional form is U-shaped:
Pe(x) =
1
L
1
1− x2 (6.5)
where L is a normalization onstant:
L = ln
2− δ
δ
, δ =
1
N
(6.6)
Therefore the dynamis of opinion formation in the equilibrium distribution are
dependent on the urrent opinion index xt and the number of agents N . The rela-
tive frequeny of the opinion index is inuened by the system size of this artiial
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eonomy. Indeed, the large system size (N →∞) will redue the observed frequeny
of the intermediate state in the opinion index (−0.5 < xt < 0.5), but puts more em-
phasis on the two bi-stable states (xt = ±1). This relation between the system size
and the opinion index is attributed to the fat that the hange of the normalization
onstant in Equation (6.5) aets the equilibrium distribution.
3
This implies that
the opinion formation proess is dependent on the number of agents; see Figure 6.1.
In general, we x N to a large value for the model estimation, and investigate the
eets of the system size on the parameter estimates. This will be disussed later.
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Figure 6.2: The behavior of swithing proess in a noise trader model
Note: The upper, middle and lower panels are simulated using the parameter ν =
0.5, 2.0, 10, respetively. The other parameters are xed: β = 1.0, NFTF = 10,
NCTC = 1, 100 · δ0 = 0.4, ∆t = 0.01, N=100.
It is noteworthy to remember that the parameter ν, whih ontrols the speed of
the group behavior, has no impat on the qualitative dispersion of the equilibrium
distribution; see Figure 6.2. However, this parameter value is assoiated with the
3
The variation in the equilibrium distribution is ontrolled by the logarithmi transformation of
the system size. For instane, L = ln 1.99
0.01
≃ 5.29 for N = 100, while we arrive at the normalization
onstant L of 7.60 for N = 1000.
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veloity of the swithing proess at miro-time step. Indeed, the inrease in the
parameter ν aets the swithing proess in a highly dynami way and gives rise to
more extreme opinions observed in the market.
6.2.2 The artiial market and benhmark simulation
Now we relate a omposition of the population of the investors to the log-returns
of the market prie; see Alfarano et al. (2008). Note here that the fundamental-
ists adopt a mean reversion behavior when they respond to exess demand. On
the ontrary, noise traders exploit investment opportunities from the market senti-
ment. Assuming that a market maker adjusts the prie aording to the observed
exess demand, we an write a stohasti dierential equation implied by the news
innovations and the opinion dynamis.
1
pt
dpt
dt
= β · [NFTF · ln
(pF
pt
)
+ NCTC · xt] (6.7)
where the parameter β measures the speed of prie adjustments. The parameters
NFTF and NCTC denote the transation volumes of the fundamentalists and the
noise traders, respetively. For instantaneous market learing
(dpt
dt = 0
)
, we may
write the prie equation as:
ln pt = ln pF,t +
NCTC
NFTF
· xt (6.8)
Beause the purpose of the mirosimulation model is to explain the empirial
observation of historial nanial data, we assume that fundamentals are desribed
by a Brownian motion. As a soure of randomness in the model, the market's
response to the news arrival inuenes the prie dynamis.
d ln pF,t+∆t = δ0 · εt dt (6.9)
where εt is a standard Gaussian random variable at time t, and the onstant term
δ0 denotes a measure of the news arrival in the market. The news innovation in
Equation (6.9) with transition rates for the opinion index establishes the onnetion
between the opinion index and the prie utuations. Then the model predits
that the groups of noise traders are busy to ommuniate with eah other when the
market mood is moderately neutral (i.e. −0.5 < xt < 0.5).
Turning to the relation between soial interations and the fration of opti-
misti/pessimisti agents, the model predits that the soial interations will have
strong eets on prie movements as long as the opinion of two groups is starkly
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divided over the market regime. If the half of agents is optimisti and the other half
is pessimisti (i.e. NO = NP ), the transition rate, whih desribes the hanges in the
soio-eonomi ongurations, arrives at the highest point; i.e. the numerial value
will be ν∆tN4 . Aordingly, before they sell or buy assets, investors make an eort
to ollet information about fundamentals and are likely to ope with peer pressure,
whih an inuene their deision making. On the other hand, the transition rate of
the boundary points (i.e. NO = NP = 0) arrives at the minimal value of ν∆t
2N−1
4N
instead of no movements. In sum, this observation summarizes the link between the
transition rates of the group behavior and the prie dynamis.
Table 6.1: Parameter values for simulation
v NFTF NCTC 100 · δ0 β ∆t log pF,0 N
value 0.5 10 1.0 0.4 1.0 0.01 1.0 100
However, the prie movements with the opinion index an not readily be ex-
pressed in a losed form way; e.g. Alfarano et al. (2007) derived analyti moments
of the variant of this simple interating model, but in our ase this mathematial
derivation is muh more ompliated due to the ombination of news innovation
and the group behavior. Instead of relying on the analyti solution of the model,
hene, we simulate the prie path pt by disretizing Equation (6.7) for estimation.
We assume that time is disretely dened over the trading days (∆t = 0.01). Now
the solution of the prie adjustment proess an be approximated using an impliit
Euler sheme.
4
In this simulation, we use 100 noise traders and allow for soial interations at
eah miro-time step. For the sake of simpliity, the adjustment speed parameter β
is set to unity. Sine the adjustment speed parameter is xed due to the ollinear-
ity (i.e. the prie equation multiplies this parameter and the other trading volume
parameters, so these parameters β, NFTF , and NCTC annot be identied simulta-
neously), we attempt to estimate the other parameters; i.e., N, ν, NFTF , NCTC , δ0.
As the opinion dynamis of the omplex Markov Chain are inuened by the pa-
rameters ν and N , however, the model generally faes identiation problems in
the estimation proedure; the mapping between these parameters and the objetive
funtion is highly non-linear, and the hange of these parameter values an indue
dierent trajetory of the prie dynamis. As regards the estimation strategy, for
example, we x the parameter N (i.e. the system size), whih makes the path of
the prie dynamis stable in the model. In partiular, we examine the importane
of the system size for evaluating the t of the model and its inuene on parameter
estimation. The details of identiation issues in this model will be disussed later.
4
If a small step size (i.e ∆t = 0.01) is used for approximating the solution of the prie dynamis,
then the omputation will be very expensive. For instane, in order to generate 10,000 prie series,
10, 000 ∗ 1
0.01
times of omputations have to be exeuted. Note here that we translate a main
algorithm for the swithing proess into a powerful C language to enhane exeution speeds.
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Figure 6.3: Noise trader model with soial interations
Note here that we simulate the model by using the parameters doumented in
Table 6.1. The model synhronizes a dominane of the optimisti or pessimisti
investors with the over- or under-valuation of assets (see Figure 6.3). Sine the
soial interation eets are strong for the transition periods between the extreme
market regimes, it is shown that the soial interation proxied by the opinion index
has a diret inuene on the market turbulene: the stronger soial interations will
lead to the higher volatility in nanial markets. The autoorrelation pattern of the
absolute returns appears highly persistent.
6.3 Simulation based inferene
In this setion, rst, we explain the simulated method of moments (SMM) for esti-
mating the group behavior. Seond, we present several sets of moment onditions
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used in the SMM estimation. Finally, we disuss identiation problems in the
model by investigating three-dimensional parameter spae.
6.3.1 The simulated method of moments estimation
The SMM estimation is the ounterpart of the generalized method of moments when
theoretial moments are approximated by simulations.
5
Returns of the simulated
data series are dened as:
rt+1 = 100× ln
(pt+1
pt
)
(6.10)
We onsider the prie equation that is generated by the exogenous opinion index
(xt) and the other parameters of the trading behavior; pt = f(pt−1, xt, εt; θ). The
variable εt denotes idiosynrati shoks of a stohasti proess at date t. Note here
that the parameter vetor θ has a dimension of m× 1. Sine the stohasti proess
for pt results from a ombination of the opinion dynamis spelled in Equation (6.1)
to (6.4) and the stohasti dierential equation for the prie adjustment (Equa-
tions (6.7) and (6.9)), a onditional likelihood funtion of the model f(pt | zt; θ)
does not have a simple analyti solution with zt = [pt−1, · · · , p0]′. Alternatively,
we an approximate the model solution based on simulations. The distane of the
model-generated moments (ft) from the empirial moments (f
∗
t ) is dened as:
D(θ) =
1
T
T∑
t=1
f∗t −
1
ST
ST∑
t=1
ft (6.11)
where S denotes the simulation size, and its high value asymptotially redues the
simulation error. The simulations an be made to approximate the population mo-
ments of a strutural model by performing a Monte Carlo integration as determined
by
1
ST
ST∑
t=1
ft; see also Mihaelides and Ng (2000) among others. To obtain an ap-
proximation of moments onditions with desired preision, we x the simulation size
to 100. The rst 500 simulation data are disarded to exlude an initial transient
period to ensure that p0 has been drawn from a stationary distribution for pt (Lee
and Ingram (1991)). In pratie, we an simulate S independent sequenes of a
length T rather than a single sequene of ST , beause this an redue simulation
errors of a highly persistent data; see Jonsson and Klein (1996).
If the model is well speied to generate the data for some θ ∈ Rm, the resulting
estimator beomes onsistent (Due and Singleton (1993)).
plim
T,S→∞
D(θ) = 0
∣∣∣∣
θ=θ0
(6.12)
5
See Carraso and Florens (2002) for a detailed survey on the simulated method of moments.
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where D is a (n × 1) vetor of the moment onditions. We minimize the objetive
funtion. At its minimum the model an math the empirial moments as lose as
possible. Note here that the objetive funtion is omposed of the dierene between
the simulated and atual data with a positive denite weight matrix W .
Ψ(θ) = min
θ̂
D̂′ W D̂ (6.13)
As long as a system of estimating moment onditions over-determines the un-
known parameters being estimated (n > m), this an provide a basis for an over-
identifying restritions test. More generally, if an estimated value for Ψ̂ is greater
than a ritial value given by the χ2 distribution, then we will rejet the null hypoth-
esis that the model is orretly speied. A threshold value for the test is drawn
from the right-skewed distribution, in whih degrees of freedom are equal to the
dierene along the dimensions of D and θ; i.e., n−m.
In the present study, we use the blok bootstrap resampling method to ompute
the weight matrix following Winker et al. (2007). The empirial data are resampled
1,000 times from whih we estimate their variane-ovariane matrix and ompute
the test distribution of the model misspeiation. Standard hypothesis tests and
statistial inferene will be disussed using the blok bootstrap method later.
6.3.2 The moment onditions and the blok bootstrap method
In the urrent study, we utilize the moment onditions overing the main features
of nanial data; e.g. see hapter 4 of Taylor (2005) regarding stylized fats of stok
returns and Winker and Jeleskovi (2006, 2007) for exhange rate returns. Our
moment statistis are summarized in Table 6.2; see also appendix A.
6
The DM/US
data set overs a period from Jan.02.1973 to De.11.2009 at a daily frequeny. The
sample size is 9,000; see Figure 6.4.
The mean and the seond moment (m1,m2) measure the shape of the return
distribution. The sample autoorrelation (ACF) of raw returns at lag 1 (m3) pro-
vides some indiation of almost no orrelation between returns for dierent days.
The ACF of the absolute returns at lag 1, 5, 10, and 20 (m4 −m7) shows a highly
persistent nature of volatility.
The seleted ACFs of |rt| at lags provide partial information about the presene
of serial orrelation, but the parameters of auxiliary models apture global time-
dependene properties of nanial time series. For example, the GARCH (1,1)
model desribes a presene of a short-range dependene in the data. Note here
6
Following Winker and Jeleskovi (2006, 2007), we attempted to onsider temporal aggregation
of the FX data (e.g. from daily to weakly frequeny). However, the inlusion of suh moment on-
ditions may distort information about time-dependent strutures in the data due to the shrinking
number of observations.
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Figure 6.4: Pries (upper) and returns (lower) of historial DM/US
that the moment mID,1 (α1) measures the extent to whih the urrent volatility
feeds through into the next day's volatility. The oeient β1 (mID,2) aptures the
persistene of the shok over time in the return volatility. Finally, the tail index
measures extreme events of the return distribution (mID,3). The statisti entering
the objetive funtion is the mean value of the Hill estimator over the 5-10% upper
quantiles of the right tail. A threshold is seleted from an estimated plot where
a shape parameter α is fairly stable. If a low threshold value is inluded, this
will improve the auray of the obtained estimates, but these beome biased; see
Figure 6.5.
With a fous on these moment onditions, we an ompute their ovariane
estimates using the bootstrap method, of whih inverse form an serve as the weight
matrix in SMM. To provide an explanation of intermediate omputational steps, we
introdue notations; we denote by f b ∈ Rb a vetor for the sample moments b. Note
here that B is the number of blok bootstrap resampling. f is the mean value for
the bootstrapped moments. The weight matrix in the objetive funtion is obtained
by taking the inverse of the variane-ovariane from 1000 blok bootstrap samples:
Ω̂BB ≡ V ar(mb) = 1
B
B∑
b=1
(f b − f)(f b − f)′ (6.14)
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Table 6.2: Statistis of empirial moments and blok bootstrap samples: DM/US
Label Statisti Empirial Bootstrap
m1 E[rt] -0.0089 -0.0091
m2 Var[rt] 0.4241 0.4234
m3 orr(rt, rt+1) 0.0287 0.0271
m4 orr(|rt|, |rt+1|) 0.1386 0.1385
m5 orr(|rt|, |rt+5|) 0.1453 0.1430
m6 orr(|rt|, |rt+10|) 0.1253 0.1227
m7 orr(|rt|, |rt+20|) 0.0951 0.0891
mID,1 α1 (GARCH(1,1)) 0.0799 0.0730
mID,2 β1 (GARCH(1,1)) 0.8900 0.8995
mID,3 α (Right tail, 5 - 10 %) 3.3781 3.4049
Test riterion 5%: 18.96 1%: 24.14
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Figure 6.5: Hill plot for daily returns
Aordingly, we an inorporate the weight matrix of Ŵ = Ω̂−1BB into the objetive
funtion in Equation (6.13).
6.3.3 The algorithm and the hypothesis test
Before minimizing the objetive funtion in Equation (6.13), we have to simulate
prie series from the model, and ompute the hosen moment onditions. Below is
an example of simulation based inferene with a target parameter setting (NFTF ,
NCTC). We implement the following algorithm (1) to estimate the moments over a
grid of parameters
7
:
7
Our algorithm follows the approah by Gilli and Winker (2003).
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Algorithm (1): generating stohasti prie proess and estimating mo-
ments
Partition the grid point of parameters as [NFTF , NCTC ] ≡ [{NFT 1F , · · · , NFT kF },
{NCT 1C , · · · , NCT jC}], where NFT kF ∈ Rp and NCT jC ∈ Rq. The prie series pt is
given by pit ∈ Rr. Common random numbers are used to make this experiment.
1. for k = 1 : Rp in the parameter value of NFTF do
2. for j = 1 : Rq in the parameter value of NCTC do
3. for i = 1 : Rr do
4. generate random sequenes for prie simulation
5. simulate prie path
6. end for
7. ompute returns and estimate moments
8. end for
9. end for
After obtaining the moments from the simulated data, we use the algorithm (2)
to alulate a value for the objetive funtion. We examine the variations of the
objetive funtion Ψ by using several starting values.8
Algorithm (2): omputing objetive funtion
Given the grid points over NFT
k
F ∈ Rp, NCT jC ∈ Rq
1. for k = 1 : Rp in the parameter value of NFTF do
2. for j = 1 : Rq in the parameter value of NCTC do
3. obtain a value for the objetive funtion Ψ
4. end for
5. end for
The algorithms (1) and (2) produe a three-dimensional objetive funtion image
over the grid of two parameters. Figure 6.6 depits the response surfae of Ψ over
the parameter pairs, (N ,δ0) and (NFTF , NCTF ). The simulated response surfae is
smooth and onvex with respet to the pair (NFTF , NCTF ), but it is non-onvex
and disontinuous with the pair (N , δ0).
Keeping the other parameters xed for the pair (NFTF ,NCTC), that is (ν, N, ∆t, β, 100·
δ0) = (1.0, 200, 0.01, 1.0, 0.4), we obtain a minimum value for Ψ (around 241) at
the point (NFTF , NCTC) = (23, 2.1). Similar steps are taken to estimate the pair
(N, 100 ·δ0). In this ase, the other parameters are xed; (NFTF , NCTC , ∆t, β) =
8
In optimization, we implement both the random searh and Nelder-Mead simplex methods.
If there is no prior information about a parameter range, the random searh algorithm seems to
be eient, but it is more time onsuming than the simplex. The simplex method is eient to
searh for the lowest values of the objetive funtion at a loal area.
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Figure 6.6: Three-dimensional ontour plot of objetive funtion
Note: We use two pairs of parameter ombinations: left panel for (N , δ0) and right
panel for (NFTF , NCTC).
(10, 1.0, 0.01, 1.0). Now we nd a minimum value of 255 at the point (N, 100 · δ0)
= (150, 0.45).
To assess the t of the model to the data, we use a riterion from the blok boot-
strap method and ompare it with the estimated loss funtion value Ψ̂ of the model.
By applying the blok bootstrap method, we an obtain the following distribution
for the hypothesis testing:
Jb ≡ {(mb −m)′Ŵ (mb −m) : b = 1, · · · , B} (6.15)
Figure 6.7 illustrates a kernel estimate for the objetive funtion from 1,000
bootstrapped Jb. It is shown that the quantile distribution has a larger disper-
sion than the χ2distribution with n - m degrees of freedom. For instane, from
the DM/US data, we an ompute the model seletion riteria; i.e., 26.12 at 5%
level and 36.52 at 1% level. These values will be used to test whether the model-
simulated data are drawn from the true data generating proess. If the objetive
funtion value exeeds these riteria, the model annot math the data along er-
tain dimensions of the empirial distribution. In other words, we onlude that the
model is misspeied.
However, the eonometri analysis annot oer a reliable evaluation on the t of
the model, beause the objetive funtion may exhibit multiple loal minima in the
parameter spae; see the left panel of Figure 6.6. In order to nd a global minimum
in the multidimensional parameter spae, the searh proess of the optimum is
restrited to a loal level. The parameter identiation problems in this model will
be addressed in the next setion.
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Figure 6.7: Distribution of objetive funtion values
Note. The gure is drawn from 1,000 blok bootstrapped samples
6.3.4 Collinearity and parameter identiation
The opinion index in the model is governed by the Markov Chain proess, whih is
time-homogeneous and geometrially ergodi. Note here that the herd tendeny pa-
rameter ν determines the threshold level, whih ontrols the number of jumps (birth
and death) at eah (miro-level) time step. However, we observe the disontinuous
response of the opinion index with respet the parameter ν when approximating
this swithing proess. For example, the dynamis of the opinion index an be
approximated by a reursive stohasti dierential equation (Langevin):
dxt = σ(xt) · ηt dt, σ(xt) =
√
ν∆t(2− ν∆t)
N
[1− x2t ] (6.16)
where ηt is a standard Gaussian random variable at time t, and the time-varying
term σ(xt) measures the diusion proess of group behavior.
Moreover, the proess of opinion formation between agents is ontrolled by the
jump omponent xt. Therefore the simulated response of the objetive funtion
generally exhibits disontinuities. This happens that a small hange in the parameter
ν auses jumps in the opinion index, and these jumps, on their turn, ause jumps
in the objetive funtion through the dierential equation of the prie dynamis.
In optimization, the Nelder-Mead searh method an handle onditions suh as
disontinuities and multimodalities at the loal level if we should ope with the
jumps in the objetive funtion.
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Table 6.3: Grid points in three-dimensional ontour plot
label sub-interval of grid points stepsize
ν 0.35 + i ∗ h: 0.35  0.65 h = 0.01, i = 0, · · · , 30
NFTF 6.5 + i ∗ h: 0.35  0.65 h = 0.25, i = 0, · · · , 30
NCTC 0.65 + i ∗ h: 0.65  1.25 h = 0.02, i = 0, · · · , 30
100 · δ0 0.25 + i ∗ h: 0.25  0.55 h = 0.01, i = 0, · · · , 30
N 85 + i ∗ h: 85  115 h = 1.0, i = 0, · · · , 30
To hek the presene of disontinuity assoiated with the parameters of this
model, we investigate the objetive funtion by drawing its three-dimensional pa-
rameter spae. In this simulation we set the simulation size to 10. Table 6.3 presents
the grid points over the parameters; Figure 6.8 illustrates three-dimensional ontour
plots over the grid points of possible parameter ombinations (i.e., the parameter
ν and the other parameters suh as NFTF , NCTC , δ0, N). This onrms that the
disontinuity loations are primarily aused by the parameters ν and N .
Similarly, the stohasti group dynamis aggravate the identiation problems
in the model due to the atness of the parameter spae. For instane, if the jump
intensity (ν ↑) inreases, then the derease in the trading volume parameter for
the noise traders (NCTC ↓) osets the eets on the prie volatility. As a result,
the volatility of returns hanges a little; the upper right panel of Figure 6.8 shows
that the objetive funtion values are similar along the diagonal lines on the graph.
For example, the objetive funtion from some ombinations of trading volume and
herding tendeny parameters yields almost the same numerial values: (NCTC , ν,
obj.) = (1.19, 0.4, 37.04) , (0.77, 0.58, 38.80).
Moreover, an inrease of the jump intensity parameter is likely to be proportional
to the variation in the trading volume parameter for the fundamentalists. Indeed,
the inrease in the jump intensity (ν ↑) aets the ourrene of the extreme opinions
(i.e. near the points xt = +1 or − 1) and redues the observation of the opinion
index near the point xt = 0; see Figure 6.2. Therefore this eet an be oset by
an inrease in the trading volume parameter for the fundamentalists (NFTF ↑). We
an simply hek a proximity to the multi-ollinearity between the parameters of
the trading volume and the jump intensity using a 3-D ontour plot; see the valleys
along the parameters in the upper left panel of Figure 6.8.
Beause of this long "valley" in the objetive funtion surfae, a gradient-based
numerial optimization will stop a more or less random point in it. Even more, sine
the objetive funtion is non-onvex in the spae diretion of the parameter ν, it
may have multiple loal minima. Therefore, the optimization algorithm will stop
in one of these loal minima of an inferior objetive funtion value. Overall, from
Figure 6.8 we an infer that the jumps of the swithing mehanism and the relation
to the trading volume parameters give rise to multimodality and assoiated problems
for statistial inferene. If multimodality does our, (1) there are several solutions
for the parameters of trading volume, news innovation and herding tendeny. (2)
The starting values in optimization will be a loal minimum during the estimation.
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Figure 6.8: 3-D ontour plots
Note. Upper left panel plots 3-D surfae of the parameters between NFTF and ν
while upper right panel plots NCTC and ν. Lower left panel plots 3-D surfae of
parameters between 100 · δ0 and ν while lower right panel plots N and ν.
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Table 6.4: Flatness and multimodality I of objetive funtion
Label sv estimate sv estimate sv estimate
ν 0.5 0.543 0.5 0.526 0.4 0.426
NFTF 5.0 11.201 7.5 8.532 7.5 8.783
NCTC 0.5 1.033 0.5 0.803 1.25 0.909
100 · δ0 0.5 0.369 0.5 0.367 0.4 0.395
Ψ 22.20 23.74 18.09
Note: The abbreviation "sv" stands for starting value used in
optimization. The system size N is set to 100.
Indeed, it is ommonly observed that dierent minimum values are found in
optimization when we hange the starting values. It is shown in Table 6.4 that
the obtained objetive funtion values does not have a big dierene between the
parameters ν and 100 ·δ0. For example, the model with the parameters of (ν = 0.54,
100·δ0 = 0.37) and (ν = 0.43, 100·δ0 = 0.40) has the loss funtion values forΨ=22.20
and 18.09, respetively. The proximity to the parameter ollinearity is also reported
in Table 6.5. This still holds in the relation between the trading volume and herding
tendeny parameters; i.e. Ψ = 30.64 for (ν, NFTF ) = (0.53, 16.6) while Ψ = 31.12
for (ν, NFTF ) = (0.57, 8.0).
Table 6.5: Flatness and multimodalities II of objetive funtion
Label sv estimate sv estimate sv estimate
ν 0.5 0.534 1.5 1.516 0.6 0.567
NFTF 15.0 16.595 15.0 9.924 6.5 8.002
NCTC 1.5 1.529 0.5 0.526 0.85 0.727
100 · δ0 0.5 0.389 0.5 0.488 0.4 0.389
Ψ 30.64 53.02 31.12
Note: The abbreviation "sv" stands for starting value used in
optimization. The system size N is set to 100.
Next, we measure the variation in the objetive funtion value with respet to
the parameter ν. The other parameters are set: (NFTF , NCTC , δ0, N) = (10, 1,
0.4, 100). From Figure 6.9 we an see that the objetive funtion is poorly behaved
with respet to the parameter ν; see a wiggle in parameter spae. The global shape
of the objetive funtion is onave, but the funtion exhibits multiple loal minima.
If simulation and disretization errors of the funtion approximation are taken into
aount, a objetive funtion value (Ψ=25.53) at the point of ν = 0.41 is numer-
ially indistinguishable from the point of ν = 0.49 (Ψ=24.42). Aordingly, the
SMM estimation often provides inferior objetive funtion values with its parameter
estimates during the minimization of the objetive funtion.
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Figure 6.9: The behavior of objetive funtion w.r.t the parameter ν
Note: The system size N is set to 100.
These empirial results show that nding a global minimum in SMM is non-
trivial and omputationally diult for this model unless we x some of the pa-
rameters. Aordingly, we an x the parameter ν in our empirial appliation
and estimate the other parameters in the model. As an alternative solution, we
an also avoid this identiation problem by setting the trading volume parameters
to the values assoiated with the region of aeptane for the hypothesis testing
(the model is not misspeied), and estimate the other parameters. The elaborate
empirial appliation will be disussed in the next setion.
6.4 Empirial appliation
In this setion, we present the empirial results of a noise trader model with various
FX data. First, we x the system size (N) and the herding tendeny (ν) parameter
in the model while estimating the other parameters via SMM. Seond, we present the
ase for estimating the trading volume parameters by xing the herding tendeny
parameter. After nding a parameter region that an provide a reasonably good
approximation to the data, we demonstrate how to deompose the return volatility
into the news innovations and soial interations.
6.4.1 Data
For empirial appliation, we use various FX market data and ompute the sum-
mary statistis: CHF/US, DM/US, FRF/US, GBP/US, JPY/US. Appendix B re-
ports summary statistis of the data sets used in this study. All data range from
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Jan.02.1973 to De.11.2009.
9
The size of the sample is 9,000 at a daily frequeny.
We hoose a 200 window length with 45 number of bloks. 1,000 samples are drawn
at random using the bootstrap proedure.
6.4.2 Parameter alibration I: system size and herding tendeny
In this setion, we demonstrate that the appropriately hosen system size plays
an important role in deteting the soial interation eets in this model. To see
this, we x the system size and attempt to estimate the other parameters; i.e.
ν, NFTF , NCTC , δ0. In partiular, we investigate the variation in the parameter
estimates with respet to the system size. Note here that we report the results of
this experiment using the DM/US data. In fat, the empirial results are robust
to the other FX data.
10
The following starting values are used for this estimation:
ν = 0.5, NFTF = 10, NCTC = 1.0, 100 · δ0 = 0.5.
Table 6.6: Variation in parameters estimates from system size: DM/US
parameter riterion 5% 1%
N
ν NFTF NCTC 100 · δ0 Ψ 18.96 24.14
10 0.093 23.438 1.258 0.411 69.60 R
50 0.145 10.449 1.268 0.294 18.42 A
100 0.224 14.088 1.951 0.347 14.74 A
200 0.535 16.098 2.111 0.373 14.63 A
500 1.440 14.443 1.844 0.414 10.57 A
1000 2.352 15.854 2.287 0.440 10.30 A
Note: Statistial inferene for model validation (R: rejeted, A: aepted).
It is shown in Table 6.6 that the model using the large system size ahieves a good
approximation to the data; i.e. the objetive funtion value is the smallest Ψ=10.30
for N=1,000. Indeed, it is notieable that the appropriate number of noise traders
play an important role in improving the t of the model to the return volatility; the
model with the small number of agents (i.e., N = 10) is rejeted at 1% level as being
a "true" model aording to the blok bootstrapping riterion. The empirial result
shows that the total number of the noise traders an be set to the value, whih is
greater than 50. This experiment demonstrates that the trading volume and the
herding tendeny parameters are highly orrelated; the more the interating agents
are employed for simulations, the larger values for the behavioral parameters (ν,
NCTC) we obtain. In ontrast, the estimated value for news innovation remains
moderately stable between 0.30 and 0.44.
9
The data were retrieved from the Sauder Shool of Business, University of British Columbia,
http://fx.sauder.ub.a/data.html.
10
To save spae, we report the ase of DM/US. The results of the system size remain almost the
same aross the other FX data.
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Next, we set the system size and the herding tendeny parameter to 100 and 0.5,
respetively. From Table 6.6, we an see that the model with some of these parameter
values an provide a reasonable approximation to the data; the variation in the
parameter ν lies between 0.15 and 0.54 when the system size hanges from 50 to 200.
The model with these variations an be aeptable of a "orretly" speied ase.
Then we estimate the other parameters in the model: i.e. NFTF , NCTC , 100 · δ0.
The parameter estimates are reported in Table 6.7. The following starting values
are used for this estimation: NFTF = 10, NCTC = 1.0, 100 · δ0 = 0.5.
Table 6.7: Parameter estimates I of the noise trader model for FX data
NFTF NCTC 100 · δ0 Ψ inferene
CHF/US 15.123 1.5190 0.422 14.16 A
DM /US 11.152 1.058 0.367 19.51 A
FRF/US 8.713 0.829 0.330 34.30 R
GBP/US 12.527 1.013 0.295 43.86 R
JPY/US 36.891 3.868 0.357 24.21 R
Note: Statistial inferene for model validation (R: rejeted, A: aepted).
The parameters N and ν are set to 100 and 0.5, respetively.
From the empirial results where we ontrol the system size and the herding
tendeny parameter, it an be seen that the model ahieves a good approximation
to the data set of CHF and DM. On the other hand, the model is rejeted when tting
the data set of FRF, GBP and JPY. Again, the estimate for the news innovation
parameter appears stable lying between 0.30 and 0.43. More aurate estimates for
news innovation and soial interation eets will be disussed later.
6.4.3 Parameter alibration II: trading volume
As it is disussed in the previous setion, however, the obtained estimates are sen-
sitive to the starting values due to the atness and non-onvexity in the objetive
funtion. To hek this problem, we ontinue another experiment to nd an aep-
tane region of the model. In this experiment, we set the total number of agents
to 100 while the simulation size is set to 10. First, we x the noise trading volume
parameter to one and ontrol the variation in the trading volume parameter for the
fundamentalist; i.e., NFTF = 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0, 30.0. Seond, we in-
rease the noise trading volume parameter by two or ve times (2 and 5) and repeat
the estimation proedure. These experiment settings allow us to examine a model
aeptane surfae and its behavior aording to the hosen parameter values.
Table 6.8 shows that we an nd the parameter values (NFTF ) between 5 and
15 for being non-rejeted when the trading volume parameter for the noise trader
is set to one (NCTC = 1).
11
The results show that the area of parameter spae
11
To save spae, we report the ase of DM/US. The results of this experiment remain almost the
same aross the other FX data.
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Table 6.8: Variation in parameter estimates from trading volume: DM/US
NFTF
NCTC label 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 30.0
1.0 ν 0.022 0.049 0.161 0.474 0.580 0.642 0.575
100 · δ0 0.360 0.341 0.324 0.362 0.323 0.308 0.338
obj. 2499.60 912.77 74.92 15.21 48.93 103.94 213.97
inferene R R R A R R R
2.0 ν n/a 0.014 0.041 0.106 0.278 0.484 0.587
100 · δ0 n/a 0.349 0.325 0.378 0.345 0.348 0.332
obj. n/a 880.36 97.45 16.19 14.97 23.86 46.91
inferene n/a R R A A A R
5.0 ν n/a n/a n/a 0.018 0.034 0.061 0.133
100 · δ0 n/a n/a n/a 0.369 0.347 0.348 0.345
obj. n/a n/a n/a 24.45 17.90 13.99 20.39
inferene n/a n/a n/a R A A A
Note: Statistial inferene for model validation (R: rejeted, A: aepted). The
notation n/a means that estimates are not available, beause they hit a boundary
point (negative value for the parameter ν).
for non-rejetion shifts to the right when NCTC inreases; i.e., 5 < NFTF < 30 for
NCTC = 2, while 10 < NFTF for NCTC = 5. Moreover, if the numerial value for
the trading volume parameter has hanged a bit in simulations, we obtain dierent
estimates for the herding tendeny parameter (ν). Again, the estimated value for
news innovation remains stable between 0.32 and 0.38. From this experiment, we
found that the market volatility an be robustly deomposed into news innovation
and soial interations, but the parameter, whih ontrols the swithing proess, is
highly orrelated with the trading volume parameters.
6.4.4 Deomposition of return volatility: news innovation and so-
ial interations
The results of the empirial appliations in the previous setion show that the trad-
ing volume parameters are orrelated to the herding tendeny parameter in the
model; see Table 6.6 and 6.8. To ope with the identiation problems in the group
behavior of this model, we x the trading volume parameters and attempt to esti-
mate the magnitude of news innovation and soial interations. More generally, we
set the parameters NFTF and NCTC to 10 and unity, respetively. This numerial
value an be a reasonable hoie for our urrent study, beause this value provides
upper and lower bounds on the prie path. Sine the opinion index is multiplied by
the relative ratio of trading volume parameters for the noise traders and fundamen-
talists (
NCTC
NFTF
= 110 ), the prie dynamis in Equation (6.8) are driven by hanges in
fundamentals and the the opinion index; i.e. 1±0.1 given that we set the logarithmi
value for the baseline fundamental value to one in our artiial eonomy.
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Table 6.9: Parameter estimates II of the noise trader model for FX data
ν 100 · δ0 Ψ inferene
CHF/US 0.543 0.421 15.09 A
DM /US 0.463 0.364 12.49 A
FRF/US 0.537 0.313 35.67 R
GBP/US 0.324 0.304 25.33 A
JPY/US 0.509 0.353 31.04 R
Note: Statistial inferene for model validation (R: rejeted, A: aepted).
The parameters NFTF and NCTC are set to 10 and unity, respetively.
It is shown in Table 6.9 that the model ts the CHF, DM, and GBP data
suiently well, whereas its t to the FRF and JPY data is learly not so good; i.e.
see the estimated loss funtion values. We an see that the DM and CHF markets
(100 · δ̂0 = 0.421, 0.364) are more aeted by the news arrivals than the others.
Conerning the estimated value for the veloity of the swithing proess, we an
infer that the noise traders (ν̂ = 0.543, 0.537, 0.509) are more ative in the CHF,
FRF and JPY markets than the others.
Table 6.10: Deomposition of stohasti proesses for FX data
label std. news innovation
(100 · δ̂0)
soial interations (ν̂)
CHF/US 0.734 0.421 (57.36%) 42.64%
DM /US 0.651 0.364 (55.91%) 44.09%
FRF/US 0.636 0.313 (49.21%) 50.79%
GBP/US 0.592 0.304 (51.35%) 48.65%
JPY/US 0.657 0.353 (53.73%) 46.27%
Note: "std." denotes the standard deviation of returns.
Further, Table 6.10 illustrates that the market volatility of various FX markets
an be robustly deomposed into two parts: impats of news innovation (45-55%)
and soial interations (45-55%). Note that under these parameters, the model
predits that the ative partiipation of the noise traders in the market give rise to
volatility lustering and market turbulene. Put dierently, errati prie movements
are ommonly assoiated with soial interations of the noise traders in the market.
This predition is in fat veried empirially. These observations are illustrated in
Figure 6.10. The parameters used in the simulation are ν = 0.463, NFTF = 10.0,
NCTC = 1.0 and 100 · δ0 = 0.364. We also simulate an absolute value for the exess
demands of the noise traders (EDNc = |NCTC · xt|); when the noise traders buy or
sell a large amount of assets in the marketplae, we often observe the volatile prie
movements.
Overall, we found minimum values for the objetive funtion (15.09, 12.49 and
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Figure 6.10: Model-generated data using the estimated parameters
Note: The upper panels plot pries (left) and returns (right) while the lower panels
plot the orresponding opinion index (left) and exess demands of the noise traders
(right).
25.33) using the CHF, DM, GBP data. Sine these values do not exeed the riterion
of model misspeiation from the blok bootstrap method, we an not rejet the
null hypothesis that the harateristis of the empirial data are mathed by the
model-generated ones with the parameter estimates in Table 6.9. Indeed, Table 6.11
shows that the model-generated moments math the empirial ounterparts almost
perfetly. However, the objetive funtion values for the FRF and JPY market data
do exeed the riteria from the blok bootstrap method at 1% level (35.67 > 24.10,
31.04 > 25.89); the model is misspeied.
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Table 6.11: Moment estimates of FX data
m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 m8 m9 m10
CHF -0.0133 0.5382 0.0195 0.1365 0.1247 0.1111 0.0916 0.0712 0.9142 3.4123
NT 0.0003 0.4562 0.0266 0.1434 0.1347 0.1230 0.1058 0.0730 0.9122 3.9418
DM -0.0089 0.4241 0.0287 0.1386 0.1453 0.1253 0.0951 0.0799 0.8900 3.3781
NT 0.0003 0.4090 0.0337 0.1502 0.1431 0.1361 0.1213 0.0639 0.9261 3.8753
FRF -0.0007 0.4040 0.0265 0.1316 0.1539 0.1317 0.1018 0.0946 0.8881 3.1911
NT 0.0003 0.3724 0.0440 0.1572 0.1486 0.1413 0.1262 0.0666 0.9236 3.8550
GBP 0.0032 0.3507 0.0525 0.1716 0.1759 0.1566 0.1338 0.0671 0.9197 3.1955
NT 0.0001 0.3343 0.0374 0.1806 0.1687 0.1557 0.1380 0.0870 0.9013 3.7778
JPY -0.0120 0.4311 0.0222 0.1788 0.1471 0.1165 0.1143 0.1297 0.8693 3.3463
NT 0.0002 0.3880 0.0282 0.1667 0.1516 0.1364 0.1154 0.0900 0.8935 3.8796
6.5 Conlusion
In this hapter, we proposed the moment-based estimation to examine the eets of
the group behavior on an opinion formation proess in nanial markets. In a simple
interating agent model, the transition rates of the opinion dynamis aet the prie
movements; we assume that fundamentals are desribed by a Brownian motion.
However, the mapping between the model parameters and the objetive funtion is
non-onvex and at with respet to the behavioral parameters during the estimation.
To irumvent identiation problems in the model, we rst alibrated the system
size and trading volume parameters, and used simulation based inferene to validate
the model as being a "true" one. Aordingly, the SMM estimation provides the
model parameter estimates by mathing (as losely as possible) the moments of the
FX data; the market volatility an be robustly deomposed into the news innovation
and soial interations.
As Keynes (1936) wrote about an imaginary beauty ontest in his famous work
General Theory of Employment Interest and Money, investors make a rule of thumb
estimate of the market sentiments. Aording to their assessment of the market
situation, they are likely to buy or sell assets out of speulative motive. Beause
of this, we an establish a onnetion between the eets of soial interations and
the prie dynamis in the market. Indeed, his metaphor for the group behavior
is empirially veried by taking a simple interation-based model to the FX data.
This implies that the behavioral analysis of heterogeneous investors an suessfully
reprodue the empirial feature of the nanial data. The empirial results also show
that the transition rates of the historial market sentiment give rise to exessive
volatility in nanial markets.
Aording to a test riterion from the blok bootstrap resample, we annot re-
jet the null hypothesis that the empirial harateristi of some FX data an be
explained by a simple interating agent model. However, we found that the model
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is misspeied for the FRF and JPY data. Sine the moment-based estimation
provides benhmark values for the behavioral parameter in a Markov hain of the
opinion dynamis, we an further ontinue our study of the model identiations
using the simulation based approahes suh as a Markov hain Monte Carlo and l-
tering methods. Future researh is needed to examine the variation in the behavioral
parameter estimates in our study.
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Appendix A: Choie of moments
We assume that the data sets used here are seond-order stationary. Then we denote
by µr, µ|r|, and µr2 rst moments of the population for the raw, absolute and square
returns respetively. The seond moments of r, |r|, and r2 are respetively σr, σ|r|,
and σr2 . Autoorrelation oeient ρτ refers the orrelation of the return series
with its own past values after time lag τ . The moment onditions are hosen among
the following 11 moments (m1 −m11):
m1 = E[rt]− µr
m2 = E[r
2
t ]− σ2
m3 = E[
(rt−µr)(rt−1−µr)
σ2r
]− ρ1,r
m3+i = E[
(|rt|−µ|r|)(|rt−τ |−µ|r|)
σ2
|r|
]− ρτ,|r|, i=1, 2, 3, 4 & τ = 1, 5, 10, 20
The parameters (mID,1−mID,3) of the auxiliary models (the univariate GARCH
(1,1) model and the Hill estimator) are estimated via the indiret estimation method:
GARCH (1,1)
rt = γ0 + εi, εt ∼ N(0, ht)
ht = α0 + α1ε
2
t−1 + β1ht−1
Tail index; see Hill (1975).
ξ = 1k−1
k−1∑
i=1
ln ri,n − ln rk,n, for k ≥ 2
mID,1 = α1
mID,2 = β1
mID,3 = α (:=
1
ξ )
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B: Summary statistis of FX data
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Figure 6.11: Pries (upper) and returns (lower) of CHF/US data
Table 6.12: Statistis of empirial moments and blok bootstrap samples: CHF/US
Label Statisti Empirial Bootstrap
m1 E[rt] -0.0133 -0.0136
m2 Var[rt] 0.5382 0.5392
m3 orr(rt, rt+1) 0.0195 0.0182
m4 orr(|rt|, |rt+1|) 0.1365 0.1340
m5 orr(|rt|, |rt+5|) 0.1247 0.1203
m6 orr(|rt|, |rt+10|) 0.1111 0.1099
m7 orr(|rt|, |rt+20|) 0.0916 0.0835
mID,1 α1 (GARCH(1,1)) 0.0712 0.0754
mID,2 β1 (GARCH(1,1)) 0.9142 0.9042
mID,3 α (Right tail, 5 - 10 %) 3.4123 3.4429
Test riterion 5%: 18.42 1%: 23.44
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Figure 6.12: Pries (upper) and returns (lower) of FRF/US data
Table 6.13: Statistis of empirial moments and blok bootstrap samples: FRF/US
Label Statisti Empirial Bootstrap
m1 E[rt] -0.0007 -0.0006
m2 Var[rt] 0.4040 0.4037
m3 orr(rt, rt+1) 0.0265 0.0252
m4 orr(|rt|, |rt+1|) 0.1316 0.1299
m5 orr(|rt|, |rt+5|) 0.1539 0.1473
m6 orr(|rt|, |rt+10|) 0.1317 0.1271
m7 orr(|rt|, |rt+20|) 0.1018 0.0973
mID,1 α1 (GARCH(1,1)) 0.0946 0.0935
mID,2 β1 (GARCH(1,1)) 0.8881 0.8866
mID,3 α (Right tail, 5 - 10 %) 3.1911 3.2142
Test riterion 5%: 18.24 1%: 24.10
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Figure 6.13: Pries (upper) and returns (lower) of GBP/US data
Table 6.14: Statistis of empirial moments and blok bootstrap samples:GBP/US
Label Statisti Empirial Bootstrap
m1 E[rt] 0.0032 0.0032
m2 Var[rt] 0.3507 0.3519
m3 orr(rt, rt+1) 0.0525 0.0516
m4 orr(|rt|, |rt+1|) 0.1716 0.1690
m5 orr(|rt|, |rt+5|) 0.1759 0.1718
m6 orr(|rt|, |rt+10|) 0.1566 0.1547
m7 orr(|rt|, |rt+20|) 0.1338 0.1281
mID,1 α1 (GARCH(1,1)) 0.0671 0.0796
mID,2 β1 (GARCH(1,1)) 0.9197 0.8939
mID,3 α (Right tail, 5 - 10 %) 3.1955 3.2307
Test riterion 5%: 18.77 1%: 25.89
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Figure 6.14: Pries (upper) and returns (lower) of JPY/US data
Table 6.15: Statistis of empirial moments and blok bootstrap samples: JPY/US
Label Statisti Empirial Bootstrap
m1 E[rt] -0.0120 -0.0122
m2 Var[rt] 0.4311 0.4301
m3 orr(rt, rt+1) 0.0222 0.0218
m4 orr(|rt|, |rt+1|) 0.1788 0.1740
m5 orr(|rt|, |rt+5|) 0.1471 0.1420
m6 orr(|rt|, |rt+10|) 0.1165 0.1045
m7 orr(|rt|, |rt+20|) 0.1143 0.0993
mID,1 α1 (GARCH(1,1)) 0.1297 0.1820
mID,2 β1 (GARCH(1,1)) 0.8693 0.7414
mID,3 α (Right tail, 5 - 10 %) 3.3463 3.3674
Test riterion 5%: 18.22 1%: 26.58
7General Conlusion
In this thesis, we empirially examined the importane of the behavior of eonomi
agents for analyzing the maroeonomi and nanial market models. In partiular,
we evaluated empirial performane of the DSGE models and ABMs by using a
formal model omparison method. The empirial results show that the behavioral
parameters of these models an be estimated by the method of moments estimation
and simulation based inferene. Aordingly we an draw onlusions that the group
behavior in the eonomy an be one of the main driving fores behind the maro-
sopi dynamis in maroeonomi and nanial data. In this way, we hallenged
the theory of the representative agent by showing that behavioral heterogeneity and
soial interations an provide a good approximation to real data.
Main ndings of this thesis and future researh an be summarized as follows:
(1) In hapter 2, we estimate the parameters of a small-sale DSGE model by using
the method of moments estimation and ontrast them with the Bayesian estimation.
In partiular, we attempt to ompare two speiations of the model using a for-
mal test: forward- versus bakward-looking behavior in the New-Keynesian Phillips
urve. Our ndings suggest that the moment-based estimation provides evidene for
bakward-looking behavior in the historial maro data of the US. In addition, the
results of the model omparison show that a hybrid version of the New-Keynesian
model has a better t to the data than a model with forward-looking expetations
for the Great Ination period. A potentially interesting future researh topi would
be to ompare the empirial performane of the DSGE model with a parsimonious
vetor autoregressive model, sine the latter is extensively used for eonomi anal-
ysis.
(2) In hapter 3, the method of moments and maximum likelihood estimation are
used to examine the signiane of a lagged term in the New-Keynesian Phillips
urve and the IS equation. Beause of this, we an establish the empirial relation-
ship between the prie-setting/onsumption behavior and the soures of persistene
in ination and output; the inlusion of bakward-looking behavior improves the
t of the model while osetting the inuene of inherited and extrinsi persistene.
Moreover, it is shown that intrinsi persistene plays a important role for apturing
the strutural features of ination and output. We also arry out Monte Carlo ex-
periments to examine the validity of the hosen moment onditions and the nite
sample properties of the estimation methods. The empirial performane of model
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seletion methods is disussed along the lines of the Akaike's and the Bayesian
information riterion.
(3) In hapter 4, we empirially examine the model of De Grauwe (2011) in whih
agents have ognitive limitations. This model inorporates the disrete hoie the-
ory into a monetary DSGE framework where agent's belief an display endogenous
waves of market optimism and pessimism. Espeially, we estimate the behavioral pa-
rameters governing market expetations of heterogeneous agents using the method
of moment estimator. Sine the model is found to be nonlinear in the swithing
mehanism, we annot easily obtain analytial moment onditions of the system
for estimation. Therefore, we use a simulation based approah to approximate the
moment onditions. The t of the model via the "Moment Mathing" shows that
the agents had expeted moderate deviations of the output gap from its steady
state value with low unertainty. This provides an empirial evidene for bakward-
looking behavior in the expetation formation proess. Sine the estimation of a
small-sale DSGE model is onsidered to be satisfatory, we an further ontinue
the model estimation with muh riher models like e.g. a medium-sale version of
the DSGE model developed by Smets and Wouters (2003, 2005). We leave this issue
to future researh.
(4) In hapter 5, rst, we study the model dynamis of the adaptive belief system
of Gaunersdorfer and Hommes (2007) and estimate the parameters of the model
with two types of noise term: additive and multipliative. The empirial results
show that this model annot explain the empirial regularities of nanial data (i.e.
the absene of long range dependene in the return volatility). Indeed, the model's
t of the S&P 500 data is dependent on the noise speiation in the dynamis.
Seond, we present a strutural stohasti volatility model of Franke and Westerho
(2012) and estimate the parameters of two model speiations: a herding and a
wealth mehanism. Then we use the formal model omparison method to assess
the signiane of the t between the two models. As a result, we nd that the
two trading mehanisms do not play a signiant role in approximating the return
volatility. The inonlusive result an be further examined by verifying the power of
the test and developing statistial approah under a framework of the misspeied
models.
(5) In hapter 6, we study the group behavior of a noise trader model of Alfarano and
Lux (2007). By applying the simulated method of moments estimator to the model,
we an examine the eets of the group behavior on nanial data. However, the
stohasti swithing rule gives rise to multimodalities in the parameter spae; this
prevents a standard eonometri analysis from inferring the exat time-dependent
moments of data. To irumvent these problems, we alibrate values for the system
size and trading volume parameters by allowing for the soial interation eets in
simulations. We use a large number of agents (around 100) and trading volume
parameters in order to reprodue the empirial regularities observed in various FX
data. Afterwards, we estimate the eets of the news innovations and soial in-
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terations on the data. The empirial ndings of this hapter suggest that return
volatility in nanial markets under srutiny an be robustly deomposed into the
news innovations (45-55%) and soial interations (45-55%). Sine the moment-
based estimation provides benhmark values for the parameter of a Markov hain
of the opinion dynamis, we an further ontinue our study of the model identia-
tions using the simulation based approahes suh as a Markov hain Monte Carlo
and ltering methods. Future researh is needed to examine the variation in the
behavioral parameter estimates in our study.
In this thesis, our intention in examining the non-linear and stohasti eonomi
models was to provide a pratial guidane to those who develop, evaluate, and
apply omplex eonomi models. Sine omplexity in these models hinders a diret
empirial appliation, we showed that the moment-based estimation an provide
reasonable values for the behavioral parameters, and the t of the omplex mod-
els an be evaluated along the lines of hosen moment onditions. Therefore the
statistial methods disussed herein an be appliable to the estimation of several
variants of the strutural maroeonomi models and the agent-based models. From
this, we an nd an empirial onnetion between the behavior of eonomi agents
and the model dynamis. Future researh is needed to investigate the properties of
the moment onditions for these omplex models and statistial inferene.
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